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Colonel of the Regiment’s Foreword
As always, it is a great pleasure to be
able to introduce this latest edition of the
Regimental Journal. As with every year
the Regiment remains busy and, I feel
confident in reporting, has excelled at
everything that has been thrown at it. The
main focus of the year was the Regiment’s
final deployment to Afghanistan on Op
HERRICK 20, following a demanding
period of pre-deployment training. It is
worth recalling that the Regiment went
into Iraq in 2003 on TELIC 1, and we
have had a further four tours in between.
This was a complicated, complex and
politically charged tour, with a major focus
on transitioning security responsibility
to the Afghans, and withdrawing the
UK combat presence after over a
decade of engagement. Within this
equation the Regiment provided the
Brigade Reconnaissance Force (BRF),
the Brigade Advisory Group (BAG) and
Regional Corps Battle School training
team (RCBS) to the Afghan National
Army. We should be justifiably proud of
our contribution on HERRICKs 9, 15, and
20 to the security of the UK, and to the well-being of the Afghan
people. I am delighted to report that on this tour our operational
success was not tinged by the sadness of casualties, but I
wish to pay tribute to those members of the Regiment killed or
wounded in the service of their country in the last decade. We
will remember them.
By mid November the Regiment had recovered back to
Sennelager for their last few months in Dempsey Barracks, and
I was delighted to take the Medal Parade, at which I was able to
present 85 officers and soldiers with their first operational award.
It has been heartening over the last years to see and hear of the
continued support which has been shown towards the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards throughout Wales and the Border counties,
especially when the Regiment has been serving overseas.
We were very grateful to be able to cap a demanding year by
accepting an invitation to receive the Freedom of Shrewsbury,
and by exercising our Freedom in Swansea. At the latter parade
we were honoured by our Colonel in Chief, HRH the Prince of
Wales, taking the salute, his second visit to the Regiment in
2014. As ever the support was magnificent and even on a cold
December day the crowds were not deterred from turning out
to show their support.
Looking to the future, it is an exciting and busy time for the
Regiment. After 13 years in Germany, the move to Swanton
Morely is imminent. This will be challenging, as any arms plot
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move is, but I anticipate a smooth
handover with the Light Dragoons, and
an early establishment of excellent and
lasting relationships in Norfolk. This will
be accompanied by our conversion to
the exciting and challenging light cavalry
role, which should allow us to build on
our extensive BRF experience. We will
also have the opportunity to build up a
much closer relationship with our paired
Regiment in the Army Reserve, the Royal
Yeomanry. There will be a last RCA visit
to Dempsey in May, and we shall be
executing a ‘flag-change’ in Swanton
Morely on 6 July. This year also sees
the celebration of Waterloo 200, at the
national and Regimental levels. Plans
are well advanced now and I am looking
forward to seeing many of you at these
events through the year.
I must also mention a number of key
figures who will be changing over the
next year. The Commanding Officer,
Lt Col Will Davies, who has led the
Regiment with tremendous energy and
judgement, and who hands over to Lt Col Dan Duff. And also
Regimental Sergeant Major WO1 Mansell, who I gave his first
tape to in Catterick, and who hands over to WO1 Gallagher! We
are truly indebted to them, and to their wives Katie and Rachel,
and I wish them all the very best for the future.
Home Headquarters continues to work extremely hard on the
Regiment’s behalf. In particular I must thank Basher and his
team for their hard work on the QDG Hampers, so generously
sourced by Mark Ashley Miller, and their involvement in the
organisation of the homecoming parades. The memorial at
Llandaff Cathedral, our ‘Spiritual Home’, is still ongoing and I
hope to see it installed in the next year.
The world continues to throw up new and demanding challenges,
which present us with both threats and opportunities. We
have an election at about the same time as we mark Cavalry
Memorial this year, and whatever the outcome we shall have
a new Security and Defence Review. We can only hope that
any government continues to recognise the value to the nation
of credible armed forces, manned by intelligent and committed
officers and soldiers, regular and reserve. My best wishes go to
all those in the Queen’s Dragoon Guards, be they past, present,
serving at ERE, or family, and I hope that you enjoy the excellent
and thoroughly entertaining articles in the following pages.
SVM
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Commanding Officer’s Foreword
From professionalism, consistency and attitude comes
opportunity. From opportunity comes reputation, influence and
operational experience. QDG had a great opportunity in 2014 to
deploy on the final combat deployment to Helmand Province in
Afghanistan, Operation Herrick 20, which allowed us to top-up
our well-established, decade-long reputation as one of the most
operationally experienced and versatile units in the British Army.
To be one of the first combat units into Iraq in 2003 and the
last combat unit in Helmand in 2014 is a unique and privileged
position indeed.
Deploying the majority of the Regiment in a range of diverse and
challenging roles was an unexpected bonus after an initial order
to deploy only a single squadron. This gave the Regiment a
single focus – Afghanistan – and allowed us to concentrate effort
for greater effect. Another swathe of QDG officers and soldiers
gained experience of operations – the standards expected and
the meticulous planning required, the complex and chaotic
nature of events, the politics in a coalition, unparalleled relief at
the avoidance of casualties. Our soldiers are well-prepared for
the future.
Herrick 20 was forecasted to be different and different it proved
to be. The principal focus was now Camp Bastion, its protection
and handover to the Afghans, and the movement home of
dizzying quantities of men and equipment with ever-diminishing
time. Situational awareness of what both the Taliban and the
Afghan Army were doing in Helmand was vastly diminished as
our ground presence and technical sensors were withdrawn.
Unnervingly, we now relied on the Afghan Army for much of our
information. Our influence with them was potentially waning at
the very time we needed them to help us get out. Our soldiers
were operating in an unusual, politically-charged environment in
which risk – or at least the perception of it – was increasing and
the tolerance of risk was diminishing as the end grew closer.
Working in a coalition under command of the United States
Marine Corps threw up unique experiences and occasional
challenges which required a deft, subtle approach from all ranks
in a very nuanced context. We must not under-estimate the
value of this experience given the likely coalition character of our
operations in the future. The tried-and-tested solutions to Herrick
problems, fine-tuned by the Army over six years in Helmand,
were no longer guaranteed to solve our problems. There was
also no Herrick 21 to pass on our remaining problems. Fresh
and novel solutions were required and soldiers had to think hard
about the right course of action in this changed context.
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C Squadron formed the core of the Brigade Reconnaissance
Force under command of 5 RIFLES and conducted 27 aviationborne assaults into the area around Camp Bastion. It was one
of the principal means of disrupting the enemy and securing
Bastion and it conducted operations to the very end. A Squadron
provided staff and instructors to the ANA Regional Corps Battle
School in what became a model of its kind in Afghanistan. RHQ
and B Squadron worked with 3rd Brigade of 215 Corps to close
down a long and valued UK-Afghan relationship while also
ensuring it was bale to help us withdraw in good order. A diverse
set of roles, each performed excellently. The Rear Operations
Group secured the home front in an assured, brilliant manner.
And now all things Afghanistan are over for QDG and we must
catch up with the remainder of the Army which has sprinted
ahead with the implementation of Army 2020. Fortunately we
had the chance to bring some sort of closure to our seven
year Afghanistan experience with some wonderful, memorable
events in November and December – a medal parade in
Sennelager where another 85 soldiers received the Afghanistan
medal, the granting of the Freedom of Shrewsbury, exercising
our right to the Freedom of Swansea in the presence of our
Colonel in Chief, and thanksgiving services in St Chad’s in
Shrewsbury and Llandaff Cathedral, all in the presence of the
Colonel of the Regiment and many other Association members
and Regimental friends.
As I contemplate the end of my command in early 2015, I am
thankful 2014 passed as successfully it did and I am hugely
grateful to everyone for their dedication, professionalism, ability
to get things done and, above all, their friendly and upbeat
approach to life. I have come to know this as the QDG way.
2015 is a transitional year with the arrival of a new commanding
officer, the move to Norfolk and conversion to Light Cavalry.
Beyond, the Welsh Cavalry will be ready for its next challenge.
WHLD
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QDG Honours and Awards
Knight Commander of the Most Excellent Order of the
British Empire:
Lt Gen Sir SV Mayall CB
Commander Land Forces’ Commendation:
WO2 Jones 458
Joint Commanders’ Commendation:
Sgt Smith
General Ofﬁcer Commanding 1 (United Kingdom)
Division’s Commendation:
Capt PD Jones
WO2 Williams 772

Long Service and Good Conduct Medal:
Sgt Hart
Mann Trophy:
LCpl Dewhurst
Leathersellers Trophy:
Cpl Bennett
Queen Elizabeth Trophy:
Sgt Chant
Light Cavalry Troop Leaders’ Course Top Student:
Lt Poppleton

Sgt Chant is presented the Queen Elizabeth Trophy

Capt Jones receives GOC 1 Div’s Commendation

Cpl Bennett receives the Leathersellers Trophy
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LCpl Dewhurst is presented the Mann trophy
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Diary of Regimental Events 2014
January
6
11–16
20–25
26–31

February
11

17–21
25
28

March
4–27
8
11
13–14
16
18–19
20
21–22
25
28
28
29
31 Mar–4 Apr

April
1
4

5–10
11–13
21
14–27
27

May
1–11
2

9
10–11
22
25
31 May–2 Jun

June
4
12
18

20–22
26

July

2–4
7–11
11–14
26 Jul–3 Aug
26 Jul–15 Aug
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Return to work from Christmas Leave
Op HERRICK 20 first recce
Ex PASTUN TEMPEST, Castlemartin
Ex PASTUN PANTHER, Thetford
Welsh Regiments Reception at the House of
Commons
Half Term
QDG Celebrates St David’s Day
Colonel in Chief visits the BRF in
Castlemartin
Ex EAGLE EYE, Hohenfels
Western Kompaine visit, Herrenbad
Cpls’ Mess Celebrate Lucknow
Cpls’ Mess Battlefield Study
Cpl Watson Departs for Afghanistan
Families pre-deployment briefs in Wales
All Ranks Party
Wives Exercise, Ex EAGLES MATE,
Sennelager
GOC 1(UK)Div attends Regimental Dinner
Night
Brig Swift, Comd 20(Armd)Bde farewell
lunch
Konigsabad
Officers’ Mess Party
Ex PASTUN HAWK 2, Sennelager
APC Road Show Visit
Western Kompanie Schnatgang, Dempsey
Barracks
Op HERRICK 20 second recce
PEC Spring show
A Sqn deploy on Op HERRICK 20
Easter Leave
RBL Bootsale
Ex PASHTUN DAWN 1, SPTA
Colonel of the Regiment visits Ex PASTHUN
DAWN 1
Officers’ Dinner, London
Cavalry Memorial Weekend
BAT Main Body Depart for Afghanistan
BRF Main Body Depart for Afghanistan
Schutzenfest, Schloss Neuhaus
Queen’s Birthday celebrations, Hannover
Tranche 4 Redundancies announced
Officers and SNCOs celebrate Waterloo in
Afghanistan
Bad Ischl Parades
ROG celebrate Waterloo
ROG Adventure Training, Harz Mountains
RMLY recruiting surge
Paderborn Schutzenfest
Paderborn Libori Festival
ROG Summer Leave, Block 1

August
4

15 Aug–8 Sep
16
18–22
26 Aug–2 Sep

Maj Coombes departs and hands over as
Regimental Second in Command to Maj
Farebrother
ROG Summer Leave, Block 2
Langemark Memorial Dedication, Flanders
Regimental recruiting surge, Wales
War Horse Ride, Mons

September
9

18
20
18
23–25
28

October
1–3
3–5
12–24

20–24
27 Oct–2 Nov
27 Oct–7 Nov

November
1
3
5
9
19–21
21
22
24
24
27
29
29

Equipment Care Inspection and ROG Health
Check
B Sqn main body returns from Afghanistan
A Sqn main body returns from Afghanistan
Comd ES Visits
Ex POISON FIST, Sennelager
RBL Bootsale
Swanton Morley recce
Regimental Reunion, Cardiff
Support to RMLY Annual Training Period,
Warcop
Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL
Regimental recruiting surge, Wales
Ex HARZ EAGLE 14
Final RHQ and A and B Sqn personnel
return from Afghanistan
C Sqn (BRF) main body return from
Afghanistan
Paderborn Garrison Bonfire Night
20(Armd)Bde Remembrance Parade
Swanton Morley recce
Nordic Ski Team Depart
Cpl Watson Returns from Afghanistan (last
QDG in theatre)
Paderborn Christmas market
Swanton Morley Local Authority brief to
families
All Ranks Party
Regimental Medals Parade
Officers’ Mess Christmas Party

December
2
4
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
12
15 Dec–5 Jan

Regimental Christmas Day
Commanding Officer’s Christmas Drinks
20(Armd)Bde homecoming thanksgiving
service, Paderborn Dom
Cpls’ Mess Christmas Party
WOs’ & Sgts’ Mess Christmas Party
SSAFA Christmas Fair
Christingle Service
Paderborn Carol Service
Shrewsbury Freedom Parade
Llandaff Cathedral Memorial Service
Swansea Mansion House Dinner
Swansea Freedom Parade and Colonel in
Chief’s inspection
Christmas Leave
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A Squadron

2013 ended with A Sqn having been
warned off at short notice for operations
in Afghanistan, as part of Op HERRICK
20. A Sqn had been tasked to form the
UK component of a joint British Army
and US Marine Corps (USMC) training
team. This team’s job was to develop
the Afghan National Army’s (ANA) 215
Regional Corps Battle School (RCBS,
based in Camp Shorabak, in Helmand
Province, adjacent to Camp Bastion) so
that it could, in turn, deliver a steady flow
of well trained Afghan soldiers to the ANA
215 Corps fighting in Helmand Province,
even after the departure of ISAF forces.
By January 2014, the ANA had taken over
the vast majority of the fighting against the
insurgents from UK and coalition forces in
Helmand. Their ability to continue the fight
and ultimately win (whatever a win might
actually look like) depends on a continued
stream of new soldiers, well trained and
equipped both to take the fight to the
enemy but also to support operations
through logistic, medical and equipment
support. The RCBS trains ANA soldiers
for a wide range of roles, including the
infantry, artillery and mortars, driving
and logistics, equipment maintenance
and repair and combat medical care, to
mention but a few.
The road to prepare a squadron for
deployment to Afghanistan is long and
intense at the best of times and for A Sqn,
having only been stood up for deployment
late in 2013, it was particularly intensive.
2014 started in earnest in January with
a range package to qualify each man in
the squadron for the live firing phase of
the centralised mission specific training
(CMST), a live firing exercise conducted
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at Castlemartin called Ex PASHTUN
TEMPEST. In order to deploy on Ex
PASHTUN TEMPEST, each member of
the squadron had to conduct live fire
tactical training up to section attack level.
This meant progressing past the basic
Annual Combat Marksmanship Test
(ACMT, formerly the APWT for those who
remember it), fired on a purpose built
range; through transition to field firing
serials, which include individual close
quarter battle ranges, individual, pairs
and fire-team fire and manoeuvre and
finally the section attack itself, conducted
on a field firing area on the Sennelager
Training Area. In common with the
remainder of the RAC, A Sqn was not
flush with officers and NCOs qualified to
conduct dismounted field firing; however,
fortunately Sgt Cubitt held all of the
right qualifications, allowing him to both
design and conduct the ranges.
Given the mentoring role that A Sqn was
deployed in, there was (unfortunately)
no requirement to train beyond section
level live firing, to prepare us for more
specialist combat marksmanship training
at Castlemartin.
We were however
trained on the Army’s new pistol, the
Glock 17, which has replaced the
venerable Browning, in service (with at
least some nations) since before the end
of the Second World War. While firing
the same ammunition, it was very clear
from the outset that the new pistol was
a vast improvement on the old, both in
terms of accuracy and reliability. Tprs
Guercio and Hutchings in particular also
made it clear how much they liked the
appearance of the new pistol, particularly

when combined with some particularly
edgy military fashion choices.
Along with shooting, A Sqn conducted
a great deal of Counter Improvised
Explosive Devices (C-IED) drills training.
While it was sincerely hoped that the
squadron would not be required to put
these drills into practice for real, they
are an obvious must for any squadron
deploying to Afghanistan. While there
was a wealth of experience gleaned
from previous Afghan tours within the
squadron (particularly at the SNCO level),
much had inevitably changed since the
QDG’s last tour there and new techniques
introduced to counter the constantly
evolving menace that IEDs present. The
squadron was fortunate to have high
priced help organic to it, in the form of
Sgt Simpson, the squadron engineer
recce sergeant and a Royal Engineer
CIED instructor as well as a number of
QDG all arms CIED instructors. The
learning curve was steep with training
often taking place outside normal work
hours or as concurrent activity on ranges
or alongside other training events.
Equally important was first aid, medical
training.
Squadrons and companies
deploying to Afghanistan are mandated
to train one in four people up as team
medics, able to conduct slightly more
advanced life saving first aid. As A Sqn
was likely to be employed in very small
training teams of two or three in Camp
Shorabak, it was quickly decided that
one in four was not nearly high enough a
proportion, so this was increased resulting
in nearly all of the squadron undergoing
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of an impending, so called, ‘green-onblue’ attack. We were also taught the
tactics, techniques and procedures
(TTPs) used to counter the ‘green-onblue’ threat including the employment of
guardian angels (an armed sentry similar
to a body guard).

Capt Lough & Sgt Thomas on ranges with USMC and ANA

this excellent training, ably delivered by
LCpl Pettinger from the QDG RAP.
While the focus for much of MST was
on ‘hard skills’ (shooting, CIED and first
aid), it was during this period that the
squadron started to receive ‘soft skills’
training. This included some language
training, with three officers and one Tpr
attending the three week patrol Dari
course and everyone else conducting
at least a few days of classroom tuition.
Although Pashtu is the most commonly
spoken language in Helmand, the official
ANA language is Dari and hence this was
taught.

The squadron also got its first exposure
to the Operational Training and Advisory
Group (OPTAG) at this stage. This
consisted two days of lectures in
Normandy Barracks, mandatory for every
serviceman deploying to Afghanistan,
known as the All Ranks Briefing followed
by an excellent advisors’ cadre delivered
in Dempsey Barracks by the OPTAG
Security Forces Advisor Training Team.
This focussed countering the insider
threat posed to coalition forces by
their Afghan partners (a hot topic in the
media over the last few years). We were
taught to recognise the early warning
signs of an impending attack as well as
how to react and deal with heightened
‘atmospherics’ that might be the warning

At the end of January, A Sqn (along with B
Sqn and RHQ) deployed to Castlemartin for
Ex PASHTUN TEMPEST. As many readers
will recall, January is not the ideal time to
visit Castlemartin and our expectations
were met with one of the coldest and
wettest first few days on exercise that
many of us had ever experienced. The
exercise focussed on training us to shoot
under difficult and realistic conditions (as
realistic a substitute south west Wales
in January is for Helmand in August,
anyway!) We learned to shoot from civilian
pickup trucks, similar to those that we
would use in Helmand and to counter
ambushes, abandoning stricken vehicles
and covering one another, while extracting
as small teams to safety. We became
acutely aware that our vehicles were far
from bullet proof and getting in and out of
such a vehicle, normally involving climbing
over seats, all while wearing body armour,
returning fire and trying to communicate
with your team mates over gunfire and
while wearing hearing protection (now a
mandated requirement) was challenging in
the extreme.
As we would frequently switch teams in
theatre, often going into Camp Shorabak
with our USMC colleagues, it was vital

Sjt Bailey and
Tpr Mole

Tpr Evans
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that each member of the squadron could
work closely with any other. This gave
the Tp Sgts the excuse they needed to
demonstrate what they planned would be
a perfect demonstration of an extraction
under fire from an ambushed pickup
truck. Much planning had gone into this
and a small audience assembled, despite
the near horizontal rain. Unfortunately 36
hours of rain, combined with a particularly
muddy piece of ground, over which they
were to move, proved their undoing and
resulted in all four sliding to the ground
in succession and struggling to get up
while simultaneously attempting to return
fire at the figure 11 targets playing the
part of ambushers. What resulted was
akin to a Benny Hill sketch, but with the
added excitement of live ammunition!
The training also included short range,
snap engagements, aimed at training
us to counter insider attackers. This
inevitably involved a small patrol entering
a building or compound to conduct
mentoring and a target suddenly being
exposed (representing the attacker) which
had to be engaged by one of the patrol’s
guardian angels. This was excellent
training for the junior soldiers who would
be employed as guardian angels as well
as extremely useful for the NCO force
protection commander, who decided
where responsible for positioning them.
Ex PASHTUN TEMPEST culminated
in a two day mini-exercise, where the
squadron was based in a farmhouse
compound and conducted patrols during
both day and night out to simulated
ANA locations to conduct training and
mentoring.
From Wales, the squadron moved
to Thetford, for the main CMST test
exercise, Ex PASHTUN PANTHER
(known to previous generations as the
‘meat grinder,’ owing to the number
of commanders, at all levels, removed
from post as a result of the performance
of their commands on the exercise).
On this occasion, A and B Sqns were
collocated in a patrol base, with each
deploying out of it to conduct simulated
mission specific tasks.

The ‘Special’ Relationship

and testing of the ‘hard skills’ previously
learned, out of scenario. We were then
placed within a semi-realistic training
scenario, where we had to deploy
troop strength training team patrols to a
simulated RCBS, complete with Afghan
role-players. While not hyper-realistic,
the scenario and infrastructure presented
to us proved an excellent environment
for us to be thoroughly tested. As with
any OPTAG exercise, Ex PASHTUN
PANTHER was punctuated by plenty
of drama, with attacks being launched
against us seemingly constantly in order
to fully test our TTPs and command and
control procedures.

he was so friendly, we all slightly doubted
his utility as an attack dog.

While not as wet as Castlemartin, Thetford
was reassuringly cold, with the snow
on the ground when we arrived rapidly
turning to nearly frozen water, which
pooled in the three green army tents we
were provided for accommodation (and
for which we were provided just two
heaters).

At around this time, it was confirmed that
A Sqn would deploy a month ahead of the
rest of the Regiment (and 20 Brigade) in
mid-April. This was done so that the UK
and USMC halves of the RCBS training
team would not conduct their RiPs (relief
in place) at the same time (the USMC
were already locked into a mid-May RiP),
in order to maintain continuity within the
RCBS. This meant that Ex PASHTUN
PANTHER would be the last major training
event for A Sqn (B and C Sqns going on
to a further exercise in the UK).

While patrols were deployed and the
patrol base guarded (alternately by A and
B Sqn), SHQ ran the Ops room.

The first few days of the exercise were
designed as a combination of training

The exercise was well resourced with
(amongst other things) ISR and two
military working dogs, a spaniel called
Bingo whose job it was to find weapons
and explosives and an attack dog (an
Alsatian) called Appu. Appu quickly
became a squadron favourite although

Amazingly, they were…

Loughy, Letching
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Ex PASHTUN PANTHER finished with
the squadron being certified fit to deploy
(albeit with the inevitable points that we
could improve on prior to departure). We
were to be limited to deploying just 30
people (advisors and security soldiers)
to Afghanistan; however the exercise
construct (in the absence of our USMC
partners) had required that almost double
that number be deployed to Castlemartin
and Thetford. It was therefore necessary
to select a team from the squad that had
been successfully trained up to deploy.

The squadron conducted its final ORBAT
change in mid-March, shedding its
surplus manpower to the ROG and
gaining WO2 Jason ‘Butch’ Davies, who
took over from WO2 Jason ‘Bongo’
Davies as SSM and SSgt Riley who took

Sgt Simpson hands over the deeds to
the local German ‘wellness spa’
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over from Sgt Mitchell as SQMS. This
occasion was marked by a particularly
memorable pre-deployment squadron
party held on 20 March in the squadron
bar (an institution that will be sorely
missed on our move to Swanton Morley).
It was decided (by popular demand) that
the party would be fancy dress resulting
in an unplanned light-sabre showdown
between Luke Skywalker (Tpr Evans
143) and Darth Vader (Maj O’Brien).
After a couple of weeks of pre-operational
leave, the squadron reassembled
on 14 April at an otherwise empty
Dempsey Barracks to conduct our final
administration. On 16 April we piled onto
a coach, in front of a small audience of
wives, children and the Commanding
Officer for an epic journey across Europe
by road and ferry to Brize Norton from
where we eventually flew (via Cyprus) to
Camp Bastion in Helmand.
Unfortunately Capt Lough, the Sqn 2IC,
was not among us, having contracted
chickenpox; a truly frightful sight on
a person in his late 20s. Instead 2Lt
McKellar was called back from a
romantic week’s leave in Belgium (two
days before deployment), quickly issued
kit and deployed to fill the gap until Capt
Lough had sufficiently recovered and
could be loaded onto a flight.
Our first few days in Afghanistan were
taken up with Reception, Staging and
Onward Integration (RSOI) training and
moving into our accommodation in
Camp Leatherneck, the US part of the
wider camp of which Bastion formed the
UK part. As can be imagined, the USMC
(and by virtue of residing in Leatherneck,
A Sqn) lived in a style not seen in
Bastion.
We were accommodated
in a mixture of CORIMECs and metal
prefabricated accommodation buildings,
all comfortable and mercifully with
working air-conditioning. The USMC
cookhouse (known as a DEFAC or more
simply ‘chow-hall’) also initially appeared
to be more appealing than its British
equivalent in Camp Bastion; although
a couple of months in and several of
us were hankering after British food in
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favour of the deep-fried and processed
American style cooking. A Bastion curry
was a rare treat and well worth attending
meetings in Bastion for!
The RCBS Security Forces Assistance
and Advisory Team (RCBS SFAAT), as the
combined A Sqn and USMC training team
was known comprised about 90 people,
30 from A Sqn, 30 USMC and about 30
US civilian contractors and interpreters
(known as linguists). Additionally, our
outer cordon force protection in Camp
Shorabak was provided by two Pls from
a USMC weapons company (analogous
to a UK infantry support company).
No sooner had we learned our jobs and
got to know our Afghan counterparts
than it was time to bid farewell to the
incumbent USMC team and welcome
their successors, with whom we would
finish the tour. Unlike the British Army,
the USMC forms advisor teams by
throwing together a group of individual
augmentees and training them in a
process more or less akin to CMST. They
also routinely conduct 9 to 12 month
operational tours (often without R&R).
Both of these factors can generate a
number of frictions that we Brits do not
routinely experience. However, we got
on well with both USMC teams and it
was a sad day when we finally parted
company.
Fortunately, the tour passed without
major incident; with A Sqn soldiers
working in Camp Shorabak at the RCBS
and on the ANA ranges in the desert just
outside, six days a week. Huge progress
was made, both in terms of the quality
of the instruction delivered by the Afghan
instructors and the resulting increase in
quality of soldiers being provided to 215
Corps and the organisation and planning
conducted by the RCBS headquarters.
When we first arrived, most of the
training courses were already functional,
with only a few that needed further
instructional development or coalition
hands on instruction.
However the
RCBS headquarters was unable to plan
its own training programme in advance
and allocate scarce resources, such

as ammunition and fuel to facilitate the
training. By the time we left Afghanistan
in mid-September this situation had been
rectified, in no small part due to the effort
of the A Sqn advisors.
Throughout this period, the squadron
maintained an R&R plot, resulting in each
(entitled) member of the squadron taking
two weeks of R&R. On 10 June the first
of a number of personnel changes took
place. First to join us was Lt McKechnie
(who had commanded his troop on Exs
PASHTUN TEMPEST and PANTHER), to
replace Lt Carter mentoring the RCBS
Infantry Battle School, in order to release
the latter for a posting to Bovington as
a Tp Ldr at the RACTR. Next was the
short notice departure on 15 June of
the SSM (WO2 Davies) due to a minor
injury. Despite being “non-urgent”, his
evacuation happened so quickly, that
no replacement had been considered.
Fortunately, SSgt ‘Barney’ Costello was
available and fully trained and so he flew
out almost immediately (with acting rank
on) to fill the large shoes left behind.
Finally Tprs Farmer, Mole, King and Carew
deployed out to replace others requiring
career courses back in Germany. This
meant that despite the squadron being
established on Op HERRICK 20 for just
30, a total of 36 QDGs and attached
arms were able to benefit from what
could be the last operational experience
for some time and will be able to pass
on the benefits of that experience to the
next generation.
One of the hazards of living with
Americans during the summer months is
their propensity to celebrate their rather
regrettable departure from the British
Empire on 4 July! This event was not
be missed, even in Afghanistan, and
the Leatherneck chow-hall was duly
decorated and special food laid on for
the occasion. By this stage we had
developed close friendships with our
USMC colleagues and so it was decided
that A Sqn should host a party (sadly
dry of course) for the USMC component
of the RCBS SFAAT. The afternoon
was a great success with a barbeque
and some potted sports. More widely
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around Camp Leatherneck, US Marines
could be heard loudly wishing any Brits
they saw “a happy fourth” or “happy
Independence Day”, to which Lt Dumont
insisted the only appropriate response
was “You’re quite welcome!” Sadly
the explanation that the British view (at
least at the time) of the American War
of Independence would have been that
it was basically an insurgency that we
lost and that the American insurgent
tactics were in some cases not materially
different from those used by Afghan
insurgents, seemed drew blank looks
from our American colleagues!
The coalition’s impending departure
from Helmand had been announced
before our deployment; however it was
not entirely clear until about the time we
deployed exactly when we would leave.
As the date was resolved, plans were
drawn up to incrementally reduce the
amount of mentoring and assistance we
provided the ANA. This resulted in the
RCBS SFAAT and A Sqn with it being
subsumed into the Consolidated Corps
Advisory Team (C-CAT), commanded by
a USMC officer called Colonel Dowling,
who also exercised indirect (operational)
command over the other Afghan facing
groupings, including the BAT (made up
of B Sqn and RHQ).
Within the C-CAT, A Sqn was spread
across a number of functional areas, with
the Sqn Ldr mentoring the 215 Corps
G3/5 section in concert with a UK Lt
Col and planning the final drawdown of
the ANA mentoring mission in Helmand,
while the remainder either providing
continued mentoring to the RCBS staff
or manning a force protection team
entrusted with protecting a separate
UK medical mentoring team working
at the Camp Shorabak Afghan military
hospital. This work was particularly
worthwhile as the hospital is the only one
of its kind in Helmand and considered a
critical capability by the ANA. It was also
historically a point of particular friction in
Camp Shorabak, where the insider threat
was considered to be particularly acute
and where the UK medics had to work
in very close quarters with their Afghan
counterparts, in difficult and stressful
circumstances,
including
assisting
Afghan surgeons conduct emergency
life saving surgery on ANA casualties
arriving at short notice, often at night.
The protection had previously been
provided by a USMC infantry company
(not specifically trained to interact with
Afghans), which took a tough and at
times aggressive approach to guarding
their charges. This caused a number
of issues, all of which were quickly
rectified when A Sqn took on the role
and applied a lighter and more sensitive
touch. Interestingly, this clearly illustrated
both the requirement for Afghan (or in the
future any indigenous force) facing military
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teams to be appropriately trained for the
task; it also once again demonstrated
the utility of the intelligent recce/cavalry
soldier in mentoring and training tasks,
tactically astute and sensitive to his
environment.
All too soon it was time for our USMC team
mates to depart Helmand, followed by us
on 16 September. Six A Sqn soldiers
remained behind, under the command
of Sgt Walker and Sjt Bailey (the latter
attached from 2 RIFLES). Their job was
to facilitate ANA R&R flights (yes they
have them!) flying between Camp Bastion
and Kabul, by providing the equivalent of
airport security, albeit somewhat different
to that at Heathrow airport. This team
finally departed Helmand and Afghanistan
with the remnants of the BAT in October,
leaving Bastion with the last of the UK
and US troops.
However before the departure of the main
body, a final squadron parade was held in
the RC(SW) headquarters compound in
Camp Leatherneck at which a number of
commendations awarded by the (USMC)
Commanding General and the (UK)
Deputy Commander Regional Command
(South West) were presented. These
commendations recognise some of the
excellent work conducted by A Sqn that
has directly resulted in increased ANA
capability in Helmand Province that will
endure well beyond our departure.
The squadron’s return to Germany
was uneventful and included the now
familiar (and mandatory!) decompression
period consisting of two days in Cyprus.
Mercifully we were spared the overland
epic of a bus journey from the UK by
virtue of the aircraft landing in Hanover
to drop us and other Germany based
troops off. This resulted in an arrival at
Dempsey Barracks at about 0130 on 19
September, where we were greeted by
the Adjutant, the SSM and the Welfare
Officer offering cans of beer and some
tired but excited wives and children.

The rest of the year was filled with
leave, both post-tour and an extended
Christmas break, Adventure Training
and career and Lt Cav conversion
courses. Next year we look forward
to continuing our conversion to Lt Cav
and the unit move to Swanton Morley.
On completion of Christmas leave the
Regiment will go through a complete
re-ORBAT, resulting in three equally sized
squadrons, with very few remaining
in the same places. Both the Sqn Ldr
and SSM will remain to provide some
continuity for the squadron, but both are
due to move on in 2015, making way for
a new command team. Capt Lough and
Lt Dumont move to RHQ as Ops Officer
and RSO respectively. SSgt Riley and
Sgts Hughes and Thomas move to the
QMs’ Dept and Sgt Cubitt steps up as A
Sqn SQMS, almost all of the remainder
move to other squadrons, making way
for fresh faces.
2014 has been an excellent year for the
squadron that has marked the end of
operations in Helmand. It was a huge
privilege for A Sqn to be a part of that
historic period and we now look forward
to the trials and tribulations that 2015
inevitably holds in store for us.
A Squadron Op HERRICK 20
Commander’s Commendations
CG RC(SW)’s Certiﬁcate of
Commendation
Maj O’Brien (presented on return to
Germany)
Sgt Cubitt
Sgt Hughes
Sgt Thomas
DCOM RC(SW)’s Certiﬁcate of
Commendation
A/Capt Dumont
Sgt Simpson
Cpl Davies 109
EDO’B
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‘Bad’ Charlie Carter and
Gunny ‘J’ audition for
the new Matrix film
Sgt Cubitt

ANA course
graduation parade
WO2 Costello
demonstrates
the British
Army’s
answer to
the iPhone

A Sqn ranges in
Camp Bastion

A Sqn on RSOI
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Cpl Davies
109 receives
his Hogwarts
acceptance letter

Caption Capt Dumont
receives his commendation
from DCOM RC(SW)
DCOM
RC(SW)
addresses
A Sqn

The A Sqn G4
mentoring team
Hughes, Lough
and Cubitt

Sgt Thomas (Blond Haired)
receives his commendation
: Maj Parker, a
typical USMC officer

The new tier 1
protecction
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B Squadron

Last year Major Farebrother stated in
the journal that 2014 promised to hold
many challenges for B Squadron. Our
last minute inclusion in the order of
battle for Op HERRICK 20 had spun the
world on its head, but rolling with the
punches the Sqn had quickly completed
an about-face and surged forward with
Mission Specific Training. The challenges
multiplied; gone was the familiar Sqn
lay-down of Sabre Troops and Sqn HQs
also gone was the need to find fix and
strike as our primary function, in came
‘soft skills’, engagement, confrontation
management and negotiation.
New
vehicles arrived with no-one trained to
drive them, new weapons arrived with
no-one trained to fire them. Luckily, as
each new challenge crashed upon us,
the Sqn rose to meet them head on.
Before I begin talking about Afghanistan,
I must of course mention an extremely
important event, hosted by B Sqn in
March, somehow squeezed in between
HORN training and Black bag issues!
The Wives Exercise or Ex EAGLES MATE,
organised by the SSM, Mr Gallacher, was
a great success with 10 wives throwing
themselves fully into the 2 days of fun.
Bayonet training, a navigation exercise,
a rations display as well as other army
things all followed by a very slick and
terrifying section attack on the playing
field. All of the ladies in attendance were
enthusiastic, keen to learn and in many
aspects better than their husbands!
Now on to the Tour. Through a good
deal of hard work, understanding,
co-operation and co-option, disruption
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2 MERCIAN hand over as Brigade Advisory Team to QDG

and learning, many courses and one
or two colourful Excel spreadsheets B
Sqn met its targets and were able to
continue our run up to Herrick. Drivers,
Gunners and Commanders learnt their
way around our new steeds, the HUSKY
and FOXHOUND.
These armoured
patrol vehicles, specifically designed
for the Afghan environment, would take
us well outside the protective wire and
towers of Camp Bastion and into an
Area of Operations (AO) bereft of ISAF
forces. Consequently, excellence in their
operation was required and in every case
found. Gunnery, both mounted and
dismounted, was completed in a wet
couple of weeks at Castlemartin. Blank
exercises followed in Thetford, placing the
Sqn in an Afghan scenario; allowing us to
operate in and out of our new vehicles
for extended periods. Meetings and
negotiations with Afghan actors, made
deliberately difficult and challenging,
added much needed realism to the
training whilst Gurkhas acting as Afghan
National Army (ANA) did their level best
to un-nerve the soldiers in their roles as
Guardian Angels (effectively bodyguards
for the Advisors). One particular Gurkha
took great delight in repeatedly throwing

stones at Cpl Kaikadavu, much to
this friendly and good-natured Fijian’s
distress.
In the blink of an eye, or so it seemed
we, arrived at our final test exercise,
Ex PASHTUN DAWN, which took us
on another long coach journey to UK,
this time to Salisbury Plain. Again, we
mounted our vehicles, again we were
tested and again we performed well.
There we stood, boxes ticked, exercises
attended, the Colonel of the Regiment’s
stirring pre-tour speech ringing in our
ears, B Sqn was ready for Herrick 20.
The Commanding Officer had always
stressed that Herrick 20 would be a
tour of uncertainty. Few of us could
have guessed, stepping off the Aircraft
into the warm Afghan night, that Op
HERRICK 20 would be so different from
previous tours. B Sqn settled into its
new accommodation, Troopers in one
block and NCOs and Officers in another.
We were to live in Camp 501, the oldest
and best established sub-camp within
the Bastion complex. Consequently
we had the relative luxury of our own
laundry, gym and (patchy) wifi, a far cry
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It looked nothing like a Spitfire but Maj Farebrother
was pleased with his Airfix model anyway

from earlier tours out in the Forward
operating Bases (FOBs). Bastion had
changed considerably since our last
visit, many of the tented camps and
shops we had known on previous trips
to Afghan had disappeared and the
efforts to bring everything home (or
retrograde in American-speak) were
continuing at an extremely rapid pace.
The camp hummed with activity and
constant movement, the noise of aircraft
starting up, the dust, Helicopters in the
sky above, the constant heat. All these
images spring to mind from those first
few days.
Despite the overwhelming
sense of a camp on its way to closure, B
Sqn knew that for them the mission was
only just starting and so we set about
learning our jobs. Luckily, a hardworking
advance party led by SQMS Davies 196
had deployed early and 2 MERCIAN,
our predecessors in the BAT (Brigade
Advisory Team) role, had everything set
up and ready to hand-over. The Mercians
were coming to the end of an almost 9
month tour, but despite this were very
willing to help the QDG settle in and gave
us an excellent handover.
The Sqn was roughly split between
two groupings, CO’s TAC (Tactical
headquarters) and the ANSF LT (Afghan
National Security Forces Liaison Team).
These groups had very similar roles,
capabilities and lay downs. The RSM and
SSM acted as the tactical commanders
for what were essentially large troops,
whilst the advisor element, t CO or
Maj Farebrother (and latterly Captain
Wiggins) focussed on whichever Afghan
commander we were visiting that day.
In addition to this task, the CO and the
advisors (Engineer, Medical, Intelligence,
Operations, etc.) would visit the Afghan
Brigade Headquarters (HQ 3/215)
in the Camp Shorabak, the Afghan
camp that borders Bastion, daily. This
meant a security detail travelled down
in a FOXHOUND vehicle early every
morning (except glorious Fridays, the
Muslim Sabbath) to conduct clearance
of the area and ensure all was safe for
the advisors. They would then provide
security for the headquarters building.
There was a lot of ‘stagging on’. This
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perhaps unglamorous task was a
constant throughout most of the tour,
and whilst not the most thrilling, was
critical and met with the highest levels of
professionalism; alert and ready to spring
into action if the need arose.
With the Shorabak tasking falling into a
well worn routine, deploying out into the
wilds of Helmand Province became a
nice change to the daily grind. As the
other coalition bases all over Helmand
gradually shut, we lost more and more
of our ability to gather information and
project force into the country. As a result
we were much more reliant on the ANA
to provide us with this information and
indeed to directly counter the enemy. B
Sqn’s patrols therefore were a valuable
tool for gathering information, getting a
feel of the ground, and if possible, helping
out Afghan colleagues whenever we
could. As the Afghan facing specialists
we were able to engage with the ANA
whose responsibility it was to patrol the
roads and desert around Camp Bastion.
This engagement more often than not
took the form of the advisors drinking
gallons of Chai (Afghan black tea) and
eating endless Cashew nuts in the one air
conditioned room in which ever camp we

were in whilst the rest of the patrol stayed
with the vehicles or stood guard, (often
in the sweltering heat). The discomfort
of the patrols was accentuated by the
slowness of any movement. On account
of a greatly diminished ability to soak the
area with ISR assets we could be less
sure of our freedom to move. Routes
which had previously been dominated
by ISAF forces were no longer as secure,
and such a small footprint on the ground
meant any movement had to be done
with the utmost level of diligence and
awareness of the threats. Inevitably this
meant a journey which had on earlier
tours taken under half an hour would
now routinely take four hours or more.
All this added to the need for heightened
patience and endurance. Indeed, this
patience was tested all the more by the
lack of air conditioning in the vehicles.
The heat reached such extremities that
the air conditioning units themselves
packed in. Fully kitted up, combat
‘nappy’ donned, and 50 degrees clocked
on the thermometer, a slow move is not
fun. The sight of SSgt Worsley strapped
into the back of a Husky, air-conditioning
blowing hot air and the radios next
to him acting as a radiator is one to
be remembered, mainly because he

The selfie stick was well worth the investment in the end
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managed to keep operating the radios
and sending sitreps despite heat than
could have downed an elephant.
A special mention must go to the Tps
Sgts, Sgt Chant and SSgt Thurston, as
well our REME attachments Sgt Bell, Cpl
Stokes and LCpl Dickinson. We did not
deploy with a formed Fitter Sect, as we
were not scaled for one, despite having a
fleet of 14 odd armoured patrol vehicles
and numerous white fleet pickups and 3
tonne trucks. The above mentioned all
worked tirelessly, often at night, often in
the middle of the heat of the day to keep
our vehicles on the road. This is made
all the more remarkable in that they were
doing the work of any other TAC or ANSF
LT soldiers as well. A sterling effort.
The patrols did not suffer for nothing
however, and we as a small unit were
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often the only ISAF force operating
outside of Bastion; certainly the only one
inside ANA bases. There was a constant
threat from insider attack as well as the
threat of ambush or attack on route.
To counteract these threats we formed
a small but perfectly formed fighting
patrol, capable of defending ourselves
if necessary. The boys, always able to
have a laugh in almost any circumstances
dealt with long static periods admirably.
The LCpls were often to be seen playing
cards, many books were read, LCpl
Warner’s tan was improved and Cpl
Petre’s ability to smoke the disgusting
local Pine brand cigarettes never ceased
to amaze. An added delight for the
boys was the Officers’ constant stream
of invitations to supper with our Afghan
hosts. Whilst they were munching away
happily on ration packs designed for the
Western stomach, a selection of Goat,

slightly stringy chicken and rice all soaked
in palm oil were offered up for the guests
of the Afghans. This took a little getting
used to, and the Sqn 2IC Capt Wiggins
was struck low by one particularly odd
tasting Chicken.
With the BAT role having such a focus
on direct engagement with our ANA
partners it is unsurprising that we
quickly established friendly relations
with one another. It didn’t take long, for
instance, for the ANA to coin their own
nickname for Lt ‘Tubbs’ Paine. For the
ANA he was to be known as ‘kuchie’,
the literal translation of which being
‘cookie’. Lt Woolland, on the other hand
was keen to pour water on a seeming
budding relationship with an Afghan
suitor, who having first noticed and
propositioned him in Camp Hayatullah,
decided to chance his luck once again
at the farewell to ANSF LT meal in Camp
Shorabak. Lt Woolland, capable only of
awkward mumbles at the best of times,
shuffled around uncomfortably, much
to the delight of the remaining ANSF
LT; Capt Wiggins stepping in with a
timely sample of Rudyard Kipling’s ‘The
Man Who Would be King’: “Different
countries, different customs Peachy. We
mustn’t be prejudiced.” Overall, however,
what stood out was the immensely good
natured rapport that existed between the
men of B Sqn and the ANA. Whether
whilst out roasting in ANA PBs on
specific operations, or when standing
on stag in Camp Shorabak, the boys
would instantly engage with the ANA
soldiers; water, chai, food and pop were
frequently exchanged.
Remarkably,
considering the heat, a game of football
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was even proposed and played in Camp
Hayatullah, a resounding victory for
the Welsh Cavalry over 6th Kandaks
warriors. And few could argue against
the merits of a cold bottle of Mountain
Pamir after days baking in the Helmand
sun. It is this rapport, from Tpr rank
upwards, that allowed B Sqn to provide
such an effective job on the defence
engagement front.
At about the halfway point of the
tour, the ANSF LT portion of the Sqn
was incrementally drawn down. This
coincided with the Regt 2IC, Maj
Coombes, departing regimental duty and
B Sqn Ldr, Maj Farebrother, stepping up
to take his place. Without the prospect
of a portfolio in Afghanistan, Maj
Farebrother’s replacement, Maj Staveley,
instead deployed to Bosnia on the
EUROFOR staff and will rejoin the Sqn in
Jan 15.
As the tour drew to an end, B Sqn
began to send people home whenever
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possible. The direction from above was
clear. To reduce the burden on aircraft
towards the end of Op HERRICK 20 and
the handover of Camp Bastion to the
ANSF, if you weren’t needed you were
to go home at the earliest opportunity.
Consequently the Sqn came back to
Dempsey piecemeal, with a few here
and there arriving back to the cold dark
Dempsey parade square, to be taken
under command of A Sqn, which had
similarly trickled back to Germany.
As already stated, the Commanding
Officer had always maintained that Herrick
20 was to be tour unlike any other; there
would be no Op HERRICK 21, no force
to relieve QDG, we would be there, in the
heart of British operations in Helmand in
this the very final British cohort in southern
Afghanistan. Little did we know as we
stepped off the aircraft into the warm
Afghan night what lay ahead, and that
ultimately, on ‘B-Day’, 6 months later as
the Helicopters arrived at Bastion Airfield
to pick up the remaining ISAF troops, that

17

B Sqn soldiers would be amongst those
last few. With the defence engagement
piece, and the role of the BAT being the
a key British effort on Op HERRICK 20, it
is clear that once again the flexibility and
endurance of QDG soldiers has been a
key part in ensuring the British departure
from southern Afghanistan was secure,
timely, and in excellent order. There has
been drudgery and boredom at times,
excitement and fun in other, tense patrols
and fire-fights but through it all good
humour, professionalism and bearing has
shone through.
As the Sqn looks towards the future,
we look forward to the challenges of
the New Year and the Light Cavalry
conversion and associated re-ORBAT.
Major Staveley will formally assume
command in Jan 15 and will no doubt be
keen to maintain the Sqn’s reputation for
adaptability and capability, backed up by
the recent operational experience gained
on Op HERRICK 20.
DMW
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C Squadron

2014 has seen C Squadron grow to a
peak strength of 123 as it morphed to
become the Brigade Reconnaissance
Force (BRF), integrating 18 different cap
badges under the BRF-banner, before
disassembling the Squadron to return it
to its Light Cavalry ORBAT of 76. The
Squadron has conducted challenging
exercises
and
other
demanding
training to prepare it for its operational
deployment as part of the 5 RIFLES
Manoeuvre Battlegroup – a battlegroup

that comprised the BRF, a Warthog
group based on The Queen’s Royal
Hussars (QRH) with 5 RIFLES dismounts,
an Engineer Sqn and, fleetingly, a Mastiff
Sqn from 4 SCOTS. Whilst deployed,
the BRF conducted 26 Helicopter
Assault Force missions across Central
Helmand in contested battlespace.
As the vehicle-based elements of the
Battlegroup returned after a few months,
the BRF remained as the last sub-unit
in the battlegroup (a benefit of being a

light reconnaissance force) and moved
from Camp Bastion to Kandahar. The
soldiers of C Squadron have been equal
to every challenge, displaying courage,
fortitude and patience whilst maintaining
a high state of readiness and quiet
professionalism as the last British combat
arms sub-unit to operate in Helmand. It
has been a remarkable and privileged
year for the Squadron, and everyone has
played a significant role in the end of a
campaign.

Mission Specific Training (MST) –
forming and preparing the BRF
C Squadron undoubtedly had a good
foundation of skills to build upon. Soldiers
from 1PWRR had been embedded for
a year, the Squadron had conducted
training in Kenya, Canada and Germany,
and as the year began the Sqn already
had a cohesive and determined feel to

it. C Squadron soldiers returned from
Christmas leave to a 3-week specialist
course run by the Surveillance and
Reconnaissance Wing (SRW) who
travelled to Germany to deliver their
intensive course with an unremitting focus
on compound clearance skills. It was a

promising start to the year; not only was
the entire Squadron in one place for the
first time since Canada, but we were
also given the majority of attachments
from across the Brigade. Signallers,
engineers, artillerymen, medics, snipers
and dog handlers arrived at Dempsey

C Sqn may have exceeded their limit of exploitation

Lt MacHale issues clear direction to Sgt Brisco
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His number 2 had really dropped the ball

Barracks. The first week of SRW saw a
split in the training audience. Troopers
and Lance Corporals were taught low
level tactical proficiency, working as a
section and operating a rank above their
own. Meanwhile Corporals and above
were put through their paces with Troop
and Squadron planning exercises; the
Squadron benefitted enormously from the
additional support of BRF soldiers from
the Household Cavalry Regiment recently
returned from Op HERRICK 18. The
second week comprised a Compound
Clearance Course, which was a great
opportunity for the Troops to work with
each other and their attachments tactically,
culminating in a Squadron-level operation
through a mock Afghan village. For the
final week the Squadron deployed to a
simulated operating base in Sennelager
Training Area (previously known to many
readers as ‘Tin City’ and now a cross
between the Falls Road and Nad e’Ali),
where we cordoned and searched some
compounds, raided others, targeted
known insurgent leaders and found
enemy weapons and explosives.
The next rung on the MST ladder
was Ex PASHTUN TEMPEST, held in

Castlemartin in beautiful south Wales.
Whilst being unusually lucky with the
weather throughout, the BRF were
in vehicles for the most part, with
mounted live fire packages from Section
to Squadron level. Interspersed with
this were round robin skills training; Op
CARDEL (reaction to an insider threat
whilst working with Afghan forces),
Close Quarter Marksmanship and basic
soldiering skills were practised for the first
time in a live fire environment. During this
exercise we were also honoured to host
the Colonel of the Regiment, HRH Prince
Charles, on a blustery range. Despite
our best efforts in the weather, we were
not quite able to hide the ‘unsightly’
portaloos under direction from the SSM.
The highlight for Capt Williams, the 2IC,
was his 27th birthday, celebrated in the
Castlemartin NAAFI with a ‘cake’ made
from a chicken nugget and chip candle,
presented to him by the Troop Leaders.
The coaches then took us direct from
Castlemartin across the country to
Thetford for Ex PASHTUN PANTHER,
despite the coach’s best efforts to
disperse 5 RIFLES’ bergans across
the countryside with a broken luggage

The C Sqn paintball team in training

C Sqn train with Simunition

hold door, causing hilarity in the QDG
coach following behind. Further humour
was provided by the ‘children’s coach’
that was allocated to 1st Electronic
A ‘Gun-Off’
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Unmanned Ground Sensors (EUGS) Tp.
Thetford was when the weather caught
up with us, and the cold snap of winter
took its hold. The snipers attached from
2PWRR – Cpl Butcher, LCpl Beal and
LCpl Vincent – arrived to join us. It was
a useful introduction to helicopter-based
operations, though the selection of
aircraft we received for each mission was
as bizarre as it was varied. There were
teething problems, however, such as 1st
Troop landing in the middle of a quite
complex attack, with little idea which way
was North, let alone what the situation
on the ground was. Communications, it
turns out, are absolutely vital!

The BRF took forward that training,
having waved goodbye to the early
movers of the 2IC, Intelligence Officer
and a G4 party, to Salisbury Plain for the
final step in the long MST process. Ex
PASHTUN DAWN was the final exercise
prior to deployment and it was the
last time that the Army would run the
exercise. Arriving to take over a vehicle
fleet of Husky and Foxhound, only to
hand them back in half way through,
unused, is a good example of the G4
changes and uncertainty that surrounded
the deployment. The helicopters we
had access to – two CH-47 Chinooks
– were especially beneficial, as was the

opportunity to conduct aviation planning
with the crews and aviation group staff.
Living in a Camp Bastion mock up
provided additional realism (mitigated by
the wet ground and freezing nights), and
the final few days, run by the Household
Cavalry Regiment mentors, were firstclass and helped the Squadron to add
the necessary polish. Also useful was
working alongside the Warthog Group,
and the Protected Mobility Company.
The pace was slower than many
expected as the exercise was focused at
Battlegroup planning, so there were long
periods of reduced activity for the junior
elements of the BRF between the serials.

WOLFPACK operations in the Bowri Dashte
Sooner than expected after Ex
PASHTUN DAWN came the long flight to
Camp Bastion, arrival in theatre, and the
initial week of Reception, Staging and
Onward Integration (RSOI). The days
were long, hot and dusty, and a million
miles from the frozen, wet exercises we

had completed over the winter. We all
met our counterparts in 9th/12th Royal
Lancers and Coldstream Guards, who
made up the Op HERRICK 19 BRF
and the handover began in earnest.
The 20 Brigade BRF officially took over
command of the role on 3 Jun 14. This

Helmand – a lush Eden…
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was following a comprehensive and
extensive handover from our forebears.
Their knowledge was invaluable, gleaned
during an extended 8.5 month tour,
and it undoubtedly helped to set the 20
Brigade BRF off in the right direction.
Over the period of June to August the
BRF conducted of a series of operations
predominantly in and around an area
East of Camp Bastion called the
Bowri Dashte. Led by the Manoeuvre
Battlegroup, the aim was to disrupt
insurgent activity in this strip of populous
desert which had traditionally been used
as a base from which to threaten Camp
Bastion, primarily with 122mm rockets
and to harass the Afghan National
Security Forces (ANSF) along Highway 1
and the Nar-e-Burgh Canal. Alongside
the QRH Warthog Group, our task was
to buy space and time to allow Camp
Bastion to be retrograded unhindered
by insurgent activity. After a few false
starts caused by theatre policy changes,
aviation serviceability issues and weather
(the infamous chunder-run operation
where Sgt St Paul emptied his stomach
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What do you mean you have never seen Playboy?

Lt Findley finds some people who dislike
alcohol as much as he does

Hicks and Coles take a breather

‘Team America-style’ over the chaps
sitting on the floor of the Chinook), the
BRF began to find its stride.

as insurgents consistently sought to
outflank, bring in snipers and harass
from murder holes in well-prepared
positions.
An aviation extraction
was not feasible in the highly kinetic
environment, so the Squadron linked-up
with Warthogs who had suffered 2 IED
strikes en route to pick us up (thankfully
without casualties, less the vehicles),
with more to follow. The Squadron was
treated to a 16 hour transit, locked in
the back of armoured vehicles through
the heat of the day, punctuated only by
a number of IED strikes and minor heat
casualty management.
Tpr Bullock
had a particularly eventful day; shot at,
a heat casualty and then blown up by
an IED whilst in the back of a Warthog
ambulance – ‘hydrate or die’. Eventually
rolling back into Bastion in the early hours
of the morning it was an exhausted and
dishevelled Squadron that crawled
back to our compound vowing to
never again get in the back of
a Warthog. The QRH were
welcome to them!

The next two months were dominated
by WOLFPACK operations. Led at the
Battlegroup level these operations saw
the QRH Warthogs base themselves
forwards for periods of 4-5 days with
the BRF being dropped onto targets
in depth by Chinooks. The Warthogs
would then assist in establishing a
secure helicopter landing site so the
Squadron could extract. This format
was used across the Bowri and Northern
Dashte as we conducted operations
aimed at disrupting the insurgency. This
period saw the retrograde of what was
previously known as Forward Operating
Base Price, home for many QDG
soldiers on Op HERRICK 15; its removal
distinctly marked the end of an era in
Helmand as for the first time in almost
ten years the British Army occupied

On 15 Jun 14, a series of loud explosions
in the early hours of the morning
followed rapidly by the Indirect Fire alarm
summoned the BRF from their beds and
signalled the start of our first and only ‘Op
MERCURY’ – a hasty operation where
the BRF is ‘crashed out’ in response to
imminent threats. Camp Bastion had
been attacked with four 122mm rockets
from a firing point 20km to the East. The
BRF, perennially on one hour’s notice to
move, was quickly tasked to intercept
insurgents seen moving away from the
firing point. After a rapid planning cycle,
1st and 2nd Troops crashed out on two
Chinooks, landing on target shortly after
dawn. 1st Troop was promptly engaged
as they moved off their landing site and
fought their way out of a killing area with
considerable skill. Quickly suppressing
the firing points with the assistance
of AH-64 Apache, they bought some
space for 2nd Troop to move onto the
target compounds. Unfortunately it soon
became clear that the perpetrators had
moved off just prior to our arrival. What
followed was a running battle for the
next few hours as we awaited extraction
by the Warthog Group. The majority of
the Squadron was blooded (or for the
old and bold, re-acquainted with the
adrenalin that a two-way range brings)
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An impressive pair of helmets

only one base location. Working with
the Warthogs enabled the BRF to exfil
during daylight hours, always a risky
business as a slow moving, 20 meter
long Chinook is an easy target in broad
daylight. Having been contacted on infil
during Op MERCURY, it was perhaps not
that surprising that the Squadron was
contacted on exfil on Op WOLFPACK
003 – another Mission Specific Training
serial ticked off! With the Chinooks on
the ground and troops in the open, it was
Cpl Roberts’ and Cpl Bennetts’ sections
that quickly suppressed the enemy and
created some time for the troops to pile
into the back whilst the Squadron Leader
handed the target over to the door
gunner who let rip with everything the
mini-gun had! Bizarrely, the insurgents
fired on the troops in the open rather
than the helicopters on the ground, and
somehow, all remained unscathed. It
was a sobering experience and a lucky
escape. The QRH, eager to help, offered
a number of times to provide us with
a smoke screen around the exfil
helicopter landing site. They did so
on one occasion, unfortunately
just as the CH-47 pilots were
trying to acquire the HLS which
was now obscured by dense
white smoke. It was only the
skill of the pilots – they pulled
a handbrake 180 degree

Tpr Lond gets his Camp Bastion
Tinder account off the ground

‘endo’, putting the helicopter on its nose
as they did so to prevent an overshoot
– that saw us safely picked up that day
and not sandwiched into the back of a
Warthog again. Regardless of the smoke
shenanigans we were certainly happy
to see the Warthogs on a subsequent
operation (Op ROADRUNNER 008A)
when after a 6 hour advance to contact
in 40 degrees centigrade and having

been fighting a running battle all morning,
they provided an on-call water resupply –
just a shame they couldn’t have kept the
water in their fridges!
Operations in the Bowri in June and July
were challenging. The Squadron was
involved in 17 small arms and indirect fire
contacts (10 UGL rounds providing an
unwelcome change in insurgent modus

Moments later the chunder bags would be full

LCpl Beal in
overwatch
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The shipment of Wella for men
arrived in time for the BRF

Cpl Sudlow explains why he has just
blown a hole in their sitting room wall

Sharpshooters – helmet optional

operandi and were close enough to 1st
Troop to blow LCpl Sudlow off his feet)
over the course of 6 operations. All of
the contacts were accurate, a mixture
of sustained PKM fire and single round
engagements, always uncomfortably
close, from scoped weapons in the
hands of better than average insurgent
marksmen. Rounds seemed to strike
around the BRF, but mercifully, never hit.
The ‘bounds’ that had to made between
compounds were unpleasant, particularly
in daylight; it was not uncommon for
troops to have to cover 200-300 metres
of open ground whilst carrying an
average of 50kgs per soldier, whilst under
flanking fire from PKM teams. Similarly,
insurgents in the area were well attuned
to coalition rules of engagement and
made use of local civilians to screen their
actions and limit our ability to respond;
the BRF was engaged from amongst
a funeral, a wedding, goat herders and
by insurgents holding children up as
human shields. Whilst the IED threat

was tolerable, it was still ever present.
No-one knows this more than Tpr Gale.
He stepped on a pressure-plate IED and
was engulfed a millisecond later in a puff
of sand and smoke. Amazingly, and to
everyone’s gratitude, Tpr Gale was left
standing and intact, but now ghostly
white; both as a result of being covered
in dust and also the realisation of what
had happened. The detonator exploded
as he stepped on the device but failed to
initiate the 20kg main charge. If it had, it
would not just have been Tpr Gale that
would have been injured. It was another
lucky escape.

3rd Troop was to conduct the operation
whilst 2nd Troop held off in a second
CH-53 in a holding pattern to act as an
Airborne Reaction Force. Meanwhile the
Squadron HQ would command from a
USMC Huey helicopter. A target vehicle
was selected and Third Troop landed,
intercepting it. However, having seen the
aviation en route, a handful of previously
unidentified local insurgents stood too
and, unusually collocated with prestige
weapons (an RPG and 2 PKMs), quickly
set about engaging the airframes and
3rd Troop soldiers in the open. Both
airframes suffered hits, any of which could
have been disastrous. A round passed
through a seat next to Cpl ‘Chesney’
Williams; seat selection is everything it
seems. 3rd Troop did an excellent job
of extracting themselves from the killing
area and reorganising themselves for a
hasty extraction. The escorting Cobra
Attack Helicopter and Huey engaged
to suppress the insurgents enabling 3rd
Troop to be extracted from a ‘hot HLS’.

At the same time as working in the Bowri
the Squadron had been training for and
rehearsing Helicopter Vehicle Interdiction
operations (HVIs). After a few practices
on an empty airstrip in Camp Juno,
a small coalition outpost just outside
Camp Bastion, the Troops were ready.
Making use of the US Marine Corps’
(USMC) CH-53 Sea Stallion helicopters,

SHIELD Operations in the Western Dashte
On the 28 Aug 14 the BRF packed up
all their belongings (a single black grip,
bergan and day sack), left Bastion and
set off for their new home – Kandahar
Air Field (KAF). Like any air force base,
conditions were comfortable.
KAF
boasted a ‘boardwalk’ with pizza shop
and smoothie bar as well as an astro-turf
pitch. The Squadron took full advantage
of these facilities and under the direction
of WO2 (SSM) Brown competitions were

organised. These included an inter-Troop
Football and Rugby Cup. The games
were hugely enjoyable and competitive;
perhaps the most entertainment was
provided by Cpl Fisher’s ‘toys out of
pram’ moments on the pitch and Cpl
Welfoot’s enthusiastic coaching from the
sidelines in his trademark RAB jacket.
Initially it looked as if the BRF would have
quite a bit of time on their hands as the

Regional Reserve. However, this was
not to be the case. During our 8 weeks
in KAF the BRF planned and executed
11 deliberate operations – all aimed at
contributing to the depth protection of
Camp Bastion. The operations were
focused in rocket boxes and on rocket
facilitation routes in an area known as
the Western Dashte. Adding depth and
giving the impression that the force in
Camp Bastion was more numerous than

LCpl Beal and Cpl
Evans cordon the
Ismat Bazzar
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A man’s got to make a living…

it was, were important aspects of the
defence of the camp. The operations
were all partnered; we were now reaping
the benefit of a good relationship with
the Recce Tolay – a company (-) sized
grouping in 3rd Brigade of 215 Corps.
The Afghans we worked with provided
invaluable local understanding and
consent, had a sixth sense for the
signs of danger and were able to spot
an insurgent hiding among the local
population. Working with the Afghan
Warriors was a Squadron effort during
the tour but a few members of the BRF in
particular headed up this challenge. CSjt
Exley, Sgt Ruddy, Sgt Beal, Cpl Welfoot
and Tpr Davies 192 were at the coalface
of the Afghan partnering effort; they
were often at the tip of the spear and
were exposed to additional threats. The
strong working relationships that they
developed made the Squadron a more
effective force.
The operations were carried out amid a
reduction in risk tolerances and increased
‘casualty paranoia’. As a helicopter
assault force, the BRF’s actions were
heavily scrutinised for the balance of
threat and opportunity. In order to

The BRF exfil in style

mitigate threats, to aviation in particular,
the BRF began to operate exclusively at
night; this was a considerable freedom
not enjoyed by many predecessors. It
generated some unique challenges as
well though. Moving across ploughed
fields in 2 millilux of light whilst looking
through a monocle to scan for the enemy
is not an easy task. Eerily quiet nights
were often punctuated with the ‘oomph’
of another faller; Tpr Hugo set the record
for most falls and the best ‘hissy fit’
of the tour, throwing down his ladder
section and rucksack in protestation at
the injustice of it all. Ambient light was
improved by the provision of infra-red
or ‘black’ illum. It certainly helped to
identify the ground sign synonymous
with IED emplacement; Sgt Beal’s
multiple skilfully identified and avoided a
pressure plate IED in 2 millilux on the final
BRF operation. By this stage the BRF
was entirely comfortable operating at
night and were moving with proficiency
and tactical nous, accompanied by
ANSF who simply loved shattering that
by turning their torches on.
The facilitation routes through the
Western Dashte generated more finds

than the Bowri Dashte. Sgt St. Paul’s find
was by far the most bizarre. The radio
crackled with his, rather sheepish, voice;
‘uuhhh, 0A, this is 20C, I think I’ve found
a rocket…it looks like a 107mm rocket
but it’s tied to a goat’. The compound
owner, apparently unaware of what
the item was, was using it to tether his
goats. He seemed nonplussed by the
situation, even once explained to him,
and was a little peeved that the rocket
was destroyed by the BRF’s demolitions
team. This was the first and perhaps
only reported use by insurgents of an IEG
– improvised explosive goat.
Over the course of the 11 SHIELD
operations, all of which were conducted
at night, the Squadron found 8 AK assault
rifles, 31 AK magazines, 8 chest rigs,
6 insurgents communication devices,
2 weapon training manuals, 10 UGL
rounds, a 107mm rocket, 30kg of Nitro
Phosphate (used to make explosives)
and over 6000 rounds of ammunition.
More importantly, the Afghans detained 6
insurgents and put them into the Afghan
detention chain, taking them off the
streets and at the same time supporting
the indigenous justice system.

Recuperation
The Squadron enjoyed an excellent period
of recuperation, initially 2 week’s leave,
followed by 3 week’s in barracks during
which the Squadron held a party, went
go-karting, cheered on LCpl ‘Motorhead’
Edwards to drumming victory at the allranks’ party and stepped out proudly at
the Medals parade. Christmas week was
held a week early and saw further social
events and fine traditions upheld and
enjoyed. The Squadron then returned to
Wales for further parades in Shrewsbury
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and Swansea and a Cathedral service of
thanksgiving in Llandaff Cathedral.
Now back in Germany, the Squadron
has had opportunities to recuperate and
reflect upon its role on Op HERRICK
20. The tour was characterised by
a raft of contradictory experiences
and emotions: The all-pervading
daylight threats in the searing heat of
the Bowri Dashte contrasted with the
sanctuary of operations in the cool of
the night in the Western Dashte which

were ultimately more fruitful: The thrill
of being a helicopter assault force
operating at range was tempered by the
powerlessness experienced on infil and
exfil, especially when contested: The
frustrations of a geographical focus that
did not always correlate with intelligence
assessments was balanced out by the
successful defence of Camp Bastion and
its retrograde: A sense of pride at having
been a part of the end of a campaign
was rightly tinged by a shared sadness
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Tprs Dewhurst, Bales and Eedy and a massive chopper

for those who had given their lives or had
their lives irrevocably changed by injury.
The BRF conducted 26 helicopter assault
force operations over its 4.5 months –
a tempo on a par with the 2 previous
tours but down on the highpoint of Op
HERRICK 15 – a time when patrol base
expansionism reached its zenith, ANSF
were coming on line in larger numbers,
and when the BRF had access to vehicles
(the JACKALs that we will now use in the
Light Cavalry). Kinetics were reduced
compared to previous tours, down from
92 contacts over 46 operations by our
immediate predecessors, to our low
of 17 over 26 operations. The BRF
neither killed, nor was killed – a hugely
positive statistic in itself and far better
than the grim tally of largely irrelevant
dead ‘accidental guerrillas’ touted by
some. The reduced kinetics allowed us

to conduct more Afghan-led mini-shuras
than the last 5 BRFs put together – if
you’re not shooting or being shot at you
can talk to local nationals. At the end of
a campaign that’s probably a good thing,
especially when it is the ANSF doing
the talking and their own detentions (7
of them). The BRF was able to exploit
freedoms at the end of a campaign;
operating at night was the single biggest
contributor to reducing kinetic activity.
The BRF searched 739 compounds
within 25kms of Camp Bastion and
found comparatively little in the way of
lethal aid; but insurgents in proximity to
Camp Bastion were kept at reach and
sufficiently deterred from conducting
attacks and retrograde of the camp was
achieved without insurgent interference.
The challenge now for C Squadron
soldiers will be to take forward relevant
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C Sqn spent a lot of time looking over walls

lessons from the BRF into the Light
Cavalry whilst identifying and mastering
new skills, many of them mounted on
a relatively unfamiliar wheeled platform.
The Squadron also sheds much of
its manpower and returns to a more
familiar size and construct. In so doing
it also says a fond farewell to many
attachments all of whom have brought
unique skills, bought into the BRF ethos
of ‘generalist first, specialist second’ and
contributed to its sense of purpose and
the all-arms camaraderie. In particular,
the soldiers from PWRR have been a
particular boon; integrating seamlessly
and with utter professionalism they have
reinforced dismounted expertise, lent the
force sniping prowess and added colour
to the palette. It is the BRF soldier that
I would like to pay tribute to as I end;
unfalteringly courageous, tenacious
but proportionate, uncomplaining in
adversity and unstintingly professional,
the BRF soldier has been an utter delight
and unique privilege to command. I
wish each and every one of them every
success and good fortune for the future
either within the QDG or within their
parent unit and cap badge.
HTL

I proclaim this ISO
container Wales!

Coming to get ya!
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Sgt Nottingham,
future poet laureate,
working on his next
masterpiece “Incy
Wincy Spider”

Op BRONZE
progressing well
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Ally is as Ally does

Lond and Groves
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HQ Squadron

As a young soldier many years ago time
always seemed to pass by relatively
slowly, exercises lasted forever and leave
was always just around the next corner.
A phenomenon, which no longer seems
to exist, time having rushed by so quickly
it is difficult to analyse where it has all
gone. Although not deploying on OP
HERRICK 20 the Sqn has been busy
supporting build up training and providing
manpower to the Rear Operations
Group (ROG) during deployment. A
task which no one wishes to undertake
but which provides a crucial element to
any deployment, allowing those forward
to concentrate on the job in hand with
the peace of mind that the families left
behind are being given the very best of
support available.
The year started in earnest with key
elements of the Sqn deploying to both
Salisbury and Thetford Training Areas
where they were tasked with real life
support for the Regiment while also
providing assistance to 20 Armd Bde for
the management of a vast equipment
and vehicle fleet in support of training.
Completed, the Sqn then returned to
Dempsey Barracks where it turned its
efforts to the preparation for a Combined
Inspection Week (CIW) in Mar 14. All of
which went extremely well even though
there was lots of gulping of water leading
up to and during the event. Back

on dry land both QMs then switched
their attention to their departure from
regimental duty. Capt Tyson frantically
taking delivery of a Harley Davidson to
cruise around HQ 143 Bde trying to give
the impression that he was still young
and agile. The QM(A), Capt Greaney,
more sombrely preparing himself and his
family for life after the Army. I am glad to
report that both are now settled in their
new locations and jobs.
Back to the UK one last time to support
for the final exercise the ROG then stood
up in mid-May to take over the running
of Dempsey Barracks. It’s first task
being preparations for WW1 Memorial
Celebrations in Bad Ischl, Austria. Lots
of drill and kit inspections later the team
embarked on a mammoth coach journey
to take part in what turned out to be a
very productive weekend reinvigorating
the Regiment’s historical ties with both the
local area and its people. Back in camp,
the Unit Welfare Office started battle
preparations to deliver the first of many
Families’ Days over the coming months.
All vehicles and equipment left behind
were centralised to ease maintenance
whilst also assisting in the back loading
of equipment which would no longer
be required as the Regiment re-roles to
Light Cavalry on its return. This coupled
with an impending unit move to Swanton
Morley in the coming year meant that
additional work was placed on the ROG
to start setting the conditions for what is
going to be a very busy period in the year
to come.
The PRI Shop is still moving from
strength to strength.
A successful

He could just be waving…
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advertising campaign was launched to
extend its customer base to other units
within Paderborn Garrison, ensuring it
continued to generate a healthy profit
even throughout deployment.
With
good value for money and a large range
of stock, sufficient funds were raised
to enable the UWO to purchase a new
minibus to accompany the unit back to
the UK. So good was its success that
a great deal of funds were also released
for the purchase of a wide range of
adventure training equipment which was
put to good use by the ROG. The Hartz
Mountains being a stone’s throw away,
numerous trips where organised to bring
variety to the soldiers who remained
behind. The older and bolder generally
opting for less demanding activity.
A group of individuals planned and
organised a trip to the German Grand
Prix which was an experience they will
never forget (if they can recall the event
after staying on a local campsite for the
entire weekend).
After a spell of summer leave and a
recharging of the batteries attention was
then drawn ROG Health Checks which
saw a team arrive in Dempsey Barracks
to conduct a myriad of inspections. Much
to the delight of the ASM, who standing
in for the QM(T) and who had placed a
considerable amount of time and effort
into preparation for the Equipment Care
Inspection (ECI). This was a relatively
painless activity for which the Regiment
was for the most part given a green light.
With the tour of Afghanistan drawing
to an end the ROG prepared to meet
soldiers returning from theatre, putting in
place a robust redeployment process in
order to account for both personal and

“So then I got my 25m breaststroke badge…”
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unit equipment, all the while planning
in-depth return celebrations in the form
of a medals parade in Dempsey Barracks
and parades in Shrewsbury and Swansea
before the Regiment stands down for a
well-earned Christmas break.
The ROG has also sent teams back to the
UK to conduct recruiting surges and was
lucky enough to be asked to assist the
Royal British Legion fund raising efforts by
attending a Manchester United Football
Match co-ordinated by Mr (formally Capt)
Jimmy Carrol. By all accounts, a most
memorable weekend was had by all, with
the group receiving a standing ovation as
they marched onto the pitch, then being
placed in their very own spectators’ box
for the remainder of the match. Another
memorable activity was the participation
in the Paderborn Schützenfest with the
affiliated Western Company. Although
sceptical at first, all WOs, a young Tp
Ldr and the QM(A) who were corralled
to attend the event thoroughly enjoyed
themselves. The event started early
with the QDG contingent in Service
Dress at the Schützenplatz in Paderborn
at 0700hrs. Each regiment were then
introduced by their hosts and asked to
form up with their respective marching
parties. Not knowing what to expect, the
procession moved off in haste, only to be
halted 200 meters down the road to be
greeted by the people thrusting the first
of many beers into the marching party’s
hands; a trend which continued on the
entire route until the procession ended a
couple of hours later. Once again at the
Schützenplatz the team was guided into
Western Company’s HQ where we were
to be given a traditional breakfast and,
you guessed it, a cool glass of beer to
wash it all down! The celebrations then
continued until just after lunch when each
company then took part in a shooting
competition to determine who would be
crowned the Schützen King and Queen

ROG SSM on a good day
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I got soul, but I’m not a soldier…

for the coming year. To our joy the
western company managed to come up
trumps, winning the competition outright
which then resulted in further marching
and more of course more drinking. A
little worse for wear, Capt Tim Moore was
spotted slinking off home in the later part
of the afternoon, the remainder fighting
on until they were unable to continue.
Regrouping the following morning all
those involved stated it was one of the
best events they had attended in a long
time and how much they were looking
forward to do the same again next year.
On reflection, the ROG has delivered
in spades; the families have been well
catered for and individual soldiers have
been able to do fun things as well as
the more mundane tasks. Preparation
for the conversion of the Regiment to

Light Cavalry has been conducted and
the first courses have started to run,
allowing any teething problems to be
ironed out before the main conversion
starts to happen in the New Year. The
QM’s department has been busy clearing
the camp of unwanted accommodation
stores and equipment before the unit
move to Swanton Morley and the first of
many visits to our new home have taken
place. All that remains now is to convert
the rest of the Regiment on return from
POTL, convene a Board of Officers
and CIW before spring, pack the whole
of camp, move everything back to the
UK, handover Dempsey Barracks to an
incoming unit and takeover Robertson
Barracks in Norfolk; all before summer
2015, easy!!
PLM

“No seriously, ask me again.”
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Quartermaster’s Department
“Only a commander who understands
logistics can push the military machine
to the limits without risking total
breakdown.” Maj Gen Julian Thompson,
RM
Another busy year has come and gone
for the Quartermasters’ Department.
We are now fully integrated into a single
department. Both QM and QM(T) now
work side by side in all elements of the
G4 delivery to the Regiment. This is a
significant change in the way the old
and bold amongst us will remember.
However this is the new Army structure
which we are moving towards for Army
2020, and I can safely report it is working
extremely well indeed.
Our year started off with a plethora of
support to many different exercises, but
of particular note supporting MST training
in the UK was the final big push with the
Regiment subsequently deploying on to
the significant final tour of Op HERRICK
20. There will be more to follow about
the tour later in the article from Capt Tim
Jones, who deployed as Deputy Chief of
Staff with the Regiment to Afghanistan.
The Rear Operations Group (ROG) during
the Regiment’s deployment on operations

QM(T) and
friends
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The QM

is never an easy job, however the soldiers
(G4 Warriors) across the piece have
risen, as they always do, to the many
diverse challenges the G4 sphere brings
to the party, but as always they just make
it all work, no matter what the task is.
Key points over the year have included
an extremely successful Equipment Care
Inspection (ECI), we must personally
thank WO1 (ASM) Lawrence for all the
his hard work, who in the absence of the
QM(T) on operations was instrumental in
ensuring the Regiment were successful
in securing a GREEN ECI report for the

Gru

formal inspection. We supported an
extremely successful parade to Bad Ischl
in Austria to commemorate WW1 and
just as importantly our relationship with
the descendants of Emperor Franz Josef
the Colonel in Chief of the 1st King’s
Dragoon Guards. You will be able to read
a separate Bad Ischl article elsewhere in
the journal.
One of the key enhancements to the
QMs’ Dept has been the addition of a
full time Logistic Support Detachment
(LSD) headed up by SSgt Jez Thomas
RLC (his late father being an ex QDG,
he should have been a QDG but hey
ho the Welsh Guards had him first and
then the RLC!) SSgt Thomas’s excellent
knowledge of logistic supply has helped
us as a Regiment to secure a very good
ROG Health Check from the 1(UK)Div
inspecting team during the deployment. I
am happy to report we are in a very good
state of health from a G4 perspective for
the future formal inspection.
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A/Maj Jones with his long lost brother Habib

The QM(T) adopts the Hollywood approach to PPE

The QM(T)’s ambition to become a biker was
quashed by not being able to find a helmet to fit

I must also thank and pay particular note
to the unsung heroes, the soldiers and
civilian staff who support the Regiment in
the not so glamorous but vitally important
jobs within the department. LCpl Chris
Evans and Trooper ‘Jonah’ Jones for
their work in the Regimental post bunk.
Mrs Manuela Graves our tailoress has
received a well deserved award for her
30 years loyal service to BFG and was
presented her GOC’s Certificate of
Commendation and gift from the Colonel
of the Regiment at the medals parade in
Dempsey Barracks in November which
was particularly appropriate, as without
her hard work, the parade would have
been impossible. Mrs Sarah Davies, our
civil labour clerk must also be thanked for
her extra curricular help in this respect.

a foot hold in their G4 chain so two of our
four upstanding RLC team, in the guise
of Cpl Rana and LCpl Sarvo, were stood
up to take on that role with the welcome
addition of Cpl “Yeah No” Jones dipping
his toe firmly into the accounting pool for
the tour. Again the value they added with
5 RIFLES cannot be understated, with the
QM always full of praise for their ‘wilco’
attitude, not to mention the inability of
Rana and Sarvo to do anything without
big daft grins on their faces.

Army Reserve. Capt Jerome Tyson has
moved to an SO3 post in UK which will
allow him more time to meet up with fellow
bikers, be that motor or leg powered. The
previous QM, Capt Andy Sudlow, has now
moved onto new ventures and Cpl Danny
Morris has sadly moved onto to civilian life
to start afresh in a new career in which he
will doubtless excel. Cpl AJ Peers who
has been our BOWMAN storeman for
a number of years on and off, has now
moved on transfer to the RLC where
she too will no doubt excel. LCpl Jordan
Green who was on a short secondment
to the department as he transited for the
greener grass of Civvy Street. We would
like to wish them and their families all the
very best for the future.
TM/TRJ

The second element of the department
was the deployed element, although with
six people in a multitude of roles across
Camp Bastion there wasn’t much time
for a department cwtche in theatre. The
QM(T) was “selected” to deploy with the
Brigade Advisory Team as a G4 advisor
to 3 Bde of the Afghan National Army’s
215 Corps, a role that was not without
its challenges. Suffice to say if you ever
thought that our logistics chain was
struggling to match supply with demand
then “you ain’t seen nothing yet”! That
said the S4 team in 3/215 Bde were as
committed to getting the job done to the
best of their ability; a common phrase
quoted by the Bde S4.

We would like to say farewell to a few
of our own as they move on to different
climes. Capt Neil Greaney who has after
much consideration and four rounds of
redundancies, elected to leave the Regular
Army to embark on a new career with the

The QM’s Dept showing off their stock of brown boots

As always friends in the right places can
pay dividends when things go a little
awry. So having Sgt Al Bancroft, Cpl
“Dangerous” Watson and Tpr “Finny” Finn
in the logistics hub of the HERRICK Force
QM’s department was of course a welcome
bonus. As a QM, it is always gratifying when
other QMs continue to praise the team you
have deployed with, even if sometimes you
question if they are talking about the same
people! Although maybe we just take what
we have for granted and forget that actually
they are all hard working individuals that rise
to the top of the pool when surrounded by
lesser mortals.
As you will have no doubt read in
this journal, C Sqn deployed with
the Manoeuvre BG under 5 RIFLES
command. It made perfect sense to have
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Light Aid Detachment (LAD)
Continuing 2013’s theme of a year full of
activity; the LAD has had a demanding,
challenging, but most importantly exciting
period. With the bulk of the command
team remaining extant, the only change
has been at the top with Capt Pete
Hockley REME coming in as the EME.
Numerous changes have occurred in the
junior ranks due to a significant number
of well earned promotions, however
this has not deterred from a number
of other notable achievements.
As
always, the LAD remain the SMEs with
regards to Equipment Care and therefore
played a large role in the success on the
Equipment Care Inspection as well as
receiving an impressive ‘Green’ in their
own Technical Evaluation (TECHEVAL)
external assessment. Special mention
should go to WO1 (ASM) Lawrence who
was instrumental in this success and who
has also been selected for Commission,
Congratulations.

RWMIKs; eagerly awaiting the arrival of
the new Basic Unit Fleet.

A high tempo start to the year, the LAD
continued its support to the Regiment on
MST; building up to deployment on Op
HERRICK 20. Overall a wide spread of
trades and ranks deployed to Afghanistan
in roles varying from supporting the
BRF to maintaining the driver training
fleet and training Afghan National Army
Tradesmen. The personnel on the ROG
waved a sad good bye to the CVR(T)s
and pushed on with the interim fleet of

Whilst Op HERRICK 20 has quite rightly
been the main effort, the ROG has
turned its attention to a number of other
activities for the benefit of both the LAD
and the wider regiment. As we convert
to Lt Cav, it brings a number of unique
challenges beyond just dealing with
a plethora of equipment. Extensive
planning has occurred and those plans
executed, leading to us being able to
continue provide exceptional ES for the

SSgt Browning, C Sqn Fitter Sect
commander, commanded the main bulk
of LAD personnel in theatre and worked
extensively with the BRF and BGLO.
The LAD was fully integrated into the
Sqns fulfilling multiple roles and living up
to the strap line “Soldier first, tradesman
always”. The bulk of the work fell to the
Armourers, who often deployed on the
ground to deal with a range of issues.
The VMs got to demonstrate their
understanding of sound engineering
principles and worked extensively with
the ANA; reviving an old scrapped
motorbike to its former glory was their
most notable, but probably not significant
achievement. All deployed must be
congratulated on their industrious work
ethic and the exceptional support they
continued to provide.

upcoming conversion on return from
operations. Away from trade the LAD
has taken the lead on multiple external
activities such as the John Buchan and
Robert Browning school fetes and a
charity event for the Hungry Hippos
Nursery.
Keeping up the tradition of ‘work hard’
‘play hard’, the LAD has fully embraced
the sporting opportunities and has
performed extremely well in this area,
both individually and as part of the QDG
teams. Special mention should go to
LCpl Smith who represented the Army at
football and SSgt Hughes who became
the BA(G) champion in golf and as well
as organising a multitude of events for
the Corps and Bde. Additionally Cpl
Androsiuk has spent time away at Kiel
ATC, gaining his qualification for and
subsequently becoming the youngest
Sub Aqua dive leader in the Army.
When looking forward to the coming
year it can seem daunting, as our part
in the Adaptive Force construct is still
not fully understood. However we as an
LAD have a clear mission and that is to
continue to train ‘battleworthy’ soldiers
and provide excellent equipment support
to the Regiment through this turbulent
time of the re-subordination, conversion
and unit move. Arte et Marte.
PCH

LCpl Baker

C Sqn (BRF) Fitter Sect
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Sgt Dinger Bell working on BAT vehicles
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Manufacturing Jeweller and Regimental Silversmiths

All engagement
rings, earrings,
pendant and
wedding bands
made to your
specification

Silver commissions, repairs and valuations

Seal engraved
signet rings

Brooches hand made
to your design

Traditionally made cufflinks
tailored to your cap badge or cypher

Here at Edward Fraser we have our own craftsmen, silversmiths and
gemstone specialists. Dealing directly with the manufacturer ensures
the most competitive pricing.
Based in the historic jewellery quarter in Birmingham, our skill,
knowledge and experience allows us to create totally unique pieces
for all our customers.
:

Contact: Warwick Fraser Guck (ex QDG)
Email: warwick@edwardfraser.com
Tel: +44(0)1789 488395 Mobile: +44(0)7905040035
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HOME COVER
CAR INSURANCE

3 reasons to
leap at our cover
We know military life can have an impact on the cover you
need. That’s why our products have been designed for those
who are serving and their families.

So call now and land yourself a better deal:
1. Motor insurance cover on base / Laid-up cover if away
2. Kit cover as standard with Home / Contents
3. Dedicated UK contact and claims centre

Expect more as standard

Call: 0800 088 2283 Visit: TheMilitaryMutual.com
The Military Mutual Limited is a company registered in England and Wales (company registration number 07147130) with its registered office address at 7 Maltings Place, 169 Tower Bridge Road, London, SE1 3JB.
The Military Mutual Limited is an appointed representative of Regis Mutual Management Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority; FRN: 479202.
The information contained above is descriptive only. The precise coverage afforded is subject to terms and conditions of the wordings when issued. Before deciding to acquire any product you should obtain and
consider the relevant wording. The wordings are available at www.themilitarymutual.com
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Motor Transport Troop (MT)
It has been a busy year for MT Troop in the
build-up to Op HERRICK 20, providing
drivers, equipment and driver training
for many UOR platform courses and the
real life support exercises in the UK. The
Troop’s only member to deploy on Op
HERRICK 20 was Cpl ‘Yeah-No’ Jones.
He was instrumental within 5 RIFLES
Quartermaster’s Department running the
MSA MJDI account, something he had
never done before and in good old QDG
fashion has returned with an outstanding
performance report from the RIFLES for
his efforts.
The remaining members of the Troop,
lead by Sgt Dodd covering the roles of
MTO, MTWO and Tp Sgt settled down
to assume their duties on ROG. During
this time the ROG celebrated the 100
anniversary of the start of World War I
with a parade in Bad Ischl in Austria. For
MT, this task involved a very busy Cpl
‘Ben’ Wilkins moving ninety percent
of the ROG and the band of the Royal
Armoured Corps over 700 miles for the
parade which he managed to perfection.
Sgt Dodd’s newly acquired skills as
a Drill Instructor also came in handy
during the many practice parades on
the Regimental Parade Square. There is
nothing more Sgt Dodd likes better than
to growl at soldiers on parade.
The Troop has had to say a few fond
farewells to the following members of the
troop. WO2 Simon Eggleton who moves
to civilian life after a long and distinguished
career. Cpl Simon Haggerty who jumped
ship at the chance of redundancy and a
nice pension for the future. And finally
Ieuan Jenks the master of all things
JAMES, who through outstanding
effort was key to the Regiment gaining

Ironically, MT Tp was located right next to the gym

a GREEN result on the ECI. He leaves
with a personal ‘thank you’ from us all.
We would like to wish all three soldiers
and their families all the very best for the
future and look forward to seeing them at
Regimental Reunions.
With the departures from the troop came
the new arrivals; Captain Steve Thomas
as MTO after being the UWO during the
Regiment’s deployment to Afghanistan,
let us hope the MT soldiers give him an
easier time than the Regimental Wives
Club! WO2 ‘Dinger’ Bell returned to
take over as MTWO after a long career
from MT Tpr to MTWO. Cpl Liam Davies
158 takes over as the Regimental DLAI
at Paderborn Garrison Driver Training
Centre where he has been working flat
out since his arrival with an impressive
100 percent pass rate, well done. The
troop also had an uplift of Tprs who

wished to try their hand at mastering the
Autobahns of Germany; welcome to Tprs
Morgan 489, Zatac, Murphy, Griffiths
and Morris. To finish the troops up lift,
congratulations must go to Tpr James
Seheri for his promotion to LCpl. LCpl
Seheri who has worked tirelessly running
the white fleet over the last year on top of
deploying on all most every exercise the
troop deployed on, his promotion is very
welcome.
Our focus now changes to the future and
the preparation for the Home Coming
Parades in Wales and the small matter
of a Regimental Arms Plot move to
Swanton Morley in the New Year. Busy
times ahead which we will take in our
stride always remembering the MT Motto
as we go ‘We carry the can and the
Regiment too’.
MB

AGC (SPS) Detachment
2014 has been a busy year for the 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards and the
pace of life has been particularly evident
in the AGC(SPS) Detachment. We have
seen a number of personalities come
and go, with this a particularly large
turnover even given our nomadic nature
as a Corps. We said goodbye to SSgt
Docherty, Sgt Driver, Cpl Wright and LCpl
Lane; conversely, we have welcomed
Sgt KC, Sgt Nthani, LCpl Graham, LCpl
Chambers, Pte Halsall and Pte Kolvik.
Cpl Price has both been and gone in
that time, enjoying just a short spell
with the Regiment and deploying with A
Sqn on Op HERRICK 20, he departs on
promotion. We have very recently bade a
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sad farewell to LCpl Baptiste-Isles who is
leaving the Regiment on maternity leave.
We wish her good health and happiness.
In that time we have also celebrated
a number of successful promotions
including WO2 Sprouting’s selection for
promotion to WO1, LCpl Graham on
promotion to Cpl, and Pte Halsall and
Pte Gondwe on promotion to LCpl.
The Detachment provided personnel to
deploy with each of the Sqns on H20 while
maintaining a robust team for the ROG.
The RAO, Capt Steve Plant, adopted
the appointment of RAO BSN; the Det
Comd, Lt Sophie Dawes, deployed with
B Sqn in the BAT as the G1 fwd; Cpl

Price worked alongside the USMC with A
Sqn at the RCBS; Cpl Graham provided
support to C Sqn, the BRF and LCpl
Gondwe assisted the Det Comd in the
BAT. Meanwhile, the ROG were keeping
themselves equally busy. A strong team
entered the Triple Crown competition in
Worthy Down in May where they secured
themselves a very admirable placing in
difficult conditions. Personnel got stuck
into a plethora of Adventure Training
including skiing, horse riding and multiactivity training, with more to come in
the New Year. LCpl Halsall is currently
representing the Corps at Nordic skiing
over the winter months, Pte Kolvik has
represented the AGC for Rugby 7s
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Pte Gondwe welcomed back from Afghanistan

Pte Kolvik representing the AGC

Cpl Price moonlighting at the USMC welfare facility

while also participating in Op COMET
(the Army’s support to security for the
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow) and
LCpl Chambers represented the Corps
at skydiving. Pte Brock also passed his
driving test, so watch out on the roads!

other parties formally involved in the
delightful G1 world which I know brings
great pleasure to the RCMO, UWO
and the likes. Lt Col Jason Watkinson,
Comd SPS, left the Army in March after
an impressive career. Lt Col Caroline Hull
was appointed as his successor and she
visited us in the Spring where she was
warmly welcomed by the members of
the QDG Detachment. LCpl BaptisteIsles gave a beautiful presentation on

her home country, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines, which left us all longing for
summer leave.

The team worked extremely hard to
achieve a credible result on the newly
named G1SI, previously the SPSI. A
revelation that now sees a number of

The New Year will see the Detachment
re-organise themselves alongside the
Regiment’s re-ORBAT. We look forward
to paying a crucial role in the unit’s move
to Swanton Morley where new pastures
and adventures undoubtedly await us all.
SED

The Training Wing
This year the Training Wing has had a
very turbulent time, as the Regiment
were deployed on Op HERRICK 20. The
previous Training Officer, WO2 Jones,
has now moved to HQ SSM which
caused the Training Wing to be put in to
stasis.
We now welcome a plethora of new
training staff as the regiment starts its
conversion to Light Cavalry. The new
Training Officer (TO) Capt Paul Jones
is welcomed with his new staff, SSgt
‘Barney’ Costello the new Training Wing
Warrant Officer (TWWO), who joins us
from the Officers’ Mess, by way of A Sqn
in Afghanistan. His QCC experience from
the D&M Wing in Bovington will play a
vital role in the Light Cavalry conversion.

Sgt Glen Cartwright also rejoins us as
the Dismounted Close Combat (DCC)
SNCO as does Sgt Will Hughes as the
JACKAL Senior Instructor (SI).
Sgt
Hughes has recently returned from the
D&M Wing in Bovington as a JACKAL
Schools Instructor, responsible for
writing the JACKAL lesson plans, so he
too will be invaluable for the conversion.
Sgt Mark ‘Tacklebury’ Milner has recently
transferred from the 9/12th Lancers
and has been appointed as the DCC/
RGS. Cpl Deb Cannon has also come
on board as the G3 Courses Clerk, on
the condition she does not talk about the
BHP on her ST Fiesta.
The Regiment saw its first JACKAL
Instructors
Cpl
Hazelwood
and

Apparently JACKAL is not amphibious

Golf, a
complicated game
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Oops!

McKinnon who successfully passed the
gruelling course in Bovington and who
subsequently delivered the Regiment’s
first JACKAL conversion course. This is
what Cpl McKinnon had to say:
“As this was the first JACKAL Driving
Conversion Course, I believe it went
very well. The students were made up
of soldiers with mixed experience, some
straight from [initial] training and others
who had already completed a tour of
Afghanistan on the JACKAL.
The course was split up into three
different phases. The first phase being
‘details’ where the student is taught all
of the named parts of the vehicle and to
gain an understanding of how everything
works. Some students with previous
experience even found this challenging
as the DMI courses in Bovington are
delivered in more depth than the [UOR]
courses run in Leconsfield.
The next phase was the maintenance of
the vehicle, the students didn’t seem to
have any problems with this as this was
a conversion course, and they have all
been taught to maintain at least one
other type of vehicle in the past. Once
they had been shown all of the driver’s
maintenance they then had to show
they are competent by completing
the crew maintenance tasks, which all
students passed with ease. They next
had to prove that they could maintain the
vehicle properly and do all the relevant
tasks, before moving on to the driving
phase of the course, which is always the
most enjoyable part. .
On the driving phase students are to
practice and prove competent at, driving
on road and cross-country, they are also
shown how far they can push the vehicle
within its limits on undulating ground.
The road phase saw the JACKALs take
to the streets of Paderborn, where they
were greeted with plenty of cameras and
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strange looks. As we were out for long
hours some lunch breaks were taken
at service stations and road side cafes
(Imbiss), causing more local amusement.
When all the drivers had proved
themselves, we moved to Lima range
on Sennelager Training Area, where the
vehicles were faced with a number of
different obstacles ranging from steep
descents, to wading through rivers.
Some times the water was deeper than
anticipated and without mentioning any
names (Cpl Chater) one of the vehicles
became immobilised with the water
almost touching the steering wheel. It
was great to see the students pushing
this impressive vehicle through its paces
in extreme conditions and bodes well for
the Regiment’s future role.
All in all the JACKAL Drivers Course was
a great success and was enjoyed by all.
Now we have a firm base to start from with
regards to running the JACKAL course,
future courses can only get better……..”
Concurrently to the JACKAL driving
courses the first HMG/GMG conversion

has been completed by Sgts Cartwright
and Milner, this is what they had to say:
“During the first two weeks of October 14
we ran the first HMG/GMG conversion
course. This entailed 15 students from
QDG being taught both 40mm Grenade
Machine Gun (GMG) and 12.7mm Heavy
Machine Gun (HMG) in both the mounted
and dismounted roles. These lessons
were delivered by Sgt Glen Cartwright
and Sgt Mark ‘Tacklebury’ Milner, the
latter proving he was more of a match to
his Police Academy namesake.
As this was the first course run by the
Regiment, the training wing provided the
instructors. With more courses running in
the New Year with the future aspiration
to use the skill at arms instructors from
the Sqns to conduct the training, with
training wing oversight.
The courses will provide the core weapon
training for all new soldiers that arrive at
the Regiment as well as converting those
all ready at Regimental Duty. As the two
weapon systems are now integral to the

Little and Large
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The Training Officer personally overseeing training

Light Cavalry, this course will provide
gunnery training replacing the old B3
CVR(T) 30mm gunner’s course.
We now look forward to the conversion
ranges on Sennelager ranges just after
Easter 2015; for the last German range
package before the Regiment move to its
new home in Swanton Morley.”
The Regiment has also run the first of
the ‘new style’ potential NCO (PNCO)
cadres to select and train the JNCOs
of the future. Those readers familiar
with the pre-Afghanistan/Iraq ‘old style’
PNCO cadres, where candidates were

The Padre adding value as always

tested to their limits and then asked to
go a little further still, will be pleased to
hear that this approach to junior leader
selection has returned, with the addition
of intellectual and conceptual training
to prepare the students for their future
roles as NCOs, in the modern army of
which they are a part and the complex
environment in which it operates. The
correct selection of our next generation of
tactical leaders is critical and particularly
so in our new Light Cavalry role, where
LCpls will increasingly be asked to work
with autonomy, making critical decisions
and taking responsibility for their soldiers
to an extent hitherto unseen in the Royal

Armoured Corps. The course was a
complete success, qualifying a cohort of
young and motivated Tprs for promotion
and identifying future talent.
With the Training Wing fully manned, I
look forward to enhancing the quality
of pre course training we deliver for all
career courses. The Regiment is due
to be fully converted to Light Cavalry by
1st December 2015 and we have a busy
time ahead as we move back to Swanton
Morley to achieve that; but the training
team are very much looking forward to
the challenge.
PDJ

Tactical Air Control Party (TACP)
As usual QDG Forward Air Controllers
(FACs) started the year started faster than
ever. Capt “Hans” Martell joined WO2
“Sub” Thomas and Sgt “Patch” Patchett,
after a top student grade on his basic FAC
course. With Op HERRICK 20 looming
in the spring , the complicated training
requirements to deploy nearly all of the 20
Bde FACs to Afghanistan came into full

swing. Sub was running the show at Bde
HQ whilst Patch was put into the lead TACP
for the deployment. Due to the reduction in
manpower requirements, Capt Martell was
unfortunately poached by 5 RIFLES as a
watchkeeper for the deployment.
MST was very hectic with the numerous
deployments to the USA to attain the

required training currency, however all
the Bde FACs achieved the required
“CQ” status before unit level MST
started, this being a first in Op HERRICK
history. The Bde FACs were detached
to 26 Regiment Royal Artillery as part of
the Joint Effects Targeting Group; Sub
was then reattached to Brigade Advisory
Team with B Sqn and HQ QDG . Patch

ATAC Course Graduation
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A QDG FAC teaching the Royal Artillery the principles of offensive support

carried on with 5 RIFLES in the MVR
BG as 2I/C TACP. The tour itself was
not very kinetic from the strike point of
view; Sub and Patch were very busy with
targeting and supporting British soldiers
and US Marines deployed outside the
wire. Both managed to get ‘’red entries’’
in their log books . Towards the end of
the deployment Sub acted as Chief
Instructor on the first two Afghan Army
Tactical Air Co-ordinators (ATAC) course,
this allowed the Afghan National Army
to control their Mi-34 Hind helicopter
gunships from the ground against the
Taliban in Sangin as well as carry out
their own CASEVAC operations with their
Mi-8 Hip helicopters.
This deployment marks the end of QDG
FACs and a TACP at regimental level.
This capability will now be fulfilled by the
supporting Royal Artillery close support
regiment. The jury is out on how well
this will work. Suffice to say the first
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The Camero’s owner soon shouted at Sub

ordnance dropped during the invasion of
Iraq during March 2003 was controlled
by a QDG FAC the then Sgt ‘’Scouse’’
McDonnell and the last ordnance
controlled on the last Op HERRICK
deployment was controlled by a QDG
FAC WO2 ‘’Sub’’ Thomas. Throughout,
the QDG TACP and FACs have been at
the forefront of close air support in both
Iraq and Afghanistan. Self praise however
is no praise, but after six operational
tours, hundreds of operational controls
involving aircraft and aircrew from eight
different nations, the QDG reputation in
the close air support world is second to
none.
However, the future is not all bad; WO2
Thomas is posted back to the FAC
school at RAF Leeming with hopes of
being posted to the US Navy SEALs
JTAC school and Top Gun at Fallon,
Nevada. Sgt Patchett may well join Sub
teaching new controllers in UK. SSgt

Cock-Nose

Jon Davies has rejoined the ranks having
been the BRF FAC on HERRICK 15 and
is posted to 3 RHA as 2I/C TACP.
GNT

Catering Department
2014 has been a busy year for the
Catering Department with lots of changes
both in terms of manning and the roles
that individual chefs have been tasked to
undertake. The year started brightly with
SSgt “Kev” Geddes being selected for
promotion to WO2, followed by receiving
an assignment order to Northern Ireland.
Promotions also came for LCpl “Hem”
Limbu and Pte “Jabs” Ngubane.
With the Regiment gearing up for
deployment this lead to numerous
opportunitys to fire up the Operational
Field Catering System (OFCS) showcasing
our ability not only in Barracks but also
whilst deployed on exercise. With the
department supporting the Brigade at
every given opportunity the chefs were
given the chance to demonstrate their
higher culinary skills, including feeding
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The QDG Catering Dept’s contribution
to RLC Corps Sports
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the Brigade Commander, Adjutant
General, Commander Land Forces and
the Garrison Commander at Epsom
House. Cpl Cameron also entered the
Senior Grand Prix competition, one of
the most prestigious events in the Army
catering calendar.
However, it hasn’t all been hard work for
the chefs as they managed to secure
two days of adventure training which
took place at the Alfsee in Osnabruck.
During this time everyone got to let their
hair down and enjoy both go-carting and
wake-boarding. This will be followed
up by a 20 Bde day trip to the Bottrop
indoor skiing centre which promises
to be an eventful day, from which we
hope everyone will return uninjured.
Alongside our day to day commitments
we have managed to support both the
Regimental Football and Rugby teams,
with Sgt Keen taking it one step further
with his support of BA(G) Rugby.
Under the guidance of the new UCM
SSgt Johnson the department has
moved onwards and upwards (his golf
handicap
hasn’t improved, but his
love of folders and laminating is now
infamous). Looking forward to Christmas
or “silly season,” the catering department
will be pulling out all the stops to ensure

Preparing ‘Pay as you Dine’ cuisine

The Catering Dept cooking up a treat

Lt Paine’s breakfast is served

that the Regiment are fully supported in
all that they do or wish to do with regards
to functions. The chefs will continue
to develop their own skills with the
traditional Christmas cake competition,
with the best cakes going forward to the

Bde competition, which the QDG have
always done well in.
We Sustain.

AJ

Regimental Aid Post (RAP)
The RAP has spent 2014 supporting
the Regiment and 20 Bde. Members
of the RAP have deployed on exercise,
mission specific training (MST) and the
subsequent deployment, Op HERRICK
20, whilst providing ongoing care to
the rear-operations group (ROG) on

barracks. On recovery from Afghanistan,
medical cover for Regimental and BA(G)
Rugby began in earnest.
The year began with welcoming LCpl
Walters. Joining us in early 2014 from 1
Med Regt, this was her first assignment

to a teeth-arm. Shortly after arriving, she
successfully completed her cadre course
to become substantive in rank, just in
time for MST for Op HERRICK 20. She
deployed with LCpl Hollands in direct
support of the Brigade Advisory Team
(BAT).
LCpl Holland’s year was taken up
predominantly by MST and Op HERRICK
20. As a Team Medic Instructor, she
contributed to the Team Medic training
program in-regiment prior to deployment.
A member of the Army Medical Services
Women’s Football Team, she managed
to get a few games in between MST and
Afghanistan.

Pte Brock contemplates healthy eating
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The ROG was well looked after under
the leadership of Cpl Owen, who was
the focal point for all regimental medical
related issues in the absence of the RMO.
Despite completing MST, Cpl Owen
did not deploy to Afghanistan, much to
his disappointment. He has, however,
organised three health fairs, qualified as
a team medic instructor and completed
a module towards his specialisation as a
primary care nurse, appearing on BFBS
TV during the most recent Unit Health
Fair.
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Sgt Cartwright seems sceptical about the new things apparently called vegetables

Cpl Birkett, the senior CMT in the
Regiment, deployed continuously on
exercise in support of 20 Bde. This
began in support of QDG MST, followed
by medical support to 2 RIFLES as they
prepared for operations in Kabul. He
completed MST himself to be tasked as
a battlefield casualty replacement (BCR)
for Op HERRICK, which made him the
natural choice to deploy to the Falkland
Islands with 5 RIFLES for their stint as
the Falkland Islands Resident Infantry
Company (FIRIC), where he was joined
by LCpl Quantock.
LCpl
Quantock
took
over
the
responsibilities of the RAP stores, having
passed his Medical Stores course earlier
this year. The first feather in his cap was
overseeing the successful preparation
of the RAP for our annual equipment
care inspection. He then qualified as a
Team Medic Instructor and supported
the training of Team Medics prior to

Op HERRICK 20. He also shared the
medical cover for Regimental and BA(G)
rugby with LCpl Pettinger.
LCpl Pettinger completed MST and
was one of the QDG’s BCRs for Op
HERRICK 20, but was fortunately not
needed. She also coordinated all Team
Medic Training for QDG during MST and
had a spectacular year in representative
sports, coming away with a gold and two
silver medals at the Army Taekwondo
Championships. At the Inter-services
Championships, she gained a further two
silver medals and during the summer,
she visited and trained at Kukkiwon, the
home of Taekwondo in South Korea.
On her return, she bagged a silver and
bronze at the Army Winter Open. She
finished the year off with three golds and
a bronze at the International Taekwondo
Federation’s English Open. All in all, an
excellent haul of 11 medals in a very
successful sporting year!
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LCpl Pettinger in Korea

Maj Lee, the RMO, had the “privilege” to
serve two tours of Afghanistan this year,
deploying on Op HERRICK 19b and
again in support of the transition from Op
HERRICK to Op TORAL. He is serving in
Kabul as the Medical Officer at the Afghan
National Army Officer Academy (ANAOA,
otherwise known as ‘Sandhurst in the
Sand’) as this article is written. There’s
clearly no rest for the wicked
The RAP said its farewells to Cpl Moulden
who left the Army in October in search of
greener pastures. She served with QDG
for the last two and half years, completing
12 years service in the Army. We wish
her well in all her future endeavours.
The RAP ended the year by providing
medical support to of the QDG
homecoming parades in the UK before a
taking a well-deserved Christmas break.
Bring on 2015!
KJHL

Gymnasium
Pre Tour
The gymnasium and its staff have seen a
host of events, courses and changes over
the last 12 months. We have managed
to get four soldiers onto their All Arms
Physical Training Instructors Course with
all passing and doing extremely well and
have two more booked onto the next
course in Jan 15.
The major event for the Regiment in the
last 12 months has been the deployment
to Afghanistan on Op HERRICK 20, and
for the gym staff it was our mission to
ensure that every soldier was fit and
robust enough to deploy and handle any
situation that they might find themselves
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in; in short they had to be ‘Fit to Fight’.
The pre-deployment fitness standards
state that all soldiers deploying have to
complete Operational Fitness Test (OFT)
1 & 2 to be certified fit enough to deploy.
These tests consisted of:
OFT 1 – a 2.4km Squadded march
in 18min carrying 15kg, immediately
followed by a 2.4km Individual best effort
in under 15min carrying 15kg.
OFT 2 – a 800m Squadded march in
seven and a half minutes carrying 20kg
and rifle leading straight into a 2.4 km
individual best effort in under 15min
also carrying 20 kg and rifle, followed by

carrying two full jerry cans 150m in 1 min
40 sec or less. Finally, a casualty drag
of a fully equipped soldier over 30m in a
minute or less.
We only had a short window of four
months and this period also included all
the other military training and exercises
that happen prior to an operational
deployment, so we knew we were up
against it. Thankfully the Regiment has
always held physical fitness as a high
priority and the soldiers already had a
high base fitness standard, meaning that
with some arduous battle PT and specific
OFT training 100% of those deploying
passed both their OFT 1 & 2.
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Pre-tour OFT training

Pre-tour OFT training

Just pose and we’ll Photoshop you into Helmand

Another way to get high

Last Chance Saloon
Although the Regiment on the whole is
incredibly fit we do have a small minority
that struggle to pass their mandated
fitness tests. Often this is due to injury,
but can also happen for a variety of other
reasons. Lack of fitness can have a
massively adverse effect on a soldier’s
career prospects and can eventually lead
to discharge from the Army. With the
Regiment getting ready for deployment
we were given a rare opportunity to
give those effected a real opportunity
and support to save their careers and
get themselves back on track. With the
Regiment’s backing I created the ‘Last
Chance Saloon’ programme in which six
soldiers who were unfit and not deploying
were assigned to work in the gymnasium
permanently, with the aim of getting them
back to fitness within three months.

and were put through three PT sessions
a day, plus first parade and last parade
rope climbs that had to be completed
before work and before they could finish
for the day. They were also given health
and fitness and nutrition education as
homework and had to produce weekly
briefs to the rest of the group and gym
staff on related subjects.

Those soldiers selected soon found out
that this was not going to be an easy ride

This initiative has been a massive
success and has continued throughout
the year. I have had a total of 10 soldiers
through the ‘last chance saloon’ process
and have rehabilitated eight back that
would have otherwise have probably
been discharged from the Army. Of
those eight, four have now successfully
completed promotion courses and one
has been selected for Army Rugby trials.
Unit Health Fair
As the Regimental Royal Army Physical
Training Corps Instructor it is my job to

New Gym Staff
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The Powerbag made it to the top first

promote health, fitness and wellbeing
within the Regiment, therefore with
the help of Cpl Steven Owen from the
medical centre we organised two Unit
Health Fairs during 2014. The first one
ran over the summer for the ROG and
their families and centred on summer
health, with stands giving information on
how to cook a safe BBQ, allergy advice,
tick information, skin cancer, smoking
and alcohol and drug misuse.
The summer health fair was well received
by all those that attended it and due to its
success we decided to plan another one
during the run up to Christmas that the
whole of the Regiment could attend once
they had returned from operations. We
wanted it to be bigger and better and with
a longer lead up time we could get the
word out to more agencies, companies
and charities and invite them to attend
and share their wealth of knowledge with
the soldiers.
By the time that Health Fair started we had
over 20 stands covering a broad spectrum
of health and wellbeing subjects. As
well as the usual sexual heath, fitness
competition, hearing, healthy cooking and
oral health we also had a presentation
from the Galahad drugs, alcohol and
sports supplements team.
We had
financial, mortgage, insurance and savings
advice from a selection of companies and
charities, the medical chain ran health
MOTs and gave advice on smoking and
even provided a dietician. The RMP set up
a stand to give advice on the dangers of
drink driving and we had a representative
from the Vehicle Licensing Office giving
advice on what you needed to do to take
your car back to the UK. The Welfare team
set up a stand to update the soldiers on
the impending move back to Swanton
Morley, giving information on the family
housing, the camp and the local town
and its amenities. The whole event was
covered by BFBS radio and TV promoting
our work to the rest of the Army.
Again the Health fair was a massive
success for the Regiment and topped
of what has been a busy but highly
rewarding year for the all those involved
with the Gymnasium.
LP
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The Guard Room
2014 began with a lot of changes with
regards to staffing. We say goodbye to
LCpl Jacobson who moves to greener
pastures in civilian life after a few good
years with the Regiment. Sgt Annanis
handed over as Provo Sgt to Sgt
Cartwright, who in turn was followed by
Cpl ‘Que’ Laqere.
The weather in January was bleak and
the roads around camp were normally
icy in the mornings. No one in the Guard
Room could escape the wrath of the
Quartermaster’s Health and Safety fever,
resulting in the guard room staff being
tasked to spread grit around key areas
to ensure a safe working environment.
The year soon moved up a gear when
each squadron began to conduct their
final phase of training before deploying to
Afghanistan for the very last time on Op
HERRICK 20.
The squadrons deployed between
April and May and as soon as all were
out of the gate things quietened down.
After just over a couple of months Sgt
Cartwright moved on handing over the
reins as Provo Sgt to Cpl Laqere. A

lack of naughty boys meant the Provost
Staff had a little more work themselves
than normal and as the warmer days
approached so did the need to fulfil the
Quartermaster’s taskings, often involving
weeding.
With Cpl ‘Que’ in the drivers seat,
discipline was firmly maintained amongst
those remaining in camp, with snap
checks on ID cards and the quality of
capbadge polishing regularly conducted.
Cpl Jones 470 meanwhile was assigned
to the Garrison Detention Centre.
September to October saw A and B Sqns
returning from Op HERRICK 20 and with
them some additional manpower for the
Guard Room. The medals parade was
at the end of November in which the
Provo Staff ably supported the RSM and
this was followed by the whole Regiment
moving across to Wales for our Home
Coming parade in December. Back into
winter, the time has come, yet again, to
fill the grit bins and clean off the snow
covered brass just in time for Christmas
duties and the New Year.
SL

Provo Sgt (Cpl Leqere) and bell

Welfare Office
2014 has been a turbulent year for the
Welfare Office with various staff members
coming and going, plus dealing with the
Regiments deployment on Op HERRICK
20. The start of 2014 saw SSgt Mikey
Watson return to the Welfare Office after
6 months in BATUS as safety staff and
then promote to WO2, taking up the
reigns as the Unit Welfare Warrant Officer
for the duration of the tour. No sooner
had WO2 Watson settled back in, we
saw Capt (Pecs) Jones disappear on
his LEOC course at Sandhurst, only to
return four weeks later and be given the
wonderful news that he was to deploy
with A Sqn as the G4 advisor to the
RCBS. However, before Capt Jones
finally left the office there was the task
of delivering the deployment brief to the
families both here in Germany and in
Cardiff and Chester.
Meanwhile, the recently commissioned
Capt Steve Thomas was inbound to
succeed Capt Jones in his role as
UWO, having been posted to the RMLY
in Telford for the last two years as their
RSM. The brief hand over of UWOs
took place during the first week of April
and at this time we also welcomed Tpr
Matt Breeze, who joined the team to
bolster our manning for the tour. As the
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Sqns deployed over the coming weeks
camp got notably quieter and so started
the task of organising the events for
the families. This unenviable task was
handed to Cpl Hinton as we all knew
that he couldn’t pull any more hair out
as he had none to start of with! But,
with his excellent organisation skills and
dedication, Cpl Hinton (along with his side
kick Tpr Breeze) arranged some excellent
activities with trips to the Hollywood

The UWO (des) is welcomed home

Safari Park, H20(Swimming), Ketteler
Hof, Munster Zoo and a shopping trip to
Dortmund to allow the wives to spend
their husbands’ hard earned operational
tour bonuses!
After two years of service to the Regiment
and the welfare office, we bid farewell in
July to our clerk Tara Brown and the “old
man,” Bailey her golden Labrador. We
thank Tara for her service and patience
and all that she has done for us and
wish her and the family all the very best
in their future posting. With the welfare
clerks post vacant for a short period,
we soon welcomed Karen Ellis to the
office in September. Having moved from
the BFG office in Normandy Barracks,
Karen not only brought her excellent
communication and IT skills, but also her
detailed knowledge of the BFG system.
We welcome her to the QDG family and
hope she enjoys her time with us, even
though we move to Swanton Morley in
2015.
We congratulated both Cpl Hinton and
Tpr Breeze on their promotions to Sgt
and LCpl respectively. However, no
sooner was he promoted than LCpl
Breeze was posted to Wales. We wish
him good luck in his posting.
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Mr Watson could smell something was awry

Date-night at the Moore house

A Sqn enter the final stages of MST

With Capt Thomas now in the big chair
(albeit somewhat resembling Ronnie
Corbett), he settled in quickly and overwatched the daily running of the office
and the organisation of the events during
the tour. As the months progressed,
the move to Swanton Morley started to
loom and so began visits, endless emails
and preparation for the briefings ready
for the big push in 2015. However, no
sooner had Capt Thomas warmed the
seat, he moved across to MT and picked
up the reigns as the MTO, but with a
foot remaining in the Welfare Office to
oversee preparation for the move. The
wicked never rest! We look forward to
the RSM, who has now been selected for
a commission, coming into the welfare

office in January and heading up the
move to Swanton Morley as UWO.

the Swanton Morley area and other key
local dignitaries.

So as 2014 drew to a close and the
recovery of our troops from Afghanistan
continued to gain pace, the last QDG
soldiers returned in early November.
Finally, with the Regiment back, we could
look forward to all the festive events that
are traditionally held each year and being
home for Christmas. Bonfire night was
a great success, thankfully the weather
was better than in previous years! And
we thank our cheery helpers on the night,
Sam Dunne and Denise Moore. We then
focused on the remaining festive events
for the year and also the visit to Dempsey
Barracks by the Heads of Schools from

In common with the rest of the Regiment,
2014 has been a very busy year for the
welfare office, with so many staff changes
and the ever increasing pace of the unit
move to Swanton Morley. Our team is
strong and we work together very well
and as such will endeavour to make the
move as painless as possible. We now
look ahead to the future and what it will
bring for us and we thank all who have
helped to achieve so much this past year.
SRT

goes to potential conflict zones it goes to
bring this “shalom”, this peace, to the people
there so they can enjoy the same peace that
we enjoy, guaranteed by the commitment of
our Armed Forces personnel.

paying the ultimate sacrifice. These are
realities of being true peacemakers, of
being people who make a difference to
our own lives and the lives of others and
always selflessly committed to the duty
of being a serving member of the Armed
Forces. That’s exactly what we want as a
military, to spread the message of peace
around the globe and make it the norm
rather than the exception.

Padre’s Notes
The Armed Forces as a Peacemaker
Although the military trains to fight and use
lethal force when required, it is first and
foremost an institution of peacemakers.
That is its ultimate goal, peace. Peace for
ourselves, our families, our communities,
world peace. The Hebrew greeting
“Shalom” means “peace”, deeper than
that it also means perfect welfare, serenity,
prosperity, and happiness. These are the
things we all enjoy, and when the military

But working for peace is hard work. It takes
huge personal effort and determination.
It takes courage, physical and moral,
personal sacrifice of our time and being
away from our families, hardship and
sweat, sometimes injury and perhaps

The QDG Christmas Service
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And I think it’s true that most people in the
world want peace. And they look to their
politicians who sometimes have to look at
the military to go out and bring it about.
A peacemaker, therefore, is someone
who breaks up a fight, who attempts to
resolve a conflict, not start it. We have a
huge moral responsibility to be the best
peacemakers that we possibly can be, as
individuals and as an Armed Force.
So I ask you to think about your own
commitment to peace. Of how you treat
others, how you forgive, and how you
resolve personal conflicts. Peace should
start from the inner self and spreads
outwards. The sign of a true peacemaker
is the ability to possess an inner peace
and give that to others. ‘Blessed are
the peacemakers, for they will be called
children of God’ (Gospel of Matthew 5:9).
DGB
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The Officers’ Mess
The Officers’ Mess had a distinctive
operational feel about it during 2014. As
is usually the case prior to operations,
the majority of the rooms on both the
Captains’ and Subalterns’ floors were
occupied by the cohort of young officers
preparing for deployment. The mess
focus for the majority of the year was
training for Op HERRICK 20 and the
subsequent deployment to Afghanistan.
As such there were the usual challenges
in maintaining a healthy balance, but
the Mess has taken every opportunity it
could to ‘play hard’ during a busy period.
Our first major engagement of the social
year was an invitation to dinner at 35
Engineer Regiment. A suitable date was
identified and the Mess made their way
to Barker Barracks; no dress code had
been provided so we hedged our bets
and each wore a different order of dress.
We arrived to a Mess seriously depleted
by deployments, but were still hosted
marvellously and with three QDGs to each
Engineer they certainly had their work cut
out. The Engineers forced us to eat with
plastic cutlery, claiming that they didn’t
possess enough silver. Post supper
our hosts changed into fancy dress and
a series of games began, ending with a
chaotic game of fireball hockey that led to
at least one slightly burnt QDG officer. An
attempt by Lt Booty RE (female) to have
a go on Capt Robinson’s roller-skates led
to inevitable disaster – a broken nose and
two black eyes.
In early February the QDG Officers’
Mess decided to go on its bi-annual
trip to Berlin. This was a chance to
take a break from the intensive pre
deployment training as well as for four
of the subalterns to challenge gender
stereotypes by attending a Taylor Swift
concert. Much to the bemusement of
the remainder of the Mess, Capt Williams

Op HERRICK 20 QDG Field Officers

with Lts Findlay, Woodhart and McBride
started the weekend by an early get
away and a rapid drive up to Berlin.
With much childish glee the four officers
attended the ‘Red’ concert whilst the rest
of the mess took a more leisurely transit
down to the capital city. The remainder
of the audience at the concert were
primarily teenage girls and therefore the
four TBOs (tall boring officers) certainly
stood out. After the concert the Taylor
Swift fans met up with the remainder of
the Mess and headed for a night out in
Berlin. The lead for this soon went to
Capt Roly Jackson who was, at the time,
dating a Berliner (a girl from the city, not a
type of pastry). After various taxi journeys
and numerous rejections from trendy
nightclubs (presumably on account of
our lack of German style couture more
at home in the early eighties) the
Mess ended up in the Berlin
suburbs in what can
only be described as a
village town hall with
associated
‘local’

band.
The atmosphere resembled
that of a fete and once again it was
apparent that we and the remainder of
the audience did not share a common
demographic profile – this time though
the remainder of the audience was of the
older more distinguished variety rather
than the dashing young crowd that we
fancy ourselves as. With not too much
of a hangover due to the disappointment
of the night before the Mess decided
to have a cultural day around Berlin.
This involved a visit to the Reichstag, a
five man bicycle sightseeing tour and
a visit to the old West Berlin. In order
to maintain its reputation, the Mess
decided to have another attempt at a
night out in Berlin. This time the focus
was on central Berlin and after a cunning
dispersal technique that saw our group
being forcibly separated, the mess
enjoyed a wonderful night on the town.
The Mess hosted a Regimental
dinner night in March to which
all Commanding Officers in the
Brigade were invited.
The
dinner fell in a ‘heavy’ week
of socialising, resulting in a
sustained attack on our
The CO misunderstood
the SHEF policy
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McCoombes would have to switch from ‘finest Dradoon’ to ‘best Buckie’

livers. The highlight of the evening came
after the meal, when a particularly vicious
round of Colonel versus Colonel sabrage
took place. All of the Commanding
Officers were offered a sabre – some,
being gentlemen, opted for the flute
approach – whilst CO QRH decided his
signet ring would work best. The fact
that he had to write his thank you letter
the next day on a typewriter because
his finger was ‘unworkable’ provides a
salutary lesson to all would-be signet ring
sabrages.
The next social engagement followed
‘Swift-ly’ afterwards, in the shape of
the Brigade Commander’s Dine Out.
This was an opportunity to say a fond
farewell to Brigadier James Swift who
was to move on during our deployment
to Afghanistan. After a quick pre-tour
Officers’ photograph we went through
for an excellent Brown Trouser Lunch,
with lots of jollity and a good singsong
around the piano, with Maj Lloyd doing
his best with a knackered piano.
The highlight of the pre-tour period was
the Ladies’ Dinner Night in April. Much
to the delight of the subalterns, the dress
code was decided by vote (in a rare
flash of democracy), resulting in mess
kit. This gave the young, single officers
a marked advantage in their attempts to
win the affections of their inevitably starstruck young lady guests by employing a
technique known as ‘peacocking’. The
one issue with mess kit is that whilst it
is impressively loud while being utterly
refined, it also means that the same
young officers are put to shame by
their ‘chests of peace’ (lack of medals).
Meanwhile the smelly old LEs (especially
Tim Jones) take great pleasure in asking
whether the young buck in question has
deliberately chosen just to wear a single
favourite medal rather than something
akin to the enormous rack of bling that
he inevitably sports. The highlight of the
evening was most certainly the band,
which this time was supplied by the
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Adjutant Generals Corps. They themed
the evening perfectly and supplemented
the relaxed atmosphere. An instrumental
variation of a recent Daft Punk hit being
played whilst the guests enjoyed their
main course was certainly a moment
to remember. Maj Dom (Mc)Coombes,
blessed with a sense of rhythmic wild
abandonment, found himself dancing
on the table half-way through the main
course, much to the delight of the room.
The evening ended with the ‘age old’
tradition of ‘5 minute fancy dress’ which
saw a bizarre assortment of outfits as
usual. As usual Capt Charles ‘Hans’
Mayall-Martel’s guests were the talk
of the night; their bizarre antics and
irrepressible supply of energy meant they
got up to some fairly unusual activities.
The tour itself saw the Mess split up; A
Sqn spent their time with the USMC in
America-land gorging themselves on
deep fried chicken every night; B Sqn
spent their time eating Afghan goat;
and C Sqn spent their time sharpening
bayonets with 5 RIFLES. This dislocation
however, did not stop Maj (Mc)
Coombes’ appetite for social occasions
and on arrival he immediately instigated

We all remember our first quarter

CAVFEST (otherwise known as the
“127 Piccadilly Club”) every Sunday
in the Camp Bastion NAAFI. This was
an opportunity for all Cavalry Officers in
Camp Bastion to meet up, snort, bray
in obnoxiously loud voices and lounge
around making the other patrons move
next door. The venue was described
as the ‘posher’ coffee shop, but this left
many a Cavalry Officer lost outside the
two fairly sordid looking places on offer in
Bastion by this stage. Waterloo’s 199th
anniversary did not pass unnoticed in
Bastion and a BBQ was organised in
the BAT compound with all the fizzy pop
you could drink. All QDG and attached
Officers, WOs and SNCOs were invited,
and the CO took the opportunity to give
a state of the nation address to those
assembled. Apart from these more
formal events, casual DEFAC tourism
(strictly forbidden) went on often, with a
large gang of us driving over to AmericaLand (the adjoining USMC Camp
Leatherneck) and enjoying their excellent
food and unlimited fizzy drinks, free
protein shakes and delicious ice-cream;
in return A Sqn officers were a common
sight in the Camp Bastion cookhouses,
feasting on treat that was non-processed

The EME and A Sqn Ldr listen as Hugo outlines his plan
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The dentist grimaced as he lost his inheritance

Coombes

‘California Girls’ they were not

The real QDG Command Group

Saturday Night Fever gripped the Mess

Sqn Ldrs getting punchy

Who can do the best Capt Lough impression?

The aftermath of a B Sqn night out

The inaugural B Sqn wife-swapping meet

The Officers’
Mess
– Deployed
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food. (Acting) Capt ‘Monty’ Dumont,
on a health drive to squeeze into an
Apache cockpit for flying grading post
tour selflessly limited himself to two cans
of Coke and just one enormous bowl of
ice-cream per meal.
With several junior Mess members
serving on ROG it will not be a surprise
that every opportunity was taken to
have a good party back in the UK and
Europe. The Bad Ischl parade in Austria
proved to be one such suitable venue,
with 2Lts Cowen and Barcroft making a
good showing for the Mess in accepting
Austrian entertainment. Cavalry Memorial
weekend was once again attended by
those available and a good number of
recent leavers also made the trip. A less
raucous affair than normal, all this will have
served to do is lull the staff of Boisdales
into a false sense of security, one that will
inevitably be shattered next year by our
return in full strength. It won’t take long to
get the Béarnaise sauce flying again!
Munich’s Oktoberfest was once again
visited by the Mess with Maj Harper,
Capts Lough and Wiggins, Lts Woolland,
Carter and Dawes all in attendance. A
suitably smart, brand new Land Rover
was sourced from our favourite Land
Rover dealers as our weekend run
around and off to Munich we went. On
arrival we were joined by officers who had
flown in from the UK, and immediately
donning the obligatory Lederhosen, we
stepped out for a night of Oktoberfest
themed nightclubbing. An early start
the next day was required to ensure
entry to the beer halls and having left a
little later than we had expected to we
were extremely lucky to gain admittance.
Once we were inside it was all systems
go with beer served in steins from 9am.
Securing a commanding position on
a balcony overlooking the throng, we
enjoyed several hours of beer, pretzels,
meat and loud singing. The highlight
of the morning was a stirring rendition
of the Regimental Quick march by the

Lt MacHale contemplates a return to cavalry roots
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assembled oompah band below. After
an active morning the festivities began
to take their toll and a hazy afternoon
passed in which the Dentist disappeared
into the throng and an indignant Capt
Wiggins refused to leave the balcony
when those that had booked it arrived. A
large officious man (also in Lederhosen)
soon escorted him downstairs. The
group returned to the flat late that
afternoon, completely exhausted, less
the dentist who soldiered on for another
12 hours demonstrating that with age
and experience comes endurance.
The return journey was a purgatory of
11 hours of road works, traffic jams,
accidents and Lt Charlie Carter’s driving.
We finally arrived back at the Mess, tired
but triumphant at having ticked another
of the main Germany experiences off the
bucket list.
The return of the Mess from tour was
extremely truncated, with Sqns returning
on very different timelines. This meant
that the first opportunity to all get
together came at the November Ladies’
Dinner Night. Organisation had begun
in theatre with badly drawn decoration
diagrams by Capt Wiggins and Capt
Robinson and continued in the same

vein leading to the normal lastminute.
com mess preparation. However we
were successful in turning the Banana
room into a good imitation of the Farinet
club in Verbier. All officers attached for
the tour were invited with guests and in
all around 90 people arrived in the mess
expecting a party. This included the
Colonel of the Regiment who was not
to be disappointed! We were treated
to an extremely good supper, including
about 3,000 calories of individual
cheese fondue as a starter and a Swiss
chocolate cap badge for pudding.
Dinner was followed by hours and hours
and hours of dancing, discoing, grooving
and shaking with the Colonel of the
Regiment apparently particularly enjoying
the antics surrounding ‘5 minutes fancy
dress’.
Unfortunately the use of a
starch based packing material (originally
thought to be expanded polystyrene
chips) as a last minute stand in for real
snow had an unforeseen drawback and
the mess spent the next three evenings
scraping it out of the carpets with butter
knives. That said it was a tremendously
enjoyable weekend and it was brilliant to
all be back in one piece with our friends
around us in the Mess.
BW

The RMO, practicing what he preaches

The Radetzky March always got the crowd going
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The Warrant Officers’ and Sergeants’ Mess

Waterloo Dinner Night Afghan style
was not quite the same

Whose round is it?

The Waterloo Dinner catering
took an unusual direction
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If you wanted something done, you just had to you it yourself!

As the sabre squadrons were largely
unrepresented, teams were formed from
the remaining departments. First up, Sgt
Cartwright with the ‘cracker eating and
shot drinking’ event. The aim is to be the
first to eat three dry crackers and drink the
nominated selection of drinks. Lt (badCharlie) Carter came a close second to
the old hand that is AQMS Kelleghan; who

As the first
button
pinged off,
contact
was called

The RSM chinning off RAF dress direction

laughed manically at the prospect of being
set against (in his words) a mere boy!
The next game, proposed by the RLC
mess members, was the traditional
Battleships. Despite several allegations
of cheating (or spying at least), the mess
was victorious against its guests, fighting
a clean an precise naval campaign. Next,
the AGC members produced the Ping
Pong Challenge. The aim of this game
was to bounce a ping pong ball off the
table and land it in a pint glass. This time
the gentry hammered us, demonstrating
an impressive level of competence in the
handling of small balls! The LAD next
came up with the Spoon Game. This saw
Lt Barcroft challenging Sgt Anderson in a
classic bout. The aim of this game is to
see who can last the longest being gently
tapped on the head by the opposing
player whilst both remain blindfolded
holding a spoon in their mouths. After a
number of skilful and tactical rounds, Sgt
Anderson, ably supported by Sgt Macken
lead the seniors to a win and leaving poor
Lt Barcroft with a slightly sore head.

The final game was run by the only R
SIGNALS representative (the RSO, Capt
Tee). This game (as yet unnamed and
still not fully understood) was played
with a cup, some cards, four officers and
four seniors. The cup seemed to move
randomly between the players, stopping
periodically for team members to drink
out of it, after which it was refilled and
the process continued. Although the
rules or even scoring system were not
immediately obvious, it was clear that
the mess scored a resounding victory,
no doubt leaving more officers with
sore heads the next morning. All of this
entertainment resulted in a great evening,
with OC ROG stating it had been one of
the best he had attended over the years.
The next event held in the mess although
slightly unusual was a barbeque to bid
farewell to Maj Dom Coombes, who
leaves us after many years on transfer to
command the SCOTS DG. He had asked
whilst in theatre if it would be possible
to say farewell to the regiment and
use the mess to do so. The event was
fairly low key (shorts and boater shoes

ROG SSM sizing up the RSM’s chair
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all round) and once again the chefs put
on a fantastic barbeque. Maj Coombes
kindly gave the mess a leaving present,
in the shape of a cracking picture of a
young cavalry officer chatting with an old
SNCO. It has been a pleasure to have
Maj Coombes as a frequent guest in the
mess over the years and we are all very
sad to say goodbye to him, although
naturally we wish he and his family the
very best of luck with the SCOTS DG.
Three mess members departed on
posting during Op HERRICK 20 and we
felt it only right that we said farewell to
them. All three were attached arms and
had, throughout their tenures done a
sterling job of supporting the Regiment.
First up was SSgt Kev Geddes, the
RCWO, a man who loved to cook if
you could get him out of his plus fours
and away from the golf course. He
organised a number of events during
his time at QDG, the food was always
outstanding and all credit to him. Kev a
very social member of the mess will be
missed greatly. Second up to leave was
Sgt Driver, again another consummate
professional as well as being formidably

fit, even challenging the then RSM Paul
Jones on occasion. Finally, and again
departing from tradition we said a fond
farewell to Capt Craig Tee (the RSO).
During a heartfelt leaving speech,
WO2 (Sheep) Jones (RSWO) needed
consoling. While we initially assumed that
this was the measure of the relationship
that had developed between the two, it
has since become clear that it was just
the thought of Capt Tee not immediately
being replaced and the prospect of
additional work that was so upsetting.
The final large scale mess event this year
was the Christmas function. The date for
this had to change a number of times in
order to fit in the homecoming parade
programme; however, it was eventually
fixed it to take place on 6 Dec. The PEC,
SSgt Sacco, worked extremely hard to
organise this important event with the
help of Sgt Davies (the Mess Manager).
The main entertainment was t be a drag
act! When this was announced a number
of eyes lit up, mainly wives, but also SSgt
Worsley’s for some reason! There was the
traditional band and a disco with the prize
draw taking place later on in the evening.
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The evening was a great success with
the entertainment being dangerously
close to the bone at times. Fortunately,
due to timing the majority of the mess
membership was able to attend what will
be one of the last large scale mess events
before the move next year to Robertson
Barracks in Swanton Morley.
Next year will be a very busy year indeed
for the mess. In January we welcome a
new RSM (the currently, WO2 Gallacher)
and look forward to the unit move
back to the UK and the Light Cavalry
Conversion. There will be two key events
programmed for the mess next year;
the Regimental Comrades Association
visit to Dempsey Barracks in May, which
will no doubt see lots of former mess
members at our bar in Sennelager for the
very last time and which we look forward
to. More significant still, next year will
see the 200th Anniversary of the Battle
of Waterloo which will be marked by
our mess holding the Waterloo Dinner in
Cardiff. Good luck to the new RSM and
PMC with that one!
RAJ

The Corporals’ Mess
The past year has again seen the
regiment busy with training and the
subsequent deployment to Afghanistan.
With all the demands this entails it has
been a wonder that the Corporals’ Mess
has maintained an active events calander.
As is the trend, the Corporals’ Mess has
been rather fragmented throughout the
year, however every opportunity has
been taken to ensure the mess gathered
together when possible.
The 2013 Christmas function was to be a
frugal affair, with the theme of austerity in

keeping with the government’s economic
policy . This was not a conscious
decision, rather the apparent lack of
funds forcing it upon us. However this
did not dampen our determination and
so with enough beer and good company,
the function was enjoyed by all.
Following on from the inevitable and
compulsory hangovers, the regiment
broke up for Christmas leave. On our
return; MST (Mission Specific Training),
which seemed like a long way off before
hand, was now fast approaching for A

and B Sqns. This marked the beginning
of a relentless year with little sign of
abating. However we were keen to
repeat the success of the last year’s
Lucknow Dinner Night. And so a date
was set and preparations began.
Formal dinners are rare for the Corporals’
Mess and so it is a privilege to have the
opportunity to celebrate the victory at
the battle of Lucknow in this way. Styled
along the lines of a formal Warrant
Officers and Sergeants’ Mess dinner
night, the Lucknow dinner night is now

Proving that anyone
can be a gunner
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It was a homemade sign, but heartfelt nonetheless

Expelliarmus!

The Cpls’ Mess reflect on lessons learned

Gally thinks about Op GRANBY

Cpl Kaikadavu contemplates the battle

The RSM bringing the battle to life

an annual event for the Corporals’ Mess.
It is worth mentioning that the whole
concept of a formal dinner was new to
some of the younger members of the
mess. Apparently on certain occasions a
knife, fork and spoon are not sufficient to
eat a meal, albeit consisting of a number
of courses! Thus a lesson on etiquette
and a rehearsal were deftly delivered by
the RSM. And so with mess dress dusted
down, invitations sent out to our guests
(the Field Officers and Warrant Officers
at RD) and final preparations completed;
the Mess held just its second Lucknow
dinner night. The night included mess
games, skits from attached arms and,
the highlight, rousing recitals from the
battle of Lucknow. This all went well
with the exception of Cpl Gallagher who
somehow forgot how to read. He assures
us that this was not down to the volume

of wine within arms reach, but due to
poor lighting and his fonts being rather
small……., apparently. Overall the dinner
was a complete success and a night in
which the mess can be justly proud to
have undertaken.

The battlefield tour was to be the last
gathering for the Mess prior to the
deployment to Afghanistan. For most
this is a return to Afghanistan, however
the uncertainties ahead can sometimes
be quite daunting to even the hardiest
soldier. We overcome these challenges
by knowing that we are surrounded by
professional and dedicated personnel,
joined by a bond developed through
tough as well as good times. It is this
bonding that is integral to a successful
mess and which undeniably serves the
Regiment as a whole. We are extremely
fortunate to enjoy the privilege of such a
vibrant mess and are determined that it
will go from strength to strength in the
future.
ARD

Cpl Morgan
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And so dawn broke and the next event
of the calendar was upon us. A day’s
grace to soothe sore heads and then a
battlefield tour of Arnhem. For most this
was their first battlefield tour since basic
training. The education, both historically
and militarily, proved invaluable and gave
a deep insight into the Battle of Arnhem.
The RSM proved an excellent tour guide,
encouraging mess members to voice
their opinions and discuss the battle.
And so deep in contemplation, all that
was left to do was sample the Arnhem
night life…

The Mess Battlefield Tour
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Regimental Events
Ex CAMBRIAN PATROL 2014
The Regiment has a long tradition of
entering teams in the Cambrian Patrol
competition and has achieved great
success on a number of occasions; the
most recent gold medal being awarded
in 2003.
The exercise remains the premier
patrols competition in the British Army,
attracting a wide-range of competitors.
It consists of a 48-hour, dismounted
patrol competition testing leadership,
teamwork, soldiering skills and both
physical and mental robustness and is
open to all three services as well as to
overseas military teams. Typically this
results in over 100 teams competing.
The exercise runs over a 9 day period
in October, with this year’s competition
taking place primarily in the south of
Sennybridge training area.
Teams
cover a total distance of around 55km
over very challenging terrain, exposing
soldiers to the delights of “baby’s heads”
and extensive areas of marsh land.
Due to the Regiment’s involvement in
Op HERRICK 20, the team was selected
from the Rear Operations Group (many
of whom were fresh from initial training)
and commanded by 2Lt Barcroft, ably
supported by the team manager, Sgt
Griffiths.
The competition started with the receipt
and delivery of orders at Cefn Coch. The
mission was to conduct a close target
reconnaissance (CTR) of an enemy
position 25kms to our south east, before

Lt Barcroft leads his men to the MERT

A somewhat predictable Cambrian
Patrol command task

meeting a friendly forces agent who
would escort us to his commander, for
further tasking. The patrol would then
make its way through stands, at which
the team would be tested in various
military skills, on which the team would
be scored. The CTR was completed in
a timely manner, and the patrol pushed
on to the friendly forces camp where a
shura took place with the friendly “local
commander” (a very convincing Borat
doppelganger). Concurrently, two of
the younger soldiers were required to
deliver a lesson on CBRN (NBC in old
money) to some of the “local soldiers”.
The lesson was required to include
CBRN dress states and the chemical
safety rule, marking in interesting return
to this important aspect of soldiering
largely neglected during the Afghanistan
focussed period of the last few years.

exercise continued, exhaustion and the
terrain took its toll. This resulted in three
soldiers being withdrawn due to injury
with the remainder withdrawing after 28
hours of competition.

Up until this point the QDG team had
made good progress, meeting each of
the prescribed timings. However as the

While the end result of this year’s
participation in the Cambrian Patrol
competition was disappointing, it has
yielded a number of lessons for the
Regiment’s future involvement.
Key
amongst these are the requirement to
conduct hard and prolonged physical
training over a period of months
preceding the competition to develop
real physical robustness. It is hoped that
with the Regiment now safely returned
from Afghanistan and with no other
operational tour in sight, in preparation
for next year’s competition should yield a
team (or teams) with a strong chance of
competing for medals once again.
HWLB

Bad Ischl Parade
Every soldier joining the Queen’s
Dragoon Guards becomes intimately
acquainted with the Hapsburg Eagle as
they assiduously buff out the Hapsburg
family crest from their cap badges. The
unique history behind this Regiment’s
association with a family that once sat at
the head of one of the great European
Empires is perhaps slightly less familiar.
It was with strengthening these links in
mind whilst also marking the outbreak of
the First World War that planning began
to parade the Regiment through Bad
Ischl, the home of the Hapsburg family.
The plan was in the first instance, to
create an exhibition in the Bad Ischl
museum celebrating the Regiment’s link
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And the gym is over there…

to the town and the Hapsburgs. This
effort was spearheaded by Peter Wisher
in partnership with the town mayor or
‘Bürgermeister’ Hannes Heide. Brought
into planning for this was Richard Roberts
from the Regimental Association who in
conjunction with the museum curator
Maria Sams set up the exhibition and
Jonathon Beatson-Hird who represented
the Association and the Regiment at
its opening. Special thanks must go to
Peter Wisher and his team as it was
during the discussions on the exhibition
that the idea of having a contingent from
the Regiment parade through the streets
of the town was first mooted.

Bridge diving was a niche sport

The actual timing for the parade was
to roughly match the anniversary of
the assassination of Arch Duke Franz
Ferdinand, the event which sparked the
First World War.
Due to the bulk of the Regiment being
deployed on Op HERRICK 20 the
task would fall to the Rear Operations
Group (ROG) and at Dempsey Barracks
preparations began in earnest. Aside
from the frequent drill consisting of ritual
humiliation of the officers, this mainly
consisted of sourcing, sizing and fitting
out those that would parade in Reds for
the Standard Party and Quarter Guard
and Blues for the remainder.

A small victory was scored for the
Officers’ Mess during rehearsals when
Sgt Cartwright assured 2Lt Cowen that
he would catch him out for not swinging
his arms shoulder high. A wager duly
accepted in the knowledge that he would
be marching with a sword and scabbard.
Along-side this studious process of
rehearsals and kit preparation being
undertaken by most; the Adjutant, SSM
and those others deemed important
enough to conduct recces seemed to be
constantly away in Austria. Unfortunately
for them this also entailed the generous
hospitality of the town council including
access to a mountain spa resort and

Sgt Cartwright

2Lt Cowen not on extras

The band gets hungry
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the opportunity to sample some home
brewed schnapps.
Eventually with the town of Bad Ischl
thoroughly ‘understood’ by those that
needed to, the time came to move the
ROG to Austria for the big day. Despite
only being a father for a week at this
point the Adjutant was once again issued
a four day domestic pass which allowed
him to travel down on the advance party
and avoid the interminable coach journey
endured by some. At twelve hours each
way it goes without saying that once
on the ground in Austria the coach
passengers were more than ready to
sample what the town had to offer.
Despite the slightly ‘morning after the
night before’ appearance of the majority
of those there, the presence of soldiers
in this sleepy town was already drawing
the stares and it seemed that Captain
Moore’s promises of ladies falling at our
feet were to be fulfilled. 2Lt Cowen who
had neglected to bring his MTP with
him was on hand throughout this first
morning to provide a ‘softer’ image to
the local populace, luckily he had not
forgotten to pack his blues.
Nobody wanted to waste the opportunity
to take in the dramatic landscape and as
such the people of Bad Ischl were treated
to the delight of a Welsh invasion cutting

a veritable dash about town throughout
the afternoon. A brief visit to the exhibition
carefully managed by Maria Sams
quickly spelled out to those that visited,
the importance the people of Bad Ischl
place in their close association with the
Hapsburgs and the pride they feel that a
British Army regiment continue to wear
the family’s insignia as their cap badge.
The poignancy was lost on no one that
we would march through an Austrian
town almost one hundred years to the
day that we went to war with against the
Empire that had its seat in that very town.
Sightseeing done and final kit prep
complete we began to form up in the
early evening by the Kongresshall to the
admiring stares of Bad Ischl’s abundant
young ladies. The Radetzky March was
struck up (for the first of six performances
during the parade) and the band of Bad
Ischl, the Royal Armoured Corps band
and 1st The Queens Dragoon Guards
stepped off to march up to the KaiserVilla; the summer home of the Hapsburgs
where the inspection by the Colonel of
the Regiment and the Arch Duke Marcus
Hapsburg would take place. Adding yet
more historical significance to the event
as British soldiers stood to be inspected
outside the building where the AustrianHungarian declaration of war on Serbia
was signed, leading ultimately to the
outbreak of the First World War.
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The Arch Duke had clearly been well
briefed on how to conduct a snappy
inspection with it lasting little more than
five minutes. With that the two bands
remained on parade in order to beat
the retreat whilst the Regiment sought
respite from the sun under some nearby
trees.
Once the bands played their final note
the parade back through town began.
It can be said that everything had been
perfect thus far and even a local bar
deciding to lay out its outdoor seating on
in the middle of the route back could not
dampen what was proving to be a great
success.
The next great hurdle was the photo call;
with understandably every local resident
wanting a photo with a QDG soldiers but
once this was out the way the evening’s
frivolities could begin. This would take
the form of a meal in the Kongresshall
where the town council very generously
picked up the bill; again an indication of
how important the link to the Hapsburgs,
that we as a Regiment share, is to the
town.
As the night wore on and the female
members of the Royal Armoured
Corps Band became visibly (and
understandably) enamoured with the
charm of the young QDG soldiers, more
and more people made the rapid dash
back to hotel rooms to change into glad
rags to keep the party going in Bad
Ischl’s many night spots.
In finishing up, our deepest thanks must
once again must be extended to the town
of Bad Ischl for their amazing hospitality
and to all those from the serving regiment
and the Regimental Associaton that
made it happen. It was truly a weekend
to remember and will live long in the
minds of all those who attended; we
should certainly seek to pay a repeat visit
to Bad Ischl in the future and investigate
what other links between the town and
the Regiment can be established.
JPC

The two tunics had been seamlessly sewn together
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Lt Cowen auditions for Look at my
f@$%ing red trousers.com

WO2 Watson
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The QDG ‘kebab compass’ kept them on course

The Adjutant mistakes his sword for a hobby horse

Sheep enjoyed meeting the Chelsea Pensioners

No one got her number, but the memory of
the QDG is forever etched in her memory

The Bad Ischl debutantes were
keen to meet the QDG
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When put side by side, the might of
the Austro-Hungarian military machine
didn’t seem quite as impressive

Leather hotpants were still a big hit in Austria

The Adjutant shows off his modest rack

The Colonel of the Regiment takes the salute

The QM struggled with tie-pins

WO2 Lockyer catches a particularly
strong air of ‘pride’
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Cpl Grey

The Adjutant’s modelling career was in its infancy

It’s official FAD causes baldness
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Education for a changing world
At SABIS International School UK
(SIS-UK), we believe in preparing
students for the challenges they may
face in university and beyond by
providing them with a solid foundation of
knowledge and skills.
SABIS International School UK provides a
superior learning environment in a caring,
international community.
Through
SABIS® Educational System, SIS-UK
provides a cohesive, motivational and
exciting programme for all its students,
plus offering a distinctive approach
to education.
This system has been
developed, refined and tested for over a
century. It draws on a comprehensive
and rigorous curriculum that emphasises
a well-balanced body of knowledge,
skills and experiences.
Boarding
Situated in 148acres of pristine British
countryside, the School’s campus
provides an environment in which
students from the UK and around the
world can form lifelong friendships. The
School’s excellent on –site facilities such
as a football pitch, squash and tennis
courts and an indoor swimming pool are
available for student use at evenings and
weekends along with the option of trips

“The campus is amazing!
If you have the chance
to study here you
should. It’s an incredible
experience.”
Summer camp participant
and activities off campus. Houseparents
are at the heart of the excellent pastoral
care network at SIS-UK, providing
students with a supportive, caring
environment in which to flourish.
Student Life
The SABIS Student Life Organisation®
(SLO®) is a distinctive and integral part
of school life as it provides students
with the opportunity to develop life skills,
empowering them to make a substantial
commitment, not only to their own

PRICE

personal development, but also to that of
their community. The SLO® encourages
and facilitates student involvement in a
variety of departments according to their
interests, ultimately helping create an
atmosphere of respect and care.
Global network
SABIS International School UK is a
member of the global SABIS® School
Network (www.sabis.net), established
in 1886 with the opening of its first
school. For over 128 years, schools in
the SABIS® School network have been
preparing students with the knowledge
and skills required to help them achieve
success in a changing world.
SABIS® alumni
SABIS® graduates have gone on to
attend the world’s most prestigious
universities and distinguish themselves in
a wide variety of professions in the public
and private sectors.

£14
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The Warhorse Ride 2014
The War Horse Ride 2014, retraced
the hoof steps made by the 8,500 men
of the British Cavalry Division in August
1914. 100 years to the day, 35 riders
each representing one of the regiments
that comprised the Cavalry Division set
out to ride 100 miles across northern
France over five days following a route
that would take in the sites of some of
the most famous cavalry actions of the
opening weeks of the war. We wore
the same uniform and carried the same
weapons and accoutrements as our
predecessors did in 1914, as well as
towing a GS wagon and 13-pdr field
gun. I rode as a 2nd Dragoon Guards
(Queen’s Bays) Trooper, the KDG being
in India at the start of the war.
On arriving at Armoury House in the City
of London on a drizzly August Monday
morning, I received my uniform, which
after some persuasion fitted perfectly
and met the other riders. In addition
to the expected assortment of young
cavalry officers there were sappers,
artillerymen, a padre and doctor as
well as representatives from the RLC in
charge of the wagon. Travelling in full
1914 rig we made our way to Dover and
much to the amusement of the holidaying
public, made our way by ferry and bus
to Maroilles (20k East of Cambrai). By
the time we’d arrived, the support troop
had already made camp in the form of 9
Bell tents and dinner was served. As the
night progressed the horses, kindly on

Lt McKellar and friend

War Horse Riders

loan from some British stables, arrived.
Weary and on edge we settled them
into the paddocks and prepared for the
coming march.

pair of rather pointy looking spurs. Some
horses were quite twitchy when saddled
with all this extra noisy gear; but Hamilton
fortunately took it all in his stride.

The following day we met our steeds,
mine being a former Grand National
runner named Hamilton. Unfortunately
not a true bay he redeemed himself
with his unwavering patience and cool
headed temperament. Once tacked up it
became clear as to how realistic the ride
was going to be, complete with 1903
universal pattern saddle, bridle and bit,
rifle (in bucket), sword or lance and a

Over the coming days we rode many
miles across the stunning French
countryside, sticking as close as we
could to the 1914 route the Division
took withdrawing from Mons. We were
amazed at how well received the march
had been through the villages en route,
Union Jacks along with the Tricolour were
flying abound and the the villagers often
came to chat at the various water stops

The Regiment’s move to
Lt Cav was seen by some
as a retrograde step
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to find out a bit more about what we were
up to. Stopping at the war memorials as
we passed, we all felt very privileged to
be able to remember the fallen in such a
fitting way, as well as raising funds for the
Not Forgotten Association, who continue
to support injured servicemen.
Before we knew it we had reached the
end of the route and thus the end of the
ride. To signify this, the Padre conducted
a mounted drum head service (easier
said than done) and then we trotted back
to camp, aware that we’d completed
the route and had gained a once in a
lifetime experience. On discussions with
the group later that night we found we’d
all had time during the endless hours in
the saddle to consider and appreciate
the challenges in operating as mounted
cavalryman. The act of remembrance felt
very powerful and it is something we shall
always look back on with great pride.
RWMcK

Langemark Welsh War Memorial
2014 marked 100 years since the
outbreak of the First World War. During
that conflict the Welsh, lost more men
per capita than any other nation. At
least 20,000 men with Welsh as their
first language never returned, leaving
almost every village affected in one way
or another.
Most of these casualties occurred in
Flanders (Belgium) where the 38th Welsh
division, a brainchild of Lloyd George,
suffered many casualties, including
the poet ‘Hedd Wynn’. Many Welsh
soldiers also served in famous non
Welsh regiments in particular the Royal
Horse Artillery and other non-Welsh
county regiments, as well as the unique
tunnelling battalions which recruited so
many Welsh coal miners.
Until this year there has been no
dedicated memorial to the Welsh soldiers
who served in The First World War, and
it was for this reason that a small QDG
contingent attended the unveiling of a
new Welsh war memorial, at Pilkham
Ridge near Langemark in Belgium.
Due to the regimental commitment to
Op HERRICK 20 only one officer and
two Tprs were sent to represent the
Regiment and lay a wreath on its behalf.
After a ceremony attended by over a
thousand people, including Flemish
dignitaries; the First Minister for Wales and
representatives from each of the Welsh
Regiments. The memorial was designed
by Lee Odishow from Tenby, it takes
the form of a Cromlech, formed of four
Welsh Blue Pennant stones, atop which
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The Welsh War Memorial at Langemark

is mounted a bronze red dragon. Soil
gathered from the summits of Snowdon,
Pen-y-Fan and the home of the post
Hedd Wyn, Yr y Ysgwrn was placed
symbolically at the base of the memorial.
Seeing the huge attendance by
representatives of Welsh Regiments,

Civilians and local Belgians really
highlighted the strong links Wales
continues to hold with the Army and its
history. It is absolutely fitting that this
spectacular memorial has been erected,
and a great honour to have been able to
attend.
RWMcK
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Royal Yeomanry Recruiting surge
The start of July saw a small contingent
of 4 Tprs and 1 Officer attached to B
Squadron, The Royal Yeomanry (B Sqn
RY) based in Telford, to aid with a week
of recruiting. The Royal Yeomanry is 1st
The Queen’s Dragoon Guards reserve
partnered regiment and possess a
healthy dose of QDG faces amongst its
permanent staff.
The main effort of the week was to
encourage potential RY recruits to attend
an open day, held at the end of the
week at Dawley Bank Barracks. A wide
variety of sites were selected to host our
recruiting stand such as job centres, at
which presentations were given, and
town centres.
An evening at a large Telford gym
afforded the resident gym hulks the

to say there were a fair few stiff arms and
legs the next morning.

The RY did not get many recruits, but Lt
McKellor did get to practice his counting

opportunity to challenge regular and
reserve soldiers at the Army’s Physical
Fitness Test. This comprising of the
maximum number of press ups and sit
ups (each in two minutes) followed by a
1.5 mile treadmill run to be completed in
10 and a half minutes or less. Needless

Crowning off a successful week was
an evening demonstration stand at a
popular bikers’ cafe, at which over 500
motorcyclists
attended,
completely
blocking in the RWMIK Land Rover.
Many proved to be ex-forces and
interested in what both the QDG and
Army Reserves have been up to. A
couple of hours later and the bikers had
thinned out, allowing us to return home
having successfully conducted some
useful public engagement as well as
gaining some potential RY recruits.
We look forward to working ever more
closely with the Royal Yeomanry, our
Reserve counterparts
RWMcK

Regimental Recruiting and
Wristband Appeal Surge
August 2014 saw eight members of the
Rear Operations Group (ROG) conduct
a recruiting surge/wristband sale in the
Cardiff and Swansea areas. This was
based on the format of a similar event
conducted during Op HERRICK 15. The
aim of the event was to raise funds for
the Regimental Benevolence Fund to be
used to benefit soldiers returning from
operations and to generate potential
QDG recruits.
The team consisted of six Tpr, WO2
Mikey Watson and Lt Ross Mckellar.
Planned activity included shopping bag
packing at some of the major south
Wales supermarkets in return for a small
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donation and the selling of the regimental
wristbands. This was coupled with a
gentle recruiting strategy, keeping the
public up to date with regimental news
from Afghanistan and Germany in order
to encourage potential recruits to at
least consider a career in the army and
specifically the QDG.
Based from Maindy barracks, a typical
day would see two teams head off (after
morning PT of course) to cover different
areas, with one supermarket in the late
morning/busy lunchtime period, followed
by another in the mid to late afternoon.
The larger superstores required the
teams to combine so as to maximise our

footprint to engage with as many people
as possible.
We received a fantastic welcome from
each store we visited and their customers
alike, with many members of the public
keen to find out what the regiment has
been up to and tell us about their time
served, either in QDG or elsewhere.
Before we knew it the buckets began
to fill and the week drew to a close. The
total collected by such a small team was
impressive, with many a Swansea, Cardif
or Newport local now sporting a 1st The
Queen’s Dragoon Guards wristband!
RWMcK
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The NATO Summit in Wales
As the sole representative of the Regiment
at the NATO Summit in Wales, the burden
of responsibility and expectation weighed
heavily on my shoulders; do not cock up
was the clear direction! While the Summit
only lasted two days, the other Military
Liaison Officers (MLOs) and I spent a
week at Lancaster House in London
prior to leaving for Celtic Manor. Much
of this week was spent receiving briefs
from a variety of FCO types, covering the
numerous logistical and security issues
an event of this magnitude involves.
After a brief site visit to Celtic Manor,
which was still a building site at this point
in time, we were paired up with an FCO
counterpart in order to start planning for
the arrival of our delegation; in my case,
that from the Kyrgyz Republic.

cocktail party hosted by HRH the Prince
of Wales. Unlike the MLOs who had
NATO member states, with delegations
of 50 and more, I had just two delegates
to look after. As such, I was able to build
a good rapport with the representative
of the Kyrgyz Republic, who is currently
the Ambassador to Belgium, as well as
their Permanent Representative to the
EU. By having such a small delegation
I was also able to appreciate the sheer
scale and resources that went into an
event that lasted, at best, 36 hours. Not
only was this a meeting of politicians and
policy-makers, but big business too.
Defence employees from all areas of the
industry, were out demonstrating their
wares to the delegations, vying for time
and potentially lucrative deals.

As an MLO, I was responsible for the
delegation’s logistical and administrative
arrangements, including escorting them
to and from Celtic Manor, to meetings,
media opportunities and the evening
events. The highlight of the evening,
and for many of the delegations, was the

For the Kyrgyz Republic delegation,
the event finished after a fly past,
that included aircraft from nine NATO
member states; an impressive display
of combined force, especially at a time
when Russia was, and still is, fuelling
conflict in Ukraine.

Being a part of a NATO Summit was a
great experience, particularly at this time
due to its importance in attempting to
resolve the continuing security concerns
in the Middle East and Eastern Europe
in particular. Furthermore, it provided
an opportunity to work with people from
across Defence as well as the FCO.
HWLB

A Squadron LATCH Charity Triathlon
The early stages of Op HERRICK
20 afforded a fair amount of time for
physical training in the excellent Camp
Leatherneck gym facilities. It was during
this period that it was proposed that the
squadron conduct a charity event, give
us something to train towards, something
that would challenge the squadron and
also bring us together as a team.
The event I planned was an indoor
triathlon relay, covering the distance from
Camp Leatherneck in Helmand, back to
Cardiff; a total distance of 3679 miles that
would be split into three stages. The first
was a bike ride from Camp Leatherneck
to Calais, a distance of 3430 miles. Then
we needed to row 22 miles across the
channel to Dover. The final leg was a
227-mile run from Dover into Cardiff. Split
down equally between the squadron, this
meant that each person had to complete
a 115-mile bike ride, a 1-mile row then a
7-mile run. All to be completed inside the
Camp Leatherneck gym, within a single
24 hr period.

The RSM lends a hand

A Sqn soldiers meeting sick
children at LATCH in Cardiff

We chose to support the Welsh children’s
cancer charity, LATCH. QDG has been
affiliated to this excellent organisation
for a number of years and we were
honoured to lend it our support.
A Sqn prepare for the triathlon
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The cycle ride part of the event was
always going to be the most challenging
and prior to the event we all spent time
training to condition our backsides to
make it easier during the event itself.
However, towards the halfway point
everyone started feeling it quite badly,
encouraging some novel solutions,
involving towels on seats as padding.

1st The Queen’s Dragoon Guards

The event started on a Thursday
afternoon, Friday being the Afghan day
of rest when little or no mentoring could
be conducted. Unfortunately during the
early hours of Friday morning, we took
our first ‘casualties,’ who were put to
bed in the hope that a few hours extra
rest would give them a fresh start. When
they woke they were far from fresh but
still dragged themselves back to the gym

and pushed out the final few painful miles
with smiles on their faces.
The charity event was a huge success
and pushed each participant well outside
his comfort zone. Initially we had set
a target of raising £3000 but have
smashed that and are currently sitting
above £4,000 raised.
DLT

Ex EAGLES MATE
After less than 24 hours “on exercise” I
can honestly say that I have no desire
what so ever to join the army and have a
new found respect for anyone who does.
As a wife who (occasionally) tuts at her
husband for working late and for claiming
adventure training is a legitimate reason
for avoiding domestic chores, I take it all
back!
On Friday afternoon in the pouring rain
10 QDG wives, complete with bergans
packed full of their husbands’ assorted
equipment, as per the issued kit list
(thank you Maj Farebrother), arrived
on Dempsey Barracks for Ex EAGLES
MATE, this year’s wives’ exercise.

Ex EAGLES MATE 2014 Staff and Students

SCOTS DG wives past and future

Husbands were left to collect kids from
school whilst on Dempsey fits of laughter
could be heard from the accommodation
blocks as a bunch of girls were put
through their paces in introductory foot
drill on the parade square by the RSM.
Mr Mansell did a sterling job in both
keeping a straight face and making sure
as many people as possible saw us!
We then went to the armoury and what
followed was a lesson in how to fire a rifle
and attach a rifle sling. It seemed to go on
for hours but I think that is mainly due to a
lack of natural aptitude from the audience
and the frequent and ubiquitous smoke
breaks. However, we were soon loaded
into minibuses and travelling out to some
obscure place at the south of the training
area! I would love to say we slummed it
and that we truly know what it feels like
to sleep out in proper exercise conditions
(as our husbands do) but we are cavalry
wives after all and so had the pleasure
of being met with a huge “drash tent”,
complete with electricity and camp beds.
B Sqn did an amazing job in keeping us
entertained. Team exercises including
practicing section attacks, gadget and
weapon testing and demonstrations and
a trip in a HUSKEY armoured vehicle all
made for a very different end to a Friday
afternoon. The “entertainment” put on
was to help us learn about the “real” army
and what our husbands do! Answers to
questions such as “What is really in an
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Britain’s second line of defence

The militant wing of SSAFA and Mrs Farebrother

SCOTS DG deserters

officers ration pack?” and “What is the
difference in camouflage between a Tpr
and a 2Lt?” were provided, all aided with
several litres of wine and blue WKD. As a
result, we went to bed tired and slightly
fuzzy headed!

the abuse shouted in return, the answer
is apparently yes! Saturday continued in
the same vein, with the wives seeing a
side to SSgt “Scouse” Annanins seldom
seen by any before. In full cam cream and
wielding rifles with bayonets fitted, we
enjoyed the delights that are a bayonet
fighting lesson. This was punctuated by
a lively debate over new versus old cam

Was an air raid siren really necessary to
wake us up? Judging from laughter and
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The two best soldiers in the family

Wives’ Section Attack

Ophelia O’Brien and Ollie Coombes
oversee the CO’s prize giving

style cream and the fact that Maj Dom
“GFY” Coombes had forbidden his wife
from sharing his amazing French L’Oreal
cam cream (which he claimed was vital
for his complexion and in too short
supply to waste).

watched our demonstration of a section
attack, followed by “passing out parade”
on the regimental square where the
Commanding Officer made some
presentations.

This was definitely not my usual weekend
ritual, but I walked away with my sides
hurting from laughing so much and my
legs stiff from getting up and down so
many times with the added weight of
a rifle and webbing! Ex EAGLES MATE
was a fantastic opportunity to bond with
some other QDG wives in the run up to
the Op HERRICK 20 deployment.

Needless to say we were not nearly
aggressive enough for SSgt Annanins
and spent a considerable part of the
morning in “Hell” for insufficiently shouting
the answer to “What makes the grass
grow?”. Apparently the answer is “Blood,
blood, blood” roared aggressively while
trying to bare your teeth at the same time.
During the late morning on Saturday
we returned to Dempsey Barracks to
be met by kids and husbands, who

Diane Farebrother (wife of the Regimental
Second in Command, Maj Simon
Farebrother) was predictably awarded
the prize for “The wife who most
outshone her husband.” Claire Sebburn
was judged to be the “Most Ally” wife
(probably not a coincidence Claire’s
husband LCpl Sebburn is from the BRF!)
Finally, Adele O’Connor was awarded the
prize for the “Most Aggressive” wife on
the exercise on account of her excellent
showing in the bayonet fighting lesson.

A huge thank you must go to B Sqn for the
massive amount of time and effort taken
to get a bunch of wives wielding bayonets
and experiencing just a taste of their
husbands’ jobs. We all thoroughly look
forward to the next wives’ exercise and I
would highly recommend the experience
to any and all other wives out there.
MAFO’B

Potential NCO Cadre
The end of focus on operations in
Afghanistan and a return to contingency
in the new and unfamiliar Lt Cav role,
combined with the expectation of the
sort of operational environments this
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capability is likely to be deployed into,
represents both an opportunity as well as
a challenge for the for the selection and
training of our next generation of junior
commanders. While we now have time

to conduct this process rigorously and
in great detail, it is also clear that the Lt
Cav JNCO of tomorrow needs to be a
breed apart from his predecessors. The
new role will require physical robustness,
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PNCO cadre section at full speed

intellect, self reliance and the ability to read
complex situations and make decisions,
with far reaching consequences, with
autonomy. They will also be expected to
lead and command to a greater extent
than has previously been seen in Royal
Armoured Corps JNCOs.
So in the height of the scorching Afghan
summer, plans were set afoot to run a
PNCO course that would select such
soldiers. In many ways, the course
harked back to the style of cadres of
days gone by; battle PT on repeat,
daily room inspections, late nights, early
starts, and an awful lot more thrown in
for good measure but also tested the
soldiers’ abilities to understand and make
decisions under pressure . All this was to
take place in the depths of a Westfalian
November. The course was attended by
eighteen QDG Tprs and LCpls, and three
Tprs from SCOTS DG and the QRH; all
aspiring to reach the next rung of their
Army careers.

The cadre kicked off on the second
Saturday of November with a PFA at
0600. With A Sqn Ldr and SSM in
attendance, the boys became very aware
that the regiment’s eyes were firmly fixed
upon. For two weeks the cadre was the
regimental Main Effort. The first week of
the course covered all the mandatory
lessons and objectives issued by RACTR
interspersed by a testing PT regime.
This tested the students’ ability to
keep eyes open and heads off tables.
Fortunately a steady supply of the Army’s
finest coffee/tea hybrid helped ease the
struggling cadre. The principal focus
of the first week, however, was setting
the standard and ensuring the students
realised what is required of JNCOs in the
modern army. To this end Cpls Chater,
Petre and Canning set to work enforcing
standards, be it in the accommodation
block at Athlone Barracks, in class, and
most definitely on PT.
At the end of the first week the course
deployed on a four day exercise. The

The PNCO
marches on
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LCpl Casey addresses the CO

aim of the exercise was to give each of
the students the opportunity to lead a
section and develop and demonstrate
the skills of command as well as
touch up on basic fieldcraft. Recce
patrols, section attacks, CTRs and a
final ‘platoon’ level attack created the
structure for the exercise. Much to the
delight of the haggard Sgts Chant and
Cubitt Saturday night saw the previously
very mild weather take a vicious turn. The
rain kicked in and lingered until 2200 the
following evening. Fortunately though,
morale was kept at an all time high as
the boys were able to enjoy a Tp Ldr lead
TEWT and introduction to the Combat
Estimate process lesson. Three days

of minimal sleep, 24 hours of rain, and
now a discussion on effects verbs, the
collective sound of snapping soldiers
could be heard back in Dempsey. The
coup de gras as is so often the case with
formative exercises was the ‘surprise’
four mile extraction march on Monday
morning. The sight of the Adjutant, A Sqn
SSM, smoke and the “ambushed TCVs”
heralded a stretcher/jerry can/ammo tin
slog back to camp.
The final week tied up the loose ends
required and allowed the boys to prepare
for a pass off parade reviewed by the
Commanding Officer and watched by
the rest of the regiment. On parade

LCpl Casey is awarded the prize for top student
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the Commanding Officer presented
LCpl Casey the award for best student
and LCpl Hutchings the award for best
performance on exercise. By the end
of the course the cadre were thrilled to
have finished. From student discussions
on current affairs topics in the WOs and
Sgts Mess to tough battle PT sessions it
was clear that the QDG is lucky to have
an abundance of keen, young soldiers
who possess the requisite qualities
of character, physical robustness and
intellect to become extremely successful
JNCOs.
FCLW

LCpl Hutchings in second place
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Ex HARZ EAGLE
Ex HARZ EAGLE was one of a number
of trips and minor expeditions conducted
by the Rear Operations Group (ROG)
during Op HERRICK 20. The intent
was to take as many young soldiers as
possible away and give them a taste of
army adventure training, as well as an
opportunity to practice land navigations
in a relaxed but testing environment.
The expedition party gathered at
Dempsey
Barracks,
Sennelager.
Departing at 0830 we arrived at the
Torfhaus lodge at 1130. The afternoon
was spent at Sonnenberg Lodge getting
kit issued, followed by a local two hour hill
walk to familiarise everyone with the area
and test kit. Myself, as the expedition
leader, and LCpl Gurung, travelled to
Bad Harzburg to do the food shopping.
Our first full day saw fine weather, so we
decided to climb the Brocken (the HARZ
mountains’ highest peak) and set off at
0900. LCpl Hyland (one of the mountain
leaders trained NCOs) chose a circular

route that took in a local lake and dam
which proved a spectacular sight in the
morning sunshine. Different soldiers
were chosen to navigate the route along
the way, giving each useful experience
and practice.
We summited at 1215 after a fairly easy
climb and once there, the expedition
leader gave a brief presentation on the
Cold War boundaries we had crossed
during the morning, as well as some
confirmatory navigation exercise. After
a packed lunch we descended back to
Torfhaus along the train track, returning
just in time for afternoon tea and cake.
After dinner, the expedition spent the
evening at a local swimming pool in Bad
Sasha. Recuperating in the hot saunas
and getting ready for the next day’s
activities.
The weather was changeable on the
second day, with periods of fog and
sunshine. Nevertheless we transited to

the climbing crag just south of Oker. The
set up was relatively simple with bolts
and rock spurs to secure onto. Due to
the nature of the craig only 1 top rope at
a time could be supervised leaving three
people waiting at the bottom until their
rotation.
Everyone got a chance to climb, with
some overcoming personal fears and
successfully completing the second
demanding overhang route. An early
finish saw us back at the lodge by 1500,
after a half hour return trip. In the evening,
some people chose to carve pumpkins in
the lodge, whilst others went to the local
restaurant to play cards and relax.
Thursday, was our final full day of
activities. Due to rain and low cloud,
I had set today aside for a cultural visit
to what remains of the Mittelbrau-Dora
Concentration camp and V1/2 Factory.
This was a good 45 min journey south
to the Nordhausen area, but proved
well worth the trip. Access to the tunnel

The QDG’s move from tracked to wheeled

The other side of all
the ‘Herrick’ photos
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system there is via guided tour only and
was only available in German, but even
with a German speaking guide it was well
worth the visit and provided a valuable
insight into the humanitarian costs of
war. Returning by 1400, we had an early
dinner and headed back to Bad Sasha
for an evening of ten pin bowling.
Our final day of week one saw an early
reveille in order to clean and prepare
the lodge for next group to arrive. We
then loaded into the buses to transit to
the high ropes course in Altenau, about
20 minutes away. This proved to be
the highlight of the week, even with a
low mist and wet underfoot conditions
everyone enjoyed the challenging
course; with many pushing both their
minds and bodies to the maximum. Two
hours proved ample time to enjoy the
course, allowing us to depart at 1115 for
the return journey to Dempsey, arriving
back in Sennelager at 1430 on Friday,
giving the instructors a decent weekend
off in preparation for the next group.
The second week saw a new group
of soldiers attend the expedition. The
second week was enhanced with the
addition of Lt Barcroft, who is a mountain
bike leader, and Sgt Griffiths as an
additional MLT, allowing a slightly more
flexible programme.
The Army lodges in the HARZ Mountains
offer a great and inexpensive means
of taking soldiers away to conduct
adventure training, both in summer and
winter. Whilst the kind of expeditions
that these lodges support may not be the
most glamorous or exotic, their proximity
and low cost combined with the fact
that all equipment that might possibly
be required is provided, makes them a
resource that we will certainly be making
use of again.
RWMcK

The training getting adventurous

The team
contemplate a
spot of skinny
dipping
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Op HERRICK 20 Medals and
Homecoming Parades
The chance to parade through our
recruiting areas and hometowns is
something that over the course of all
HERRICK deployments, the Regiment
has enjoyed and benefitted from hugely.
As already stated elsewhere in this
year’s journal the end of Op HERRICK
20 has signalled an end to 11 years of
campaigning in Iraq and Afghanistan and
therefore it was even more important
to mark it appropriately. It was quickly
decided that the Regiment would
achieve this through a medals parade in
Germany and two freedom parades with
a service of thanksgiving to be held in
the Regiment’s spiritual home, Llandaff
Cathedral.
With the final soldiers only returning
in late November it fell to the ROG to
work alongside Home Headquarters to
prepare for the events. Thanks to Tony
Durnall, a former Mayor of Shrewsbury,
the Regiment had been looking for
an appropriate time to receive and
exercise the Freedom of the town
for nearly three years. It was very
apparent that there would be no
more fitting an occasion than this final
Afghanistan homecoming period.
Swansea was quickly secured as
the second parade location thus
enabling the Regiment to thank
the city, as it has done after each
deployment, and once again to
reaffirm it’s place within the city’s
psyche.

Despite the compressed timelines
following the first batch of post tour
leave, the RSM was still able to corral
the Regiment on the parade square and
reassert the importance of drill and turnout
in the cold German winter. Manuella
Graves, the Regimental Tailoress, burnt
the midnight oil for over a month in a bid to
guarantee that the Regiment was attired
in the correct Service Dress. Although
not nearly as popular as the former Bays
pattern style, she ensured the Regiment
looked the part at each individual event
and her hard work was recognised
by the Colonel of the Regiment at the

QDG Standard Party marches on
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Medals Parade in Dempsey Barracks on
29 November. General Sir Simon, assisted
by Maj Gen James Chiswell (GOC 1 (UK)
Division) and Brig Ian Mortimer (Comd
20 Armoured Brigade), presented 85 Op
HERRICK Operational Service Medals
and a number of Accumulated Campaign
Service Medals. The annual Regimental
Awards were also announced; the winners
of which can be seen in the Regimental
Diary at the beginning of this publication.
Once the hangovers had subsided
from Christmas Week, the Regiment
mounted buses and cars for a mass

WO2 (SSM) Brown and Waterloo Division
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move to Parsons Barracks, Telford for
the first stage of the week’s events.
In addition to the marching troops a
hefty administrative team, headed by
the Quartermaster, provided all real life
support requirements over what was a
very busy and yet enjoyable week in the
UK. The Regiment had last visited this
area in 2009 following Op HERRICK 9
and we were pleased to see that an RMP
company had moved into the barracks.
The ranks fell silent.
With the weather looking less than
promising and the rumour of steep
hills, there was much trepidation in the
run up to our arrival in Shrewsbury (or
is it “Shrosebury” or “Shroooosbury”?).
None were more nervous than the bass
drummer from our attached band, The
Band of the Royal Armoured Corps,
who had heard of other bass drummers
collapsing whilst scaling the town’s hills.
Thankfully someone was looking out for
the Regiment as blazing sunshine broke
through on the morning of 10 December
and delivering us a cold but refreshingly
bright day.

Gazala Division on the Medals Parade

A service of thanksgiving in St. Chad’s
Church started the day’s events and
allowed all participants, families and
Regimental Comrades to reflect on the
previous tour. LCpl Curzon lit a candle in
the memory of all fallen QDG personnel
and the Padre, Fr Daren Brown, preached
the importance of peace and the part
played by QDG soldiers in trying to bring
peace to the people of Afghanistan. The
service was well attended by locals as
well as some familiar faces from QDG
ranks of the near, and slightly less near,
past.
Following the service, the Regiment
formed up and was inspected by
the Town Mayor and Colonel of the
Regiment. Despite the bright sunshine a
healthy breeze challenged the RQMS(T)
to actually keep hold of the Standard; at
one stage his strength being seriously
tested much to the amusement of a
number of onlookers. The subsequent
parade ensured that all participants
warmed up rapidly as the Commanding
Officer led the Regiment up and down a
number of Shrewsbury’s hills and lanes.
Thankfully the bass drummer did not
expire and the band were able to strike
up the Regimental quick march in time
to salute the Vice Lord Lieutenant of
Shropshire and Maj Gen Ward at St.
Mary’s Church. With tight streets and
large crowds it was a rousing occasion,
which ensured that the Regiment felt very
welcome. On completion of the parade
the Mayor and Colonel of the Regiment
exchanged gifts and scrolls prior to a
very generous reception held for local
members of the Regiment. Brig Rob
Thomson, former Deputy Commander
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Comd 20 Armd Bde meets QDG soldiers

The Mann Trophy fit the RSM perfectly

Regional Command (South West),
Afghanistan, was also able to present a
commendation for outstanding service
on Op HERRICK 20 to LCpl Dewhurst.
With the light fading it was time for the
Regiment to move to the more familiar
surroundings of Maindy Barracks for the
remainder of the week.

GOC 1 Div meets QDG families

Since 2009 Llandaff Cathedral has played
an important part in reflecting on and
commemorating QDG deployments to
Afghanistan. The service this year was well
attended by a large number of Regimental
Comrades, QDG personnel wounded in
action, representatives from the families of
QDG and attached personnel killed during
the deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan.
Cpl Petre and Miss Lisa Scanlon lit a
candle in memory of all such personnel
killed in action whilst the Padre preached
about the value of the regimental family,
encouraging reflection and contemplation
to occur at the end of such a busy
deployed period. The poem entitled ‘The
Soldier’ is now in hot demand!
That evening the Lord Mayor of Swansea
hosted the Freedom Dinner at the Mansion
House to recognise the relationship
between the Regiment and the City. This
was an impressive occasion which once
again reaffirmed the value the City places
on its connection with the Armed Forces;
none were more impressed than LCpl
Halpin who managed to arrive correctly
attired but completely unexpected.
Having had a place laid at the head of the
table he duly entertained his neighbours
and hosts and still declares that his SSM
had told him to be there…..!

Capt Wiggins’s neck had never been the same after a day of checking car passes on the front gate
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On Friday 12 December the Colonel
in Chief inspected the Regiment with
the Lord Mayor and took the salute as
the Regiment exercised its right to the
Freedom of Swansea. It was a memorable
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The Mayoress of Shewsbury was
pleased with arts and crafts hour
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Sgt Cartwright eyes up a coffee shop

day in the regimental calendar; the last
time HRH reviewed the Regiment on
parade was at Cardiff in 2009, although he
had visited elements of those deploying
earlier in the year. Thankfully by this stage
everyone had had plenty of rehearsals
and even Capt Wiggins survived a
particularly vicious hangover to ensure
that the inspection was well drilled. The
RSM fell foul of ‘Short Man Long Sword
Syndrome’ as he bayonetted the grass in
front of the Regimental 2IC’s feet on the
salute and the Commanding Officer still
swears that the kerb stone crept up on
him unexpectedly…!
The people of Swansea gave the Regiment
a very warm welcome, particularly around
the city centre pubs, with the Lord
Lieutenant and Colonel Alan Richmond
taking the salute outside Poundland.
After nearly forty minutes of marching,
the Regiment returned to the Guildhall
to salute the Colonel in Chief and Lord
Mayor prior to attending a reception which
was well attended by a number of RCA
members, soldiers and officers from ERE
as well as civic guests and QDG Cadets.
On completion the Regiment was
released on Christmas leave with C
Sqn heading straight into Swansea
for their post tour party. It had proved
to be a truly memorable week with a
significant amount of work from Home
Headquarters and the serving Regiment
to ensure that all parades ran smoothly.
With
no
deployments
currently
forecasted it is uncertain when the
Regiment might have the opportunity to
parade again. However, at the end of 11
years of continuous it was a fitting tribute
to both serving and past members of
the Regiment and our thanks must go
to all who made the effort to come and
support each event.
CER-B
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Regimental Christmas Day 2014
Due to the timing of the return of the
Regiment form Afghanistan and the
dates of the parades in the UK, we
celebrated Christmas day a little early
this year. After identifying a slot in the
busy calendar, the day was set as 2 Dec
14. It was one of five different events that
week and just two days after the Medals
parade at Dempsey Barracks; a busy
time for us and our livers alike!
Always a much anticipated day, we were
keen to make it as good as ever and get
into the festive spirit, albeit a little early.
For our readers who have experienced
military service, you will remember
the strange traditions that make up a
regimental Christmas Day.
The day started early, as always, with
the good old tradition of Gunfire!!! For
those not aware, this is not some sort
of imaginative use of weapons, but the
strange coffee based brew concocted
by the SQMSs that is traditionally taken
around to the single soldiers’ rooms at
0600hrs by the SNCOs and officers and
thrust into the startled hands of bleary
eyed young soldiers. Once the wake up
call was done and the gunfire consumed,

the next item on the agenda was the
Regimental Carol Service. It is said there
is nothing so inspiring as listening to the
Welsh male voice. The Regiment put in a
sterling effort, encouraged by the padre
and the RSM.
After the service, a couple of JNCO
promotions were announced before
the boys were marched down to the
cook house for the Christmas lunch,
accompanied by a few beers and served
to them by the officers and SNCOs. The
chefs turned out an excellent meal and
not a single sprout was turned into a
projectile (this may have had something
to do with a stern warning beforehand
delivered by the RSM!) After the meal
the RSM conducted the traditional cake
auction in aid of the Cardiff Noah’s Arc
Appeal, which looks after terminally ill
children. With the boys’ bank accounts
full after returning from Afghanistan an
impressive amount of money was raised
for this worthy cause.
After the meal it is time once again for
the Welsh singing talents to be put into
practice. As tradition dictates, the Tprs
are invited into the Cpls’ Mess and the

Seniors to the Officers’ Mess; in both
instances though the guests are required
to sing a Christmas Carol in order to be
granted access. By tradition, the carols
are re-written to incorporate various
details about the members of the hosting
mess and are sung to the tune of a well
known carol. In both cases, the lyrics are
seldom fit for publication and are not in
any case to “protect the innocent”. For
the second time this year, the Officers’
Mess returned the favour, by composing
and singing their own carol to the WOs’
and Sgts’ Mess.
Once the carols were sung both hosts
and guests enter the messes and the
festivities continue until the small hours.
As has become tradition, the officers
were invited back to the WOs’ and Sgts’
Mess at some point in the evening to
continue the celebrations.
So after a busy year that saw the
Regiment deployed in different parts
of Afghanistan and Germany, the
Regimental Christmas Day was a huge
success and an excellent opportunity for
us all to get together.
RCM

The CDT results arrive

An illegal function in no way subsidised by the taxpayer

Yeah…ice-cream…

Carling, the indisputable king of Christmas lunch
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Sport
Rugby Football
Last year we closed the article quietly
confident that we would be bringing
some silverware home having battled our
way up the league in BA(G) Rugby. Sadly
another of those pesky Operational Tours
reared its head which meant the start
of the year yielded no team to meet a
fixture rather than glorious tries and less
glorious aching bodies.

strong performance narrowly missing
out on silverware, although relatively
unscathed apart from Sgt “Smudge”
Smith’s hamstrings and the dent to our
pride. As the start of the XVs season
was fast upon us the ROG managed to
put together a team and guarantee our
place in the competition ready for when
the deployed elements returned.

we failed secure a win. The final score
of 24–5 to the sappers is in no way
related to our “old boys” only managing
a half where the score was 0–5, nor is it
related to the undeclared guest players
from 3Bn REME in the 35 Engrs line up.
Sour grapes aside, they played some
great rugby and demonstrated what time
training together can produce.

With a distinct change in Regimental
emphasis,
Rugby
irritatingly
(but
understandably) slipped way down the
priorities list in pre tour activity. This sadly
saw us unable to commit to the planned
fixtures but it certainly let people know
that QDG were a force to be reckoned
with in the future. Sadly for most that
future involved an operational tour rather
than a Rugby tour. The stalwarts of QDG
RFC continue to sell rugby to the masses
in the Regiment with a steady stream of
new talent making its way through the
gate of Dempsey Barracks and long may
this continue.

The first fixture saw us pitted against one
of the strongest teams in Germany last
season, 26 Regt RA. With just a small
ROG to pick from, the team was selected
and to their credit they held them well with
the game finishing 10–0 in favour of the
gunners. With the guys back from tour
but already spread away on post tour
leave and courses, the next match saw
us play our old adversaries, the QRH.
As we know history does tend to repeat
itself and we beat QRH convincingly with
a 42–7 final score although we question
the ref’s ability to add up or maybe he
just missed the other tries! Our last game
of this year saw us face 35 Engr Regt,
suffice to say when you have a Regiment
that lift bridges into place the game was
always going to be a tough one, despite
our success last season. Sadly even
with WO2 (RQMS) “Bongo” Davies (Jnr)
and WO2 (SSM) Rob Jones on the pitch

As ever we approach a new year with
the hope of more games and more wins
to cement the QDG RFC position for
the last time in BA(G) as next season
will see us in UK and hopefully back in
contention. The heartening point we
close this year with is the new blood
making its way through the gates and
onto the side. LCpl “Squeaky” Griffiths
has, along with others shown his talent
at BA(G) level and a number of our own
have continued to represent the RAC in
UK. There is no doubt QDG RFC is in
a good place and hopefully with a small
respite from operational tours we can put
QDG back where it belongs…watch this
space and of course keep subscribed to
@TheWelshCavalry on twitter for match
updates.
TRJ

The regimental branding was subtle but effective

‘Q’ wanted to sit at the front
and no one dared argue

With the vast majority of the first fifteen
deployed on tour it was left for the ROG
to keep the Rugby light shining bright
and the first opportunity for this was the
20 Brigade sevens competition at the
start of the season. The ROG put in a

The photographer caught the moment that
Cpl Chater descended from heaven
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Association Football
It has been a varied and rather frustrating
year for ‘QDG FC’ this year.
The
management team now consists of
WO2 ‘Sheep’ / ‘Peter Reid’ Jones as
the Football Officer, Coach and if we are
desperate he sometimes plays (we can
still get a good 12 minutes out of him).
We have SSgt ‘Barney’ / ‘Iain Dowie’
Costello as Manager and WO2 Russell (I
can play but not head the ball) Gallacher
as Coach and bit part player.
The season was, like all sports in the
Regiment this year, interrupted by real
work and we had to play matches when
we could and rarely with a full strength
squad, although this did give us the
chance to find some good new talent that
might otherwise have gone unnoticed.
Our first game of the season came away
against 35 Engr Regt and again we were
down to the bare bones and had to call
out of retirement Capt Steve Plant (the
RAO). We lost 3-1 which must go down
as a poor performance, consequently
Capt Plant went back into retirement
after missing a penalty and being subbed
at half time.
The next game was against the 9/12
Lancers in our priority competition, The
Cavalry Cup. After a couple of weeks
of non stop training we travelled to face
the 9/12 with a strong team. Once the
ref had solved the puzzle of ensuring
the markings on the pitch stayed white,
we kicked off and from start to finish it
was all one way traffic which ended
up in a 7-0 victory. There were some
great performances and goals from Cpl
Wakefield, Tpr Dewhurst and Tpr Jones.

Just a week full of training later we
faced our old foe, the QRH in the BFG
final and again we had a strong and
determined squad to choose from. The
QRH started well but our passing and
patience soon told. WO1 ‘Jugs’ Jones
came out of retirement and rolled back
the years, opening the scoring with a 30
yard volley and soon after Tpr Dewhurst
broke free and scored the second. The
QRH were rocked, and this was a team
that had been taking the local league by
storm. In the second half the inevitable
pressure from the opposition started
to break us down and two late QRH
goals lead to the game going into extra
time. The equalising goal seemed to
have knocked the wind out of us and
soon into extra time the QRH scored a
third. But the team rallied and went into
all out attack and just before the end
WO2 Louis Pulham (QMSI) scored the
equaliser which meant the game would
be decided by the dreaded lottery that

is a penalty shoot-out. Even though
we had been practicing all week, our
penalties were poor and it was hard to
watch the QRH celebrating on our pitch
after all the hard work and character the
team had shown.
After this game the team was again
broken up due to MST, etc. We had one
more game which we narrowly lost 3-2
against a full strength 3 MERCIAN team
and we also entered two teams into the
BFG six a side competition.
The future looks bright. We already have
a young strong squad with yet more
youngsters coming in all the time; the
competition for places should be tough.
The squad understand how to play
patient attacking football and the season
ahead should be a successful one. With
no tour on the horizon it could be a good
time to be a part of QDG FC.
AC

Paderborn Equitation Centre
The Paderborn Equestrian Centre
(PEC) has had another successful year.
Along with the routine work involved in
keeping horses, delivering instruction
and operating a livery yard, the PEC held
four highly popular shows and five spurs
courses. We bade farewell to LCoH
Raffel and welcomed LCpl Hagley in his
place.
The PEC calendar year kicked off with
the spring show in April. Unlike last year,
it was an unaffiliated show. Riders took
part in several disciplines: dressage,
cross-country and show jumping. It was
a hugely successful event with over 40
riders in each class, three times what
was expected.
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equestrian centres, an important step
as British forces start to withdraw from
Germany and resources become more
scarce.

The
Military
Stables
based
in
Fallingbostel supported the spring show
and their riders took part in many of
the disciplines. This marked the start
of better cooperation between the two

Late spring was a busy period for the
PEC with a couple of spurs courses
including one for several QDG soldiers.
Already busy with day-to-day instruction,
the PEC was soon hosting its summer
show. It followed a similar format to
previous shows but with bright summer
weather public attendance was very
strong. This acted as an appropriate
send off for LCoH Raffel as it was his final
show at the PEC.
In August the PEC hosted the Household
Cavalry Mounted Regiment (HCMR), who
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were travelling to a high profile event in
Denmark. The presence of an unusually
large number of horses and trailers of
the HCMR drew much attention from the
public, further boosting the profile of the
PEC.
With external support the PEC has
been able to upgrade much of its
infrastructure.
These changes have
been vital in enabling the PEC to improve
the training facilities available and create
a better environment for its horses. In
September soldiers from 37 Armd Engr
Sqn, 35 Engr Regt built a new fence in
the paddock for small ponies, work we
are extremely grateful for.
A special thank you must also go
out to British Army Welfare Germany,
whose generous grant allowed the PEC
to refurbish its indoor riding surface.

This was much needed work and has
dramatically improved the level of tuition
that can now be safely offered.
A busy summer ended with the hunter
trials in October, a cross-country
event. This was the first event for LCpl
Hagley, who showed an impressive
ability to organise a demanding ride.
He personally constructed a number of
new fences on the route, which were
a welcome new challenge for the local
riders, many of whom were tested more
than they had expected. The event was
again well attended by the public.
At the time of writing, the next event
in the PEC calendar is the Christmas
show, which promises to be an excellent
occasion. The winter dressage event is
still ongoing with three out of four days of
competition still to go. Looking into the
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distant future, Lucinda Green MBE (the
champion equestrian) will be running a
two-day clinic on eventing on 19-20 May.
It promises to be a fantastic event.
The PEC continues to provide a valued
service to soldiers and their families. The
improvement of the facilities has greatly
improved what is on offer, all of which will
endure into the future with the excellent
team in place ably led by LCoH McGrath.
Training initiatives, such as show jump
training set up in the previous year
continue to run successfully. There is
an aim to start offering a level 1 NVQ for
adults that will focus on horse care, all of
which will serve to improve the excellent
relationship with the local community.
JCFL

British Army (Germany) Rugby Football
BA(G) Rugby is representative rugby
and is funded through the Army Rugby
Union (ARU) and drawing players from
across British Forces Germany. We are
the only team within the Army who play
International fixtures within Europe. Last
season we played a total of four games
against Belgium, Holland, Austria and
Army A. The Army A game is designed
to give all BA(G) based players the
opportunity to be selected for the Army
XV. Ultimately giving them the chance to
play in the Army Vs Navy match. This
season saw one player selected for the
senior squad and five for Army A.
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The BA(G) management is selected from
across Germany, however this season it
was mostly made up from the QDG in
the shape of the Director of BA(G) Rugby
– Captain Paul Jones, Team Manager –
WO2 (RQMS) Rob Lockyer, Forwards
Coach – WO2 Rob Jones, Backs Coach
– WO2 (RQMS) Jason Davies and Kit
Manager – Sgt Callum Keen. All have
busy day jobs the Regiment, but still
choose to give up their time, a testament
to their love of the game.
A number of QDG soldiers were selected
for BA(G) throughout the season, and

all were given the opportunity to show
off their skills in front of the Army Senior
XV selectors, unfortunately all narrowly
missed out. These were Capt McBride
(Lock), Capt Reed (Flanker), Cpl Davies
(Prop), LCpl Bobo (Wing), LCpl Griffiths
(Wing), LCpl Gould (Hooker/Flanker)
and LCpl Sterry (Full Back). From a
regimental perspective we hope to take
as many QDG players as part of the
squad over to the UK in 2015 where we
will play the ‘Army Reservists’ and ‘Army
A’ in January.
PDJ
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Lt McKellar
tackles the B
Sqn consumable
stores stockpile

Alpine Skiing
The winter of 2014-15 saw a string
of successful performances for the
regimental Alpine Ski Team. The team
comprising of three Tprs, two NCOs and
three officers left for Verbier, Switzerland
on the last day of November to take
part, along with 12 other Regiments, in
Ex WHITE KNIGHT, which has provided
the RAC and AAC the chance to train
and compete in alpine ski racing for the
past 30 years, creating a conducive
environment for personal and team
development.
As is the usual case, our team was
well balanced in terms of experience,
including some who had never skied
before, all the way up to those with
a fair bit of prior experience. Racing
was however new to all but two team
members and this showed during the
first few races and training sessions
when gates were introduced.
The beginning of the exercise is spent being
taught (or re-taught) the fundamentals of
alpine skiing, some novices quickly pick
it up and are moved up a group, whilst
others are a bit more pedestrian in their
progress. By the third week gates and
practice races are introduced, forcing the
skier to turn within a set course, varying
the steepness of the slope and the speed
as well. Christmas came just in the nick
of time to relieve weary limbs, allowing

The QDG Alpine Ski Team

those that wished to, a few days of leave
back home. Those of us who stayed for
the ‘lost boys Christmas’ spent it up on
ski jump hill and at the Light Dragoons’
Christmas party.
After Christmas came race
week proper, a week and a bit

of solid racing combining the four alpine
disciplines: Slalom, Giant Slalom, Super-G
and Downhill racing. These are generally
run in that order, unless conditions dictate
otherwise, allowing the skier to build up
their confidence on the slower, tighter
events before being released on the fast
downhill course. Team QDG performed

Poppleton,
McKellar and
McKechnie
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It all went downhill from here

The wide-stance

Yet again MT failed to provide suitable vehicles

admirably with special mention to novice
skiers Tprs Peel and Davidson, who held
their own amongst a field of far more
experienced skiers.

compete at the 3 (UK) Div championships
for 10 days. The standard of skiing and
course difficulty dramatically increased,
especially for the technical events such
as slalom and GS, Lt Poppleton however
took this in his stride and performed
strongly for a previously inexperienced
skier. The team managed to gain second
place in the GS and third in Slalom which
really demonstrates the potential we have
for next year. Lt Mckechnie showed his
prowess in the speed events, climbing
many a bib number over the technical
skiers. Those from a strong general skiing
background coped well in the snowy and
rutted conditions, compared to the pure
racers that other Regiments fielded. The
need to ski the whole mountain is highly
transferable to the race environment and
will be encouraged in years to come.

Lt Mckellar and Cpl Hatton were
further selected to ski in the Army
Championships, where the bar was
raised yet again. With Lt Mckellar falling
badly mid way through the competition,
this left Cpl Hatton to hold the end up
for the Regiment. With a final combined
placing of 37th overall, demonstrating an
extremely high level of skiing!

The ACMT sweep-up was cold but informal

How many soldiers does it take to change a wheel

its first taste of competition skiing with a
10km classic race and a 7.5km Biathlon.
Lt Barcroft drew first blood within the
team, with the fastest time in the Classic
race. However, in the Biathlon race,
Tpr Morgan, in his unassuming and laid
back manner, finished quickest with Tpr
Rabbitts in a close second. Having spent
four weeks in Norway, the team returned
to Germany for well earned Christmas
leave.

Biathlon sprint, comprising 3x 3.3km
laps with a prone and standing shoot,
and finally a 4x 7.5km relay.

Race week culminates in the fastest of all
disciplines, the downhill race, which really
tests the nerves of all the skiers as well as
their physical courage. This is especially
so when standing in the starting gates,
watching the skier before you crash at
high speed over one of the jumps!
Prize giving saw us come away with
second place overall for the A Team, a
fantastic achievement which we hope to
build on next year.
The four best QDG skiers were then
selected to go to Serre Chevalier, to

This winter demonstrated the great
potential the Regiment has to perform
well in Alpine Skiing. Next year we hope
to build on this success and I would
encourage anyone with an interest in the
sport to get involved and give it a go.
RWMcK

Nordic Skiing
The 2014/2015 Nordic skiing season
kicked off with a month of training
in Sjusjoen, Norway, on Ex NORDIC
EAGLE. The team spent two weeks
training with an ex Norwegian World
Cup skier, in addition to taking part in
Ex NORDIC BLUEBELL, the REME run
Nordic Skiing training camp that takes
place every year. Given that all members
of the regimental team were novices,
this combination of instruction provided
an excellent opportunity to learn both
disciplines of Nordic skiing ahead of both
the RAC and 1 (UK) Div championships
in January.
Due to the team being all novices,
the focus was on learning the basic
techniques of both classic and skating
disciplines, as well as learning the
intricacies of Biathlon racing, and the
skills needed to accurately fire the .22
rifles on the range. Our Norwegian
instructor, Silje Knox, who has instructed
several previous QDG teams, put us
through our paces, including sessions
where we would ski with another skier
in tow in order to develop greater leg
strength when climbing hills. The REME
camp provided an opportunity to hone
the skills we learnt with Silje, in addition
to receiving further invaluable instruction.
The camp also provided the team with
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With the team well rested, the next
stop was Hochfilzen in Austria, where
the team competed in Ex WHITE FIST.
This championship is held at a world
cup stadium and as such, the course
was extremely challenging, despite the
conditions being almost perfect. The
races included a 10km Classic, a 10km

The team continued to perform well
throughout
the
races,
remaining
competitive within the novice category.
Tpr Rabbitts showed great determination
in the 4x 7.5km relay, after having a heavy
fall in the classic race that resulted in a brief
visit to the hospital. Lt Barcroft proved
to be the team’s fastest skier throughout
the three races, with the remainder of the
team in close contention. The hard work
and determination shown by all the team
resulted in the award of the RAC Novice
Champions’ trophy.
The final competition the team competed
in was Ex PIPEDOWN, the divisional
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championships held at Les ContaminesMontjoie. Much like the rest of the French
Alps, Les Contamines was suffering from
a severe lack of snow this year however,
incredibly, the town managed to put
together a 5km track that was sufficient
to compete on, allowing for the first
three races, a 15km Classic, a 4x 5km
Classic relay and a 10km Biathlon sprint.
The much needed snow finally arrived,
providing perfect conditions for the 4x
7.5km Biathlon relay and the blue ribbon

event, the military patrol race. The
route for the military patrol race covered
over 20kms of skiable and non skiable
terrain, including two shoots with the .22
converted SA80A2s and various military
command tasks. The most memorable
moment of the race was when the team
had to lead a blindfolded Lt Barcroft over
a bridge, only to guide him off the edge
of the bridge. Luckily the recent snow
lessened the pain from the 12 foot fall,

however, the pace of the patrol swiftly
increased from that moment on.
The physical and mental demands
that Nordic skiing places on individuals
provide an ideal environment to develop
our soldiers and officers. It is strongly
hoped that a greater number of
participants will take advantage of this
fantastic opportunity in 2015/2016 and
beyond.
HWLB

Telemark Skiing
Telemark skiing is the original and oldest
form of skiing that was first developed
in the Telemark region of Norway, a
region popularised in the 1965 war film,
‘The heroes of Telemark’ starring Kirk
Douglas. It combines elements of Alpine
and Nordic skiing; Alpine skis are used
but are fitted with Nordic style bindings
that fix the toe of the ski boot to the ski,
thereby creating the ‘free heel’. Telemark
skiing is characterised by the ‘telemark
turn’, in which the outside ski leads in
the turn and the inside ski trails, with the
knee bent and the heel raised – a lunging
motion. At least that is the theory.
The Regiment last sent a Telemark ski
team to Austria in 2008/2009 (Messrs
Sutherland and Longmore) and our
return from Afghanistan represented an
excellent opportunity to reinvigorate the
sport. Major Lloyd volunteered to lead
the team and took along a keen band
of enthusiastic novices – Major O’Brien,
SSgt Hansen, LCpl Brocklehurst, LCpl
Somers, Tpr Couch and Tpr Ward. A bid
to the Nuffield Trust was successful and,
making full use of our tax-free entitlement

and a hefty military discount, we were
able to secure some top notch Telemark
gear from a friendly Slovenian (seven
sets of everything, literally everything).
The only drawback was that the QDG
team quickly earned the sobriquet of
being the team with all the gear and no
idea. Fortunately the championship is
designed to cater for a wide spectrum of
ability, from novices through to Team GB.
We were under no illusions as to where
we sat on the spectrum.
The championship is run by the Army
Telemark Ski Association, a group of
Telemark acolytes who have ‘freed
the heel and released the soul’. The
championship is their opportunity to
proselytize, saving souls by drawing
people away from the temptations of
Alpine, the sins of Nordic and to avert
the hellfire and eternal damnation that
awaits all Snowboarders. The event is
tri-service with a significant proportion of
Royal Marines – hoofing!
The event is held in the Austrian resort
of Rauris, a small but well-equipped

Majs Lloyd and O’Brien take a break from skiing

Maj O’Brien
admires the view
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stance. From here, the instructors taught
the Telemark turn – even more difficult
than it looks as it turns out. For those
who had skied before, the technique was
a challenge, as was going back to the
very basics of a sport and being, initially
at least, rubbish at it. Lunging down a
piste is not a natural act and involves a
combination of balance, nerve, quadstrength, patience and sense of rhythm.
Or just nerve.

Maj Lloyd about to start the Championship Race

resort an hour from Salzburg. The QDG
team had opted for self-catering to keep
the costs down, and were comfortably
accommodated in two apartments near
the ski lift, which was also conveniently
close to the Après ski bar.
On the first day the team was split into
ability groups. Brocklehurst, Somers
and Ward had never skied before
and so began with a crash course in
the basics of Alpine skiing. The new
bindings and boots were of the latest
design that provides sufficient resistance
in the binding to permit Alpine skiing.
The remainder refreshed their Alpine
technique and were then quickly being
encouraged to adopt the Telemark

It took about five or six days for the team
to get to grips with the technique and
too soon it felt, the racing phase of the
exercise was upon us. A seeding race
was held which resulted in Majors Lloyd
and O’Brien being moved into the British
Championship race and the remaining
team members competing in the novice
development races. The races were
a strange concoction of Giant Slalom
(about 30 to 40 gates), a ski-jump (to
be landed Telemark style), a banked 180
degree turn (known as a ‘Rap’) and a
skating section (about 50 to 100 metres
up an incline). Unusually for ski races,
Telemark competitions incur severe
time penalties for poor Telemark form; a
second is added for each non-Telemark
turn, for a poor transition between turns
or for failing to land the jump in Telemark.
In addition, 3 seconds is added for failing
to land the jump beyond a line drawn
by the race committee; regrettably for
Lloyd and O’Brien, the line was drawn
12 metres from the end of the jump. So
that would be +3 seconds then.
The QDG team competed well across the
races with Couch and Hansen finishing
in the top 20 of the development races
and Brocklehurst, Somers and Ward
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throwing themselves down the race piste
despite having only learned to ski the
week prior. Lloyd and O’Brien were able
to say that they had raced in the British
Championships and competed against
Team GB, but they firmly propped up the
bottom of the competition.
On the final day a ‘Mountain Race’
was held. This involved a relay race
across the resort in three legs. The race
commenced with a ‘Le Mans’ start up
a short but steep section of piste, with
the first leg (O’Brien, Brocklehurst and
Ward) involving a long skating section
and an uphill sprint of about 200m
with skis removed and carried on one
shoulder. The second leg, completed
by Couch and Somers, involved a 30
minute ascent up a Red run on skis with
skins fitted, prior to a recovery skate to
the next handover point. The final leg
(Hansen and Lloyd) involved another
uphill section on skins, this time cross
country and ended with a long downhill
section. QDG raced as two teams with
both finishing in the top 10, an excellent
result for such a new team.
The exercise was hugely enjoyable
for all concerned and provided the
perfect antidote to the commitments
of the previous year. All of the team
are converts to Telemark, sold on the
sheer bliss that is a long, low, carving
turn with your heel up. The team is
now well equipped and keen to return in
similar strength next season to translate
this year’s enthusiasm into even better
results. The team intends to start lunging
practice now in preparation!
HTL

Snowboarding
Ex SNOWBOARDING EAGLE was
the 2014 QDG snowboarding winter
sports exercise. It was made up of
two component parts, Ex SUPREME
GLACIER (EX SG); the snowboarding
training camp, run by the REME
and the 2014 Army snowboarding
championships. The training camp was
a “zero to hero” affair, where people who
had never even seen a snowboard were
taught up to the point that they could
safely ride in a race. The whole event
took place on the Stubai Glacier in Austria
over the period 16 to 29 Nov 14. With
the Regiment having just returned from
Op HERRICK 20, the aim of this exercise
was to provide soldiers the opportunity
to recuperate post deployment, in line
with the Commanding Officer’s direction.
The QDG team consisted of eight
members of the LAD led by the EME,
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Capt Pete Hockley. Snowboarding was
a complete mystery for the entire group,
consisting of only a couple of people
who had been on snow before and a
JNCO not far off being a ski instructor;
however LCpl Cannon quickly learnt that
these skills were not transferable! As
all members of the team started from
scratch, the two weeks were given a
competitive edge, with everyone picking
up the basics quickly; eager to move to
the harder slopes. Including LCpl Hyland,
who was at an immediate disadvantage
as he had feet bigger than the width of
his board; something he was strangely
proud of…
Conversations about sore backsides
bizarrely became the norm and the urge
to wipe each other out, quickly died
away after suffering the subsequent pain.
The lingo was next and phrases such
as “Dude that was so Sick!” and “Did
you catch my air?” were ever present,
as we were welcomed with open arms
into the Snowboarding community.
However, strangely, the famous saying,
‘Cowabunga’, from the Ninja Turtle
Michelangelo, was heavily mocked. Kids
these days…!
At the end of the two week training camp
there were unofficial races, from which

QDG Snowboarders at the top

Cfn Kennedy received an award for being
the fastest novice, competing against
over 50 personnel and winning by a large
margin. This is a great achievement,
considering he was the ‘wipe-out king’
throughout the training period; clearly
leading everyone into a false sense of
security. Even though some of the team
are former skiers, most can honestly
say that they have been converted to

snowboarding (and grow increasingly
frustrated with skiers).
Overall the
exercise was a great success, giving the
soldiers a well earned rest and enabling
a number to compete in subsequent
race championships. We all hope that
snowboarding will find a place within
QDG winter sports in future years.
PCH

Not the Cambrian Patrol!
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Affiliates
1st Special Service Battalion, South
African National Defence Force
1 Special Service Battalion (1SSB) once
again had a very busy and productive year
for the 2013/2014 training year. A few
highlights for the period are as follows:
• The 2013 Military Skills Development
System (MSDS) intake (a two year military
recruitment and training programme)
concluded at the end of 2014. The
majority of these soldiers will rotate into a
new service system, if they wish to extend
their services and career in the SANDF.
• We have established a grouping with
armour capabilities, in 1 SSB, the first
in many years, which can be deployed
externally, as determined by the African
Union. This grouping, which consists
of 2 armoured car troops, a squadron
headquarters and an administrative troop,
will form part of the African Capability for
Immediate Response to Crisis (ACIRC).
• This year, for the first time in many,
the unit will deploy a battalion tactical
headquarters with two sub-units under
command, during a single operation. This
will comprise the Battalion HQ and Delta
and Echo Squadrons (the latter converted
to light infantry companies) and will deploy
on internal borderline control operations
under command of the Joint Operations
Division, for six months.

Some of the recipients of trophies and
certificates on the Winners Parade

Cutting the unit’s 81st birthday
cake at the gala dinner

• We formed an integral part in the
Armed Forces parade, providing
and commanding the mechanised
columns at a parade officiated by our
Commander in Chief, President Jacob
Zuma. The parade started with a large
mechanised column, driving through the
majority of the suburbs and culminated
in a mechanised and marching parade
at the Air force Base Bloemspruit on the
outskirts of Bloemfontein.

• We deployed one sub-unit as part of
Operation CORONA (border security
operations) from September 2013 until
March 2014.

• We supported the Umvoti Mounted
Rifles’ 150th anniversary celebrations
by executing a retreat parade in
Pietermaritzburg, as well as assisting
them with two freedom of city parades.
• We were awarded the best combat unit
in the 2013 Exercise SEBOKA, where we
participated with the MSDS squadron.

• We supported the Pretoria Regiment
freedom of the city parade.
• We achieved a second position in the
SA Army Fittest Soldier competition.
• We presented the change of
command parade for the General Officer
Commanding SA Army Armour Formation.
In 2015, all our energy will be focussed
on three main events. These are:
• Alpha Squadron training the MSDS
2015 intake.
• Bravo Squadron preparing
deploying as part of the ACIRC.

and

• The Tactical HQ, Delta and Echo
squadrons deploying as part of Operation
CORONA.

The annual 1SSB medals parade

However, 1SSB is not only all work
and no play. We believe in a balanced
working environment, which includes
Sport, Culture, Social Activities and allround development of the individual,
group and unit. These activities enhance
the esprit de corps, cohesion, mutual
understanding, loyalty and productivity
of the unit.
JP

1SSB winning first place in the annual General Support Base Bloemfontein Cultural Day
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The Royal Yeomanry
The Royal Yeomanry (RY) is now
formally paired with QDG, under the new
Army 2020 Regular/Reserves pairing
arrangements. This means that in the
future both regiments will increasingly
train together in the shared Lt Cav
role and share training resources. It
also means that when either regiment
deploys, the other will normally provide
an element of the deployed manpower.
The last year has been a very exciting
period for the Regiment, as it not only
continues its development as part of a
revitalised Army Reserve, but has also
both gained and lost squadrons
In May 2014 A and B Sqn Royal Mercian
and Lancastrian Yeomanry (RMLY) were
integrated into the RY as D-D and D-T
Sqns, based in Dudley, and Telford.
Both squadrons took part in successful
parades to mark their resubordination,
at which time soldiers in both squadrons
replaced their RMLY capbadges with RY
ones and watched the flag of the RMLY
lowered for the last time, to be replaced
by that of the RY. Meanwhile the
Regiment bid farewell to A (RWY) Sqn in
Swindon which is now part of RWxY but
leaving its Windsor troop behind, moving
under command of C Sqn RY.

S Sqn colour party in Normandy for D-Day 70th anniversary commemoration

In June 2014, the Regiment conducted
a Battlefield Tour to Belgium and France,
taking in many of the battlefields where
the RY’s six antecedent regiments fought
in two world wars. As the successor to
yeomanry regiments who drove their tanks
ashore during the Normandy landings,
the RY took centre stage during D-Day
70th Anniversary Commemorations.
The sabre squadrons have continued
to exercise with their RWMIK vehicles,
getting progressively more experienced in
their use. They and RHQ have also taken
part in Command Post Exercises aimed
at perfecting command and control and
– crucially – communications procedures
which were to further tested on the
Regiment’s Annual Training Period (ATP).
In late October 2014 the Regiment
carried out its ATP, formally known as
‘Annual Camp’, which saw it achieve CT2
level in its new Light Cavalry role – the
culmination of two years’ training. In this
they were well supported in their training
by a troop of OPFOR from the QDG.

RY RWMIK patrol on ATP 2014

Every year the Regiment takes part in
Ex SNOW FOX (the Yeomanry Skiing
Championships). This year the RY team
was sadly outmatched by a strong Royal
Wessex Yeomanry (RWxY) team, but

was still the largest single contingent
to an exercise which has now risen to
around 140 participants, including camp
followers. Other AT in 2014 has included
a skydiving expedition in Germany and
trekking in Majorca.
RY had record breaking success at the
Combat Arms Sailing Regatta where
we won the trophy for top reserve unit,
coming second overall. This was a highwater mark for the team of WO2 Nigel
Adams (RHQ), Cpl Matt Cattell (9/12L),
who happens to be the RAC’s White
Knight 7’s Bosun) and LCpl Matt Mensak
(B Sqn) who were up against some welldrilled teams and bodes well for the
future of RY sailing.
Other RY sports have included polo,
where Capts Dan von Barloewen and
Matt Fincham have competed for the
Army Reserves. Tpr Karina Eustace
has competed at national standard at
triathlon and Capt Sophie Faldo won
gold at the 2014 British Masters Track
Cycling Championships in the sprint
discipline. Tpr Mahmood Besharate from
S Squadron in Nottingham has moved
on from mixed martial arts to compete
for the Regiment in the Army Taekwondo
Championships.
IWJM

D Sqn on foot
patrol at Warcop
on ATP 2014
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Election Day
Service

The Leathersellers’ Company
This year our main focus has perhaps
been slightly geared to the construction
of our new hall building at 5-7 St Helen’s
Place, which I will touch on briefly, to give
you some idea of the scale of this project.
Due to the many basement levels,
including a double-height Dining Hall,
the excavations went forty feet deep, far
deeper than the previous building. No
major problems were encountered and
the shell has now reached its full height.
The new 5-7 St Helen’s Place is on ten
levels, comprising three basement floors
below ground, and then six upper floors.
The Livery Hall accommodation will be
on the ground and lower floors, with the
upper floors let on commercial leases to
office tenants. Practical Completion of the
building will be next July and we expect
to open for livery business in early 2016.

In addition to the broad spectrum of
students and courses being covered by
our Universities Exhibitions scheme, the
Leathersellers’ Company uniquely offers
prizes to students actively engaged in
the study and use of leather.

school, received an ‘Outstanding’ Ofsted
rating across all categories in November
2013. It was in the top 150 non-selective
schools in the UK for both GCSE and
A-Level results. The current size of the
school is 880 (11-18 year olds).

This year we received over 1,000
applications for funding from charities
and students, resulting in more than £1.6
million being awarded to 218 different
charities and 119 students receiving
Leathersellers’ scholarships, exhibitions
or awards.

Prendergast Ladywell Fields provides
secondary education (11-16) for a current
pupil roll of 853. Its October 2012 Ofsted
rating was “Requires Improvement”. Niall
Hand, who took over as headteacher
in September 2013, has already had a
major impact on improving academic
standards, so we look to the future with
optimism.

We are also heavily involved in grass root
education through the Leathersellers’
Federation of Schools and Colfe’s School.
Prendergast Hilly Fields, our flagship

The third school in our Federation is
Prendergast Vale, which was previously

A topping-out ceremony took place on
27 June. The Master represented the
Company, together with members of the
Re-development Working Group. As part
of the ceremony the Master finished off
an area of concrete and was presented
with a ceremonial trowel. Brookfield
maintained the ancient topping-out
tradition of hoisting a fir tree up to the
roof, to bring good luck – and ward off
evil spirits!
On the Charitable front The Leathersellers’
Company has been offering grants to
students attending university since 1602,
and whilst the Company is extremely
proud of its long philanthropic history,
it has its face turned firmly towards
the future – and those who may one
day be involved in shaping that future.
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the failing Lewisham Bridge Primary
School, and which is now an all-through
school. The pupil roll is 510 (currently
up to 14 year olds), with the potential to
grow to 960 when it is fully populated
with 3-16 year olds.
This has been a good year for Colfe’s
School. In fact more than that: a year
of outstanding progress.
Academic
attainment continues to rise. The 2013
A level results were a four-year high for
the school: over three quarters of the
students gained A* to B grades. History
results were the best for any subject in
the school, ever, and comparable with
any top school in the country. Every
pupil gained grade B or better, and 71%
gained an A*.
Our annual Election Day Service took
place at St James Garlickhythe on 25
June. The Wren church was filled to
capacity and a choir comprising pupils
of Colfe’s and Leathersellers’ Federation
Schools provided us with exceptionally
fine singing. The music included a 1584
anthem by Palestrina on a fitting theme
for the Leathersellers, given our roebuck
emblem: ‘Sicut cervus’, the first line
of which means ‘As the deer longs for
running streams, so my soul longs for
you, O Lord’. The Select Preacher, this
year was Canon Ann Easter, Chaplain to
HM the Queen. It was therefore another
historic occasion for the Company, since
there has been no previous instance, in
the 570 years since we were founded
in 1444, of a sermon at this traditional
Service being given by a female preacher.
Two major sporting activities we have
participated in include the Annual InterLivery Clay Shoot, where we produced

Scroll Presentation

by far and away the best performance
the Leathersellers, have ever recorded.
A Top Ten result (9th overall) from a
total of 283 teams this was nothing less
than sensational, given the company we
were keeping. (Maybe with the loan of a
marksman or two, we might even win it
next year!!)

The annual Inter-Livery Golf Tournament,
The Prince Arthur Cup, is held at
Walton Heath Golf Club in May, with
54 Livery teams normally competing in
this foursomes event. We are delighted
to report that the Leathersellers’
retained this magnificent trophy. The
Leathersellers’ have now won it thirteen
times in all.
With the decommissioning of HMS
Tireless on 19 Jun 14, we have sadly lost
all our Royal Naval affiliations. However,
we look forward to a new RN affiliation in
due course and we intend to strengthen
our ties with our first Royal Air Force
Affiliation (230 Squadron), based at RAF
Benson, with a planned trip this autumn.
The bond with the 1st The Queen’s
Dragoon Guards continues to grow
stronger with the formal presentation of
the Affiliation Parchment Scroll, which
was presented at our Services Dinner in
February.
We also have strong links with cadet units
through Colfe’s Combined Cadet Force
and the Sea Cadets from TS Challenger
in Wandsworth.

Leathersellers Shooting Team
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Features
Advising Afghan National Army Officers
Four months into working with the Afghan National Army (ANA), I
was sitting in the office of Lt Col Rohulla, drinking tea and talking
over the plans for an upcoming Afghan run training course. It
had started the same as any Afghan working morning, half an
hour of pleasantries and small talk in the dry heat as we offered
each other small, shared refreshments.
An ANA officer’s office is a small court, headed by the most
important individual sitting behind a massive varnished desk
– often beset with a worktop flag and a photograph of him in
a glassless frame. On most days, and this was no exception,
there would be a smattering of other junior officers with non
related jobs from around the HQ sat in a line at the side of the
room. These were usually of the same tribe or in this case a
mash up of the smaller tribes that little influence on their own,
but sought to club together to find a communal identity and with
it influence.
On the senior officer’s desk, or in a draw, would be a barking
hand held radio. This would offer a non stop chattering
commentary which seemingly randomly, the officer would pick
up and shout into as if he was controlling some far off battle.
In reality it was far more likely he would be checking the guard
or purely showing himself to be exercising an act of command
and control, in order to demonstrate his superiority in the room.
As a British Army officer, having grown up with a wealth of
opportunities, I couldn’t have been further in culture from the
men I had been sent to advise; yet all of our decisions had led
to this: the group of us sitting uncomfortably in a smoky, dark,
stone wall office to teach, learn and work out between us how
best to train the ANA to repel the Taliban upon our departure.
The Afghan dry sense of humour is based upon humility,
comfort and kindness coupled with a cheeky desire for subtle
one-upmanship. It is their use of irony and sharp recall of
shared experience for comedy that partly makes their coupling
with the British so effective. Trust, respect and perceptions of
power come through treading the line between comedic jibe
and insult, the latter which they would never intend to do, but
could only gauge the threshold through the other’s ability to take
a joke. The most repeated comic undercurrent throughout the
tour working with my team of Afghans was that we were all too
sad that at the end I would have to go home, as the Afghan
way of life was clearly far superior to my own and in actual fact

Col Rohulla and Capt Daoud
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they were graciously mentoring and advising me rather than the
other way around, in the time I had left with them.
Always the serious undercurrent of the tempo and seriousness
of ANA operations in Helmand was present in our meetings, but
was rarely openly discussed. They all knew too well the cost
that the fight was taking on their brother soldiers and officers
without twisting the knife, much better to joke and tell stories in
lieu to keep the spirits up.
It was this morning that Captain Daoud looked at me and started
giggling, “Spin Gul khoob astee?” he asks me. I grasp enough
Dari to know that I now have a nickname amongst the officers
as they all instantly crease up. Belittling mildly my professional
armed appearance and operational intent, I am for the rest of
the tour known as ‘White Flower’.
AAD

‘Spin Gul’
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Bosnia 2014
In March 2014, General Sir Adrian Bradshaw (DSACEUR) visited
the HQ of the European Union Forces (HQ EUFOR) in Sarajevo,
Bosnia, after the violent protests had taken place in a number
of the major cities across the country. The response from
HQ EUFOR to the riots had been slow and more importantly
the headquarters had not seen the riots coming. Therefore,
no contingency plans (CONPLANs) had been developed
or executed in response. As a result of this failed response,
and realisation that the military force was too small to be fully
effective, due to reductions in EUFORs size over the years,
DSACEUR made a request to the UK Chief of the Defence Staff
that a Recce Squadron be deployed for a period of six months to
cover the lead up to and election period in October 2014. This
uplift would bolster EUFOR (currently 600 people) and give the
Commander, Major General Dieter Heidecker (Austrian Army) far
greater situational awareness. DSACEUR also requested that
UK staff officers be supplied to the Multi-National Headquarters
in order to improve the planning capability and reinvigorate its
ability to transition to an operational headquarters should the
need arise.
A Squadron, The Light Dragoons (A Sqn, LD) deployed as
the Recce Squadron, known as the Intelligence, Surveillance,
Reconnaissance Task Force (ISR TF) and I deployed as the
SO2 Operations & Plans within HQ EUFOR. The operation was
named Op ELGIN and sat under the banner of Op ALTHEA
(the permanent UK contingent in Bosnia). Upon arrival, it
became apparent that the deployment had been rushed, that
the PJHQ recce had been insufficient and that little thought
had been given by HQ EUFOR on how employ a Light Cavalry
(Lt Cav) Squadron. Phase 1 of my deployment therefore was
taken up providing advice to the Commander as a UK Recce
Officer and transitioning the stringent UK intent for the use
of its Forces in Bosnia, whilst aligning it to what Commander

LD Lt Cav JACKAL crew in Bosnia

LD in Sarajevo or QDG in Swansea, hard to tell!
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EUFOR actually needed. Over the years EUFOR had morphed
into a capacity building and training organisation, steadily losing
its ability to react to situations that require a more traditional
military response. Therefore the addition of a highly mobile and
capable Recce Squadron was an alien concept to all involved,
albeit a very welcome one. This provided the Sqn Ldr, Major
Ben Moody and I with a blank canvas on which to work and
the ability to develop and test some of the areas that the Lt Cav
Concept decree belong to Lt Cav Regiments.
The Area of Operations (Bosnia) was split into four areas, each
allocated to four of the fine troops in the Squadron. The fifth
troop, which was made up of reservists, became a mobile
liaison and observation team, complementing the 17 EUFOR
static liaison teams across the country. The troops conducted
1-2 week mobile patrols in their JACKAL vehicles benefiting
from that vehicle’s light logistics burden. They focused on main
population centres and their effect was instantaneous. They
were well received by the locals, despite some local politicians
using the deployment to make false accusations in the press in
order to try to curry political favour. To counter this, an “open
palmed” presence and posture was adopted. This reassured the
locals and defused the political wrangling which subsequently
allowed the Sqn complete freedom of movement and access
to the country and its people. Meetings with locals, canton and
province level officials and high ranking representatives from the
local enforcement agencies began taking place, very quickly
providing a steady stream of quality situational awareness to the
headquarters. As the plans officer, it was my job to filter this data
and make educated judgements as to where future troubles
might occur and to create contingency plans accordingly. The
plans, which I believe are still extant, included the deployment
and employment of ‘over the horizon forces’ (seven companies
held at readiness) provided by the various troop contributing
nations, and the European Union Battle Group (c1500 troops),
a role which the UK is due to take on in 2016.
Fortunately, none of the CONPLANs written were executed, as
the election period passed peacefully. The deployment served
to prove one of the pillars of the Lt Cav Concept – Peacetime
Military Engagement and demonstrated that Lt Cav is indeed
suited to gaining ground truth atmospherics in a less kinetic
environment. Due to funding it is unlikely that the capability
will be deployed to Bosnia again, but it is highly likely that QDG
will be employed in areas and a role such as this in the future.
On the strength of the LD deployment and experiences this is
something to look forward to.
DGOS
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The Royal Wessex Yeomanry Adjutant
2014 has proved to be the year when the
spotlight has really focused in on the nation’s
Reserve Forces. This has been both good and
bad, providing units the opportunity to exploit
the favourable conditions, namely Op FORTIFY;
yet at the same time, understandably, being
scrutinised as they have never been before
in order to enforce the focus that comes with
being on the Army’s main effort (outside of
operations of course).

from the regular army) which is unlikely to be
sustainable.

At RWxY we have been working hard to develop
our recruiting and retention strategy. From a
unique Regimental Journal, more akin to a glossy
magazine you find in WH Smiths with a pull out
employers/networking directory specifically
aimed at advertising the benefits of being a
reserve soldier, to advertising the Regiment on
petrol pumps in Gloucestershire with the notThroughout 2014 there has been one overriding
cringy-at-all catchphrase of “How would you
theme; recruiting and increasing the strength
like to fill up a different kind of tank?”. The men
of the Army Reserve. This effort has been
and women of RWxY have come up with some
supported by the regular regiments through Op
superb and effective ideas (and some truly mad
FORTIFY, which in the Royal Wessex Yeomanry’s
ones) that have seen our numbers swell. Many
(RWxY) case means working closely with our
of these ideas are now being shared amongst
paired regiments QRH, KRH and RTR to go out
the Army Reserve, but should also be shared
The Army turned back the clock
and actively recruit new reserve soldiers. Driven
with the Regular Regiments. I mentioned the
in its effort to attract TA recruits
from the ministerial level, this has really raised
unique way RWxY used Facebook last year and
the pressure on all reserve units where regular staff manpower
this has continued to evolve, our last advertising campaign “hit”
is limited and the reserve manpower is clearly voluntary and
over 250,000 men of recruiting age in the South West, far more
part time. Unlike the regular units and despite a contract that
effective than standing on a street corner in town centre although
was supposed to alleviate the requirement, reserve units are
both methods tend to complement one another by sowing the
now (again) directly responsible for recruiting their soldiers and
seed of thought in the potential recruit.
officers; with units held to account if they are undermanned.
With numbers of recruits lagging not only in the reserve but
RWxY is currently 125% manned and pushing toward 150%
also, and perhaps more significantly for the RAC and QDG,
and under direct orders to “supercharge” recruiting. This
the regulars, it is clear that a new approach to recruiting was/
creates challenges with our ORBAT, but with focus on recruiting
is required across the board. Many of the problems relating
we have to take a bit of risk and if the end result is an increased
to reserves recruiting, well documented in the press, have
establishment (a strong possibility for those successful Army
been addressed; but challenges remain and unless recruiting
Reserve units) then this must only be seen as a positive step.
is approached in a more intelligent, even manoeuvrist way, we
The RWxY is in a better position than many, with the unique
will struggle to maintain momentum without use of significant
selling point of working on the Challenger 2 Main Battle Tank
additional resource ( in the form of further Op FORTIFY support
and an improving recruit catchment area with the establishment

RWxY and mascot on parade

RWxY on Ex SNOW FOX

RWxY
Challenger 2
gunner firing
in BATUS
with KRH
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International Army Reservists with the Colonel in Chief

and inheritance of two new squadron locations (Exeter and
Swindon) from other yeomanry regiments, but the pressure
remains and as iterated by Commander Land Forces, manning
success is the key to survival; with an upcoming defence review,
failure (to recruit) is unlikely to be reinforced.
Outside of the recruiting battle, 2014 has been a momentous
year for the RWxY with the unification of the Regiment under a
single cap badge and the addition of Y (Swindon) Squadron to
the Regiment’s ORBAT as well as its move to 3 (UK) Division,
as part of the Reaction Force, under Army 2020. This was
all celebrated in style on the 5 Jul 14 at Bovington, where the
Regiment paraded in front of the Royal Honorary Colonel,
HRH The Earl of Wessex, Honorary Colonels past and present,
Patrons, Regimental Associations and friends and families
of the Regiment. Against the odds the weather held out and
the day finished with a regimental friends and families meal
with accompanying entertainment, successfully hosted at the
Bovington Officers’ Mess. It was one of those rare occasions
when RWxY, as a Reserve Regiment spread across the South
West of England actually came together en-mass; with the first
and final rehearsals early on the morning of the parade itself (the
only time those taking part in the parade were guaranteed to be
together!) The drill, purposefully kept simple, was pulled off to an
incredibly high standard, much to the relief of the RSM and I and
even the Regimental mascot (a Dorset Ram called Ramrod Darcy
III) behaved himself for the duration, much to everyone’s surprise.
In mid-October the Regiment hosted the inaugural International
Armoured Reserve Symposium (IARS 14) at the Tank Museum

Colonel in Chief with Capt Mathews
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and RAC Officers’ Mess in Bovington. We demonstrated the art
of the possible to an interested international and UK audience
and examined Armoured Reserves best practice. Delegates
had flown in from across the globe (Australia, USA, Sweden,
Norway, Germany, France, Netherlands, Latvia, South Africa
and Canada) and we were honoured also to host HRH The
Earl of Wessex, the Rt Hon Julian Brazier TD MP (Minister for
the Reserves), Lt Gen James Everard CBE (Commander Land
Forces), Maj Gen Ranald Munro CBE TD (Deputy Commander
Land Forces), Director Combat and several Brigade
Commanders, amongst many other distinguished guests and
friends. Armoured regeneration, training methodologies and
terms and conditions of service remain hot topics and it was
interesting to see how other nations employ their reserve forces
to different effects.
In addition to these unique high profile events, the Regiment
has continued to be a focal point for several other important
visits, these have included the Armed Forces Pay Review
Board, the Adjutant General, Minister for the Reserves, GOC
Support Command and many others, which come as a by
product of being a well thought of Army Reserve unit in the
corridors of Army Headquarters. It is worth noting that in a
recent Parliamentary debate the Royal Wessex Yeomanry was
positively mentioned no less than three times!
Normal work of course continues and with a limited full time staff
the onus is ever more on the reservists to give their time in order
to meet the many waypoints demanded of a modern reserve
regiment. Thankfully with a committed reserve component, the
Regiment continues to grow from strength to strength.
We have also had several ex-QDGs join or start the process to
join the RWxY ranks. These include WO1 “Sparky” Davies and
Cpl John Morgan who are both in the process of joining, both
bringing with them a wealth of experience. Reserves are often
assumed to be life long part time soldiers, but in fact many of
them join off the back of very successful regular careers and
bring an enormous amount of corporate knowledge into the
Regiment, giving it a backbone of knowledge and experience.
Despite being the senior Captain at RWxY, I have two ex-regular
regimental Operations Officers, two ex-Adjutants and an
ex-Squadron Leader, all employed as Troop leaders. There
is real quality within RWxY and the Regiment should not be
underestimated in this respect. It has proved a real learning
organisation, throughout the time I have been here and with the
correct legislative adjustments to the terms and conditions of
service, it is clear that the reserves can provide high quality and
effective en-mass resilience to the Armed Forces when required.
BCJM
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The Royal Yeomanry
Regimental Sergeant Major
I am writing this article with the knowledge that The Royal
Yeomanry are in a good place. We have recently returned from
our Annual Training Period (ATP, formerly summer camp) which
saw the Regiment conduct two weeks on Warcop & Otterburn
training areas. We have worked hard with TSG and now
understand what is expected of us whilst ensuring that they and
the other stakeholders know what they are getting in return.
The Regiment trained to CT level 2 and conducted MATTS,
ranges to ACMT, IBSR qualification and also got 23 HMG
gunners through a full HMG cadre. Once ranges were completed
we deployed with three squadrons and RHQ onto Otterburn
training area which saw us turn out approx 130 vehicles, all green
on JAMES(L) of course. The exercise itself saw the squadrons
conduct framework and assurance patrolling, dismounted
and mounted OPs, finishing with a raid all within a simulated
contemporary environment. The Commanding Officer was
true to his word and he placed a lot of emphasis on Squadron
Leaders taking the reins and running the exercise within a
realistic timeframe. Thus squadrons built their own intelligence
pictures which were then fed into RHQ for analysis. Throughout
this, the enemy were stalwart playing their role to perfection. A
big thank you from The Royal Yeomanry goes to Sgt Hart, Cpl
Symons and the ten QDG Tprs, who showed some encouraging
signs for the future of QDG and RY integrated effort and training.
The Royal Yeomanry are well on their way to achieving its goals
for the A2020 FESC, the key now is retention and ensuring we
keep the training exciting and fun. Future training needs to
match the QDG training cycle, either on a two or three year cycle.
The reservist needs the first and second years to complete his
or her core skills and career courses whilst maintaining a healthy
and happy balance within their squadrons. The next step for
the partnership between the RY and QDG will be to develop
the relationship with employers and local businesses within our
catchment areas. This is a key area for success as the reservist
needs time off from his employer in order to attend drill nights,
training weekends and annual camp.
Overall the last eight months has seen The Royal Yeomanry start
to grow into the Light Cavalry role with only a few hiccups. There
are still drills and skills to work on but that will come with time

Sgt Hart QDG, training RY soldiers on Simunition,
5.56mm Paintballs, it hurts but great fun

QDG, as the enemy, ambushing a RY Patrol

and effort. The partnership with QDG key to this and is also
developing well with me as the RSM, Sgts Bowden and Jones
as PSIs in Telford and Sgt Mitchell at Leicester. All are firmly
embedded in their Sqns and doing a fine job in true blue style.
The Royal Yeomanry thoroughly enjoyed working with the QDG
‘enemy’ and they love me as their RSM, must be a Welsh thing!
Next year will see the RY benefit from the QDG return to the UK.
We will be able to train a lot more closely and on a more regular
basis with Thetford being on both of our doorsteps.
DSJ

Mounted OP at
Warcop training
area, approx height
600 metres

RY soldier dealing with an amputee who was caught in an IED explosion
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Defence Engagement Lessons for Light Cavalry.
The new structure of the British Army as drawn up in ‘Army 2020’
aims to make much more efficient use of the smaller numbers
now available to us. One part, the Reactive Force, will continue
to train for conventional Combined Arms warfare and the other
part, the Adaptive Force, will mix conventional training with a
series of other tasks, one of which is Defence Engagement. It
is in this part that the QDG will shortly find itself, as part of 7th
Infantry Brigade. It is a role that will suit the Regiment well and
holds exciting opportunities for individuals, from the newest
trooper to the Commanding Officer, and formed teams, from a
troop to a battle group.
Defence Engagement takes many forms but the one that QDG
are most likely to be involved in is the training of indigenous
security forces. This may lead to other tasks as well, as part of
what CGS calls the ‘Continuum of Persistent Engagement’. This
envisages UK troops in a training role in an unstable country
also fulfilling the role of deterrence, intervention, stabilisation and
then back to capacity building as the situation may develop. The
flexibility inherent in Light Cavalry forces, with their wide range
of capabilities from soft to hard power, means that they will be
at the top of the list when these jobs are handed out. The role
will be familiar to those within the Regiment who have deployed
as OMLT or similar in Afghanistan – although the threat will be
lower they will be more isolated. I believe that we will thrive in
this role as there are many skills that overlap across Defence
Engagement, Light Cavalry and reconnaissance.
There are four main factors that will play to our strengths. As
recce soldiers, we are used to operating independently and
at reach. The crew commander is often far from his squadron
headquarters, let alone the rest of the battle group or brigade.
He will have to be aware of a 360° threat, maintain a low profile
and deal with considerable logistical challenges, all on top of
the demands of completing his actual mission. This is similar for
the soldier who is running a patrols course in the middle of the
bush for an African border control force, or a sniper cadre in the
Middle East. There is a great deal of trust invested in a low level
of command.
This brings me to the second factor. Groups deployed in Defence
Engagement roles are often the only British Forces on the
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ground and therefore have a strategic weight that far exceeds
their normal influence. Their actions will have implications for the
reputation of the UK in both the eyes of the local population and
the world media. Emerging nations embrace social media even
more enthusiastically than the Western world and news travels
fast, domestically and internationally. This makes situational
awareness key. Just like the recce soldier, the Defence
Engagement soldier must have a good understanding of his part
in the wider circumstances, enabling him not only to avoid those
mistakes which may have disproportionate consequences but
also to brief high levels of command.
The third factor relates to working with indigenous forces, be it
training or operationally. Cavalry soldiers typically have a lively
mind-set, combining confidence, intelligence, imagination and
creativity, which is essential for operating successfully in a wide
range of situations that call for both orthodox and unorthodox
solutions. They also need to work with many other parts of the
Armed Forces, be they Artillery, Engineers, Marines or Tornado
pilots. This flexibility of thought is a prerequisite for Defence
Engagement where a soldier will have to adapt to ever-changing
circumstances within a completely foreign way of operating.
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Related to this, the fourth factor is that of operating amongst
a foreign civilian population. Here, an awareness of one’s
surroundings is not only essential for personal protection but
useful for intelligence gathering. This applies equally whether
hard up against the Iron Curtain or driving through a market
in the Sahara, and draws upon the elements of cultural and
situational awareness, patience and instinct that are a must for
these kinds of projects.
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Defence Engagement offers many opportunities for the Light
Cavalry but it must not be underestimated as a challenge.
As well as finely honed ‘soft skills’ it requires a high level
of excellence in conventional hard skills, both for personal
protection and for credibility with the training audience (and
Host Nation government). The essential thing is to be able to
practise the basics at a high level, and the people to do that in
a DE environment need to be tough, skilled, intelligent soldiers –
which, of course, is what every QDG strives to be.
DCMH

4th Regiment Royal Artillery
Tactical Air Control Party
Since June 2014 I have been posted to 4th Regiment Royal
Artillery in the depths of North Yorkshire. My role here is Officer
Commanding the Tactical Air Party (OC TACP), since, under
Army 2020, the RAC now owns a liability in the RA, who, in turn
own the Army’s TACPs. The transition to working alongside
an Artillery Regiment has been surprisingly smooth. There are
some very stark differences in the way the Cavalry and the
Artillery do business, but 4th Regt RA is a friendly and fit one,
who have made me and the other cavalry attachments feel
welcome.
From June it was a slow start as I was new in post and
unqualified. Therefore I shadowed the other OC TACP (there are
two TACPs within the Adaptable Force regiments and four in the
Reaction Force regiments) and I deployed on my first ever FAC
exercise. Having witnessed WO2 ‘Sub’ Thomas, Capt Charlie
‘Hans’ Martel and Capt Charlie Robinson, during his tenure, all
cutting their own detail and enjoying long “exercises” just down
the road from Las Vegas; I was to be sadly disappointed with
a week at RAF Spadeadam in Cumbria. This was my first real
exposure to the FAC world and, to be honest, much of it was
unintelligible to me. Not only is the VP remarkably different, but
bearings are all in degrees and imperial measurements are used!
In August I started my FAC training proper. Prior to being
accepted for FAC training, the Joint Forward Air Controlling
Standardisation Unit (JFACTSU) conduct a one day prescreening to assess suitability. The course then runs for seven
weeks and the instructors take the students from basic theory
into controlling very quickly, with long days on the hills starting
towards the end of the first week. The course is by no means
a walk in the park and, despite the pre-screening, five people
out of eighteen either dropped out or failed. The course is also

Two days into his posting and the
gunners find a novel way of preventing
Capt Jackson from speaking
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As Capt Jackson furiously searched
for MiGs, the pilot explained that
they had not actually taken off yet

RAF recruitment had hit a new low

hardly glamorous, with several long days spent in simulators
if the weather is unsuitable for flying and days of theory with
three tests throughout the course; however there are perks,
with flights in a Hawk jet and, while conducting ‘hot controls’
(dropping live bombs) at Donna Nook Ranges in Lancashire, a
few nights in a very pleasant spa hotel.
As I write this I am a week back from completing the course
and now looking forward to the two week TACP Commanders
Course also with JFACTSU, following which 4th Regt RA have
four separate exercises in Kenya on which a TACP is required,
so I may get a little travelling in after all!
RJHJ

Everyone was relieved that the plane was not armed on this occasion
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Army Training Centre (Pirbright)
Initial Soldier Training
As I unpacked my kit in my new room at Army Training Centre
(Pirbright) (ATC(P)) I felt an odd mix of emotions. I felt saddened
at the thought that my heady days as a QDG Troop Leader had
come to an end so soon, but also excitement that I was soon
to take 40 odd recruits through their first 98 days in the Army. If
their first weeks were going to be anything like mine had been, it
was going to be an entertaining time at the very least.
ATC(P) is made up of three Regiments: 1 ATR (Army Training
Regiment), 2 ATR and HQ Regiment. All are responsible for
all Phase 1 initial soldier training here at Pirbright, for soldiers
destined for all arms and services less the infantry. The goal
is to teach the Common Military Syllabus and instil the values
and standards that will act as the bedrock to the recruits’ army
careers, in just 14 weeks.
The start really is remarkably similar to that at any initial training
establishment through the ages: families waving goodbye to
young men and women as the staff, looking the part in their
No2s with medals (even me!), take charge of their anxious

looking charges for the first time. The start state at which
recruits arrive varies hugely and there simply is no such thing as
the “average” army joiner. The only overarching characteristics
are that they are young(ish), well motivated and from Britain or
the Commonwealth. The shock of capture, the lack of sleep, kit
inspections, press ups and boiler suits all feel rather familiar. The
usual anxieties of a new life soon give way to the camaraderie
and humour that makes ours such a rewarding career. We live in
shiny new troop lines and training is progressive but relentless.
Weekends are often given over to either a battlefield study in
Belgium, adventurous training in Brecon, exercise on Barossa
or the assault course. The recruits’ ability to entertain is limitless
(“Sir, I was on stag and I have lost my trousers”) and the staff are
amongst the best the Army has to offer. After only 14 weeks my
first troop, Desbrisay’s, have passed off. The training team have
a few weeks to gather themselves and catch their breath before
we start it all over again.
HDGP

Lt Paine was always first to the cookhouse

Mounting guard at Pirbright

Beirut Remembered 30 Years On
A and C Sqns QDG departed Carver Barracks in 1983 to be
part of the British contingent of the Multinational Force in Beirut,
Lebanon; the other contingents being French, American and
Italian.
Operation HYPERION was launched with C Sqn first to deploy as
main force known as BRITFORLEB in January 1983. Those early
days saw the squadron carry out their role in a very professional
manner, mounted in ferret scout cars. The squadron did have
one CVR(T) Scimitar and every now and again it was taken out
on patrol for display and sales purposes in and around the war
torn streets of the city. (Sadly Bung Thomas and Yoko Morris
never got the asking price; though rumour has it that Twiggy
Thomas sold it 4 times over).

Harry Cragg at the USMC Beirut Memorial
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The bombed out hotel that was home was in the Hadath area
and very vulnerable. So the squadron set to work fortifying
it with sand bags, filling every gap and space for protection.
The Royal Engineers were brought in to fabricate a strong
anti-missile fence. Approximately 110 personnel made up
the BRITFORLEB and in between fire fights, patrols and other
incidents the squadron took the little time off they earned and
would go up to Byblos to see the sights and relax on the beach.
The job was not too hard but was certainly different to what
everyone were used to.
The Israeli Defence Force (IDF) was camped very close to the
squadron’s base; in a place aptly named the Alamo. With an
IDF position in such close proximity it was inevitable that they

QDG Ferret in Beirut

BRITFORLEB Base in the Hadath district of Beirut
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would draw fire and this made things
“hotter” for us as a consequence.
Although the biggest incident to
occur during C Sqn’s tour was the
bombing of the American Embassy
on 18 Apr, which killed 63 people.
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of the Beirut Veterans of America;
which also includes a number of our
French allies. Now 30 years on I have
had the privilege, along with my wife
Sally and son Matt, of attending the
30th Anniversary Reunion in North
Carolina at the USMC base. I went to
the Memorial Wall to read the names
and seek some kind of comfort for
the moments and memories I have.
I have visited the Memorial Wall on
several occasions and for me it has
always been the 6am candle light vigil
that I have found the most poignant
and uplifting of experiences. We
were treated brilliantly and made so
very welcome and I was honoured
to present flowers at the wall on
behalf of the Regiment. These were
specially placed at the feet of the
statue; evening rain poured down
but the flowers still stood proud the
next day. I was greeted as a ‘brother’
and attended all ceremonies and
functions. I met some wonderful
people who called us heroes and
could not thank us enough for our
service; I explained that everyone
was a hero in those few dark days.

July saw C Squadron hand over to
A Sqn; nothing really changed other
than the colour of the ferrets which
switched from green to sand.
The US Marines occupied the nearby
university buildings which came under
attack regularly, but one evening in
early October saw the worst attack
yet and a convoy of Ferrets was sent
to assist the Marines in extracting
from the building.

Of the whole tour, in my eyes it was
23 Oct 83 that became the darkest
day. It was a Sunday and just after
0620hrs that a truck bomb was
detonated at the USMC Battalion
Landing Team (BLT) building by the
airport. This levelled the four floors
killing 241 sleeping troops. A Sqn
The USMC statue commemorating the 241 US
were at hand instantly to assist in
Marines killed in Beirut on 23 October 1983
helping the fallen. I recall the sight as
I came through that gate as devastating to say the least. It
For those who remember Col Geraghty USMC, I was fortunate
was eerie also as I had, like many other QDGs, frequented the
to meet him again and he once again was full of praise for the
base to use the PX and play the odd game of cards or drink in
regiment. Proudly wearing my veterans waistcoat and beret
Brannigan’s bar or steal (long term borrow) bits from the motor
over the four day event, I met people from all walks of life in
pool. (All my secrets are coming out). I used to scrounge cots
shops and on the streets. They stopped me to shake my hand
and swap rations and other gear, so I had made some good
and thank me for my service, shops displayed Beirut Veterans
friends there too. Guys we had come to know for that short
Day posters and even youngsters (not yet born in 1983) came
while were now gone, the same guys who had come to our
up to give us praise. The whole four days were amazing and
base to use the phones to call home. Now that building was
I shall certainly be returning. I enter this note of remembrance
just a pile of rubble and we were trying to dig out our friends.
so we shall not ourselves forget Beirut and all that happened.
By Wednesday the majority of the bodies and body parts had
Also, in the hope that the UK Beirut veterans might decide to get
been recovered from the BLT and all recovery efforts had ended
together in five years time or so (35 years on) or better still make
by the Friday. These memories are still with some of us and will
the effort to go State-side.
remain for life.
Although potential attendees should be warned that this would
Since leaving Beirut, BRITFORLEB veterans have only once had
not be like any RCA function you have ever attended!
a reunion. It was after 25 years, and was a small gathering in
HC
Chester. A few regimental members and I have, for some years
now, remained in touch with our USMC friends and are members

Elizabeth, Empress of Austria
Captain Donald Swan, who served in
the Regiment in Wolfenbüttel, Aden and
Omagh in the sixties, has sent us some
information about Elizabeth, Empress of
Austria and wife of our one-time Colonelin-Chief, Emperor Franz Josef.
Two years ago, staff at the kennels of
the Ward Union Hunt in Co. Meath had
to move a large wardrobe in their tack
room and revealed behind it a very dusty
but obviously important portrait of a fine
looking lady on horseback. After a good
clean and research into its provenance
the picture was identified as an original
oil painting by Wilhelm Richter, a wellknown 19th century Austrian portrait
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Empress Elizabeth, wife to Emperor
Franz Josef of Austria, Colonel-in-Chief of
1st King’s Dragoon Guards 1896 to 1914

A painting of the Empress Elizabeth
held in the Officers’ Mess
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artist, depicting the Empress Elizabeth
of Austria seated on a bay mare called
Domino, out hunting in Co. Meath.
One of Europe’s most glamorous royals
of the time, Elizabeth or “Sisi” to her family
and friends was renowned for her looks
and style. She weighed, apparently,
under 8 stone and her waist measured
but 19 inches. It is recorded that her
beauty regime involved “facials” of
crushed strawberries and the application
of specially prepared creams made of

ground slugs, lard, marshmallow roots
and crushed frankincense. She often
wore star-shaped diamond and pearl
encrusted jewels in her long, chestnut
coloured hair which, reputedly, she
frequently washed with a shampoo
consisting of cognac and egg yolks.
The
Empress,
an
accomplished
horsewoman who loved to escape
the confines of the Court in Vienna, is
known to have visited Ireland to hunt
with the Ward Union in 1879 and 1880

and she presented the Hunt with the
picture (copy of which is shown below)
as a “thank you” for their hospitality. The
painting now hangs in the rooms of the
Royal Dublin Society.
Sadly
Elizabeth
died
in
1898,
assassinated by a deranged anarchist
in Geneva, who stabbed her fatally as
she waited to board a steamship to
Montreux.
CHB

A Cretan Adventure

Too cool for school, Hoey finds an eagle

Capt Hoey tries spelunking

Mount Ida
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for Cairo they had to cross the island while evading the German
troops who were turned out in force to try to re-capture their
chief. Charlie and I decided we would follow their route.
While the coast of Crete, especially in the north, has seen a lot
of construction and prosperity typified by high-rise hotels and
all-inclusive tourist compounds, its mountainous centre remains
relatively undeveloped and the tiny rural villages are remote and
sometimes desperately poor. The traditional occupations of
farming olives and goats have been supplemented at times with
the cultivation of marijuana and there are areas that have always
had a tenuous relationship with the law. However, it was these
places, with their tough men used to handling weapons and
fighting against the odds, that provided some of the fiercest
resistance during the War and it was them who took the
captured General to his pick up point on the south coast, often
under the noses of the occupiers and always with certainty that
retribution would be visited on their families and villages. Their
hospitality for the British then was reflected on our trip, with
much friendliness and generosity. The very first time we asked
the way in a village, we were called back and great handfuls
of freshly baked biscuits heaped upon us. From then on we
were never hungry and even had to be wary not to abuse the
kindness of those who could not really afford it.
The walk itself was a delight. In spring the high pastures become
carpeted with wild flowers and there was barely a corner turned
without the jangling of goats’ bells or the discovery of a tiny
shrine to some long-forgotten saint. When cresting ridges, the
agricultural land and coast could be glimpsed far below. The
one really demanding day was summiting Mt Ida, at 2456m
the highest peak on Crete (this was a diversion from the Kreipe
route). The weather was worse than we would have hoped for
and the last 600m of ascent was in snow. However, it cleared
up as we approached the tiny chapel perched implausibly on
the summit and the view was well worth the slog. The next few
days took us through the luscious valley of Amari, so beautiful
it was nicknamed ‘The Land of the Lotus-Eaters’ by the British
agents. We finished off with a few days on the coast and,
footsore and sunburnt, were glad to hire a car to drive back to
our starting point, visiting the ancient Phoenician city of Retimo
and the Minoan ruins at Knossos on the way. Mere hours before

The perfect place for a rest

flying back, we heard that there was to be a small ceremony at
the abduction site (now an incongruous road junction marked
with a memorial) to celebrate the 70th anniversary of the feat.
We were lucky to be asked to attend and could just squeeze it
in before rushing to the airport. Prayers were said and wreaths
were laid by British and Cretans. The kidnapping has always
divided opinion between those who celebrated it as a great feat
and those who saw it as provoking horrendous revenge from
the occupiers, who murdered many and burned villages to the
ground. Whatever the truth, it cannot be denied that it gave a
great fillip to morale during a dark period. I am happy to report
that the friendship developed between the Cretan and British
people is still firmly alive today.
DCMH

Raqqa, August 1945
It was unthinkable to those KDGs who were posted to the
remote village of Raqqa, on the North Bank of the Euphrates
River in Syria, that in 2014 the place, now a City with over
220,000 inhabitants, would be seized by the ISIL Jihadists as a
base for their barbaric operations.

Maurice explained to me that as all of his soldiers were battle
hardened, I would have to serve as the Troop Sergeant, until he
was satisfied that I was ready to command.

Thanks to Donald Hay, the Officer Commanding the Armoured
Car Squadron at the Old College at Sandhurst, I was introduced
to the Colonel of the KDG at a clandestine meeting in a wood
outside Sandhurst, where I was able to confirm that I had both
ridden and hunted on horseback, before being ‘passed’ fit to
serve with the Regiment for six months.

This was a blessing because the Squadron was equipped with
American Staghound Armoured Cars which had not featured
in my training. Soon we were posted to Raqqa and spent the
night in Aleppo, which gave me plenty of experience in driving
and maintenance duties. The Squadron occupied hutted
accommodation on the South Bank of the River, beside a
substantial bridge that could take the weight of our vehicles. It
was the only safe crossing for many miles in each direction. The
role we were given was to visit as many of the tribes based in the
open country between the Euphrates and the Turkish frontier,
showing the Union Flag and assuring them that the French Army
was indeed moving out of the country which, in future, would be
governed from Damascus.

On arrival at Regimental HQ, housed in a seaside Hotel South
of Beirut, I learnt of the many exciting previous exploits in Italy
and Greece. I was then sent to join B Squadron who were
located in Tripoli, waiting for orders to move into Northern Syria.

Each troop was given a specific area to patrol. We each took
an Armenian interpreter who would guide us as to the etiquette
expected from visitors. We had to be patient, asking about
their conditions and making conversation, before getting to the

But for one new, young officer, attached to B Squadron, under
command of Maurice Knapp, it was the place where my
Sandhurst training was put to the test by battle hardened troops
before being allowed to take over as 5th Troop Leader.
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business on our agenda. Once we had spotted an encampment,
we would turn off and wait for the interpreter to confirm we were
welcome and could enter the chief’s tent to enjoy his ‘bitter’
coffee. Three cupfuls were normally taken before we could even
start to explain why we had come. Thankfully the tribes in that
area were at peace with one another, and indeed remained so
until the recent arrival of the Jihadists.
The very hot August weather gave us two problems each day.
The first was the lack of cool drinking water. The metal cans
fitted to the armoured cars became so hot by mid morning
that you could only realistically drink tea. Some kind Arabs
solved that problem by bringing us a supply of goat skins. They
demonstrated how the skins allowed the water to slowly seep
out and evaporate in the air flow produced as we drove, keeping
the water cool enough to drink throughout the day. We were
very thankful and tied them to the Staghounds.
The second problem was the ‘Dust Devils’, small swirling
sand columns, which developed by mid morning, and meant
our drivers had to be ready to swerve past them, accelerate
or stop quickly to let them pass without smothering the cars
and everyone and everything inside. The Staghounds were not
designed for soft sand, but fortunately most of the patrols were
over hard baked sand tracks. A third problem, during overnight
halts away from base, were the scorpions. We soon learnt
that before putting our shoes or boots on after a night’s sleep
we had to bang them sharply on the ground to dislodge any
scorpion that had found a cosy ‘bed’ for the night.
While at base, I was taken out on tactical exercises to test
how I would react to various situations. Thankfully it was not
long before my Troop Sergeant confirmed that I was indeed
fit to formally take over command 5th Troop. I was blessed
with a professional team of men who cared for one another
and kept me from making mistakes. Before leaving Raqqa for
Damascus, and subsequent withdrawal to Palestine, we went
on patrol with a Government official who was carrying a metal
rod with a small cup near the base. After we had stopped at
an encampment and tasted the coffee, he stood up and started
to prod the ground. He then asked us to stand up while he
ordered the carpet we’d been sitting on to be removed. His
prod soon produced a grain of corn. He then asked for a spade
and soon revealed we had been sitting on a large grain cache
which had not been declared. The visit ended with the chief
unfortunately being arrested.
Until the end of August it had been the Fast of Ramadan.
Although many of us were non smokers, we had to carry
cigarettes as gifts to our hosts. They were gratefully accepted
and placed behind their ears to be smoked after sunset. Later
when they held a feast to celebrate the end of Ramadan, we
were invited to be the guests of a man who had a sizeable
house. We were sat around an area where a carpet carrying
the cooked sheep would be unfolded shortly. We had been
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warned only to use our right hands when taking food, as the left
hand is used for toiletry purposes and deemed ‘unclean’. After
servants brought in bowls of water for us to wash our hands,
the carpet and its contents were revealed. Maurice Knapp, the
guest of honour, was then offered the delicacy. To the horror of
us sitting near him, he was offered the eye of the sheep. Bravely
he swallowed it whole. We were then invited to eat; relieved we
had not been in his shoes!
Our interpreter had told us that we should not leave a guard
with our cars and their contents, as the rules of hospitality were
such that no one dared to touch our property while we were the
guests of the chief. Thankfully, he was proved correct when we
drove home with everything intact.
Before we left Raqqa the local Police chief brought a squad of
his men to perform a Sword Dance. No one was injured despite
realistic swipes with their swords. The climax came when the
chief ordered one of his men to lie prostrate at his feet. He
then removed a long barrelled Luger Pistol and fired shots in the
ground all round the man’s body. The last shot was meant for
the small space between the man’s head and the chief’s boots.
But instead he shot himself in the lower leg! Fortunately our
Medical Officer was able to deal with his wound, before his men
took him home.
Our ‘Goodbye’ took the form of a firework display. Some bright
spark had planned to load tracer bullets into machine gun belts
and as soon as it was dark, to fire parachute flares up towards
the river and then attempt to shoot them down. The villagers
on the other bank dived for cover when the enthusiast behind
the machine gun failed to stop firing when the undamaged
flare sank near the river water. Thankfully no casualties were
reported and we drove away the next morning.
At one overnight stop en route to Damascus we drew up and
placed the armoured cars in a circle to protect the soft skinned
vehicles and key personnel in the centre. Although guards had
been posted, in the early hours a shout went up and we heard
running feet move away into the dark. At daylight it was clear
that members of 5th Troop had lost two rifles and a Bren Gun.
I was on a troop ship at Port Said, bound for the UK, when I
was ordered to disembark to be a witness at a court martial
in Jerusalem. I received a barrage of cat-calls as I went back
to shore with my kit. But it meant I missed one of the coldest
winters the UK had experienced.
The Prosecuting Officer failed to brief me as to which man had
lost which weapon. The case was dismissed after I chose the
wrong weapon for the man who’d lost the Bren Gun. Relief all
round!
DKE
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Lieutenant Colonel Sir
Francis Younghusband,
1st King’s Dragoon Guards
Lieutenant Colonel Sir Francis Younghusband was one of the
most distinguished and most unusual of the Regiment’s officers.
He was born in May 1863 in India as part of a British military
family. During his very varied and long life he was a soldier,
explorer, diplomat, author, mystic, guru and spy. The story of
his life is reminiscent of a George MacDonald Fraser Flashman
book and deserves publication, starting here with a chronology
of events.
1867 Taken into the care of two austere and strictly religious
aunts in England
1876 Went to Clifton College where he excelled at sport –
particularly athletics.
1882 Commissioned into the KDG. Posted to India.
1886-87 First major exploration. Visited the Chinese frontier
areas and surveyed the Changbal mountains. On leave for two
years during which Younghusband became one of the first white
people to cross the Gobi desert and he also pioneered a route
from Kashgar to India through the (then)
uncharted Mustagh Pass. For these
achievements he was later awarded
The Royal Geographical Society’s
Gold Medal and elected their youngest
member.
1889
Accepted into the Foreign
Service of the British India Government
and became a de facto player in the
‘Great Game’. This was a diplomatic
game of cat and mouse, lasting
a number of decades, played out
between Russia and Great Britain in
the territories bordering Northern India.
Younghusband’s uncle Robert Shaw
was one of a number of courageous
and daring British Officers who
disguised themselves as natives in
order to move more freely across the
frontiers to gain intelligence.
1889
Famous incident when
Younghusband met his Russian
counterpart in the Great Game, Captain
Bronislav Gromchevsky, at the Yarkand
River. They had dinner together and
mutually admired the skills of the
Cossack horsemen and the rifle drill
of Younghusband’s Ghurkha escort.
Following this meeting Younghusband
continued towards Tibet, exploring
Karakoram and eventually forging
a crossing of the treacherous,
unexplored Saltoro Pass.
1890 Transferred to the Indian (British)
Political Service on secondment from
the British Army. During this period
he wrote a book called Kashmir which
described his deep admiration for the
beauty of the area and told of a number
of mystical experiences he had in the
mountains.
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1891 On expedition
in
the
Pamir
Younghusband strayed
(deliberately?)
into
territory the Russians
considered
to
be
theirs. He was arrested
and told to leave,
creating a considerable
diplomatic incident.
1895 Covered the
The perfect place for a rest
relief of Chitral for The
Times
newspaper.
Met George Curzon who was later to be Viceroy of India in
what proved to be a seminal meeting. Their friendship lasted
many years and was based on a mutual belief in the British
Empire. Younghusband admired Curzon’s vision, hard work
and diplomatic skills while Curzon valued Younghusband’s
endurance, physical stamina and willingness to take risk.
1897 Engaged to Helen Magniac
(a
well-connected
heiress)
on
a
strictly
no-sex-before-death
basis. Younghusband’s biographer
commented. “It was a strange match.
She was fatter, taller and older than
he; had a doughy face and no interest
in Asia, mountains or mysticism;
was intensely snobbish, severely
depressed and terrified by the thought
of intimacy.”
1902-1904 Major Younghusband
appointed as British Commissioner
in Tibet by Curzon. Birth of Eileen
(Younghusband’s only surviving child)
who later became a prominent social
worker and left-wing activist.
1903-1904
Rumours abounded
of possible Russian expansion into
the Hindu Kush and Northern Tibet.
Backed by Curzon Younghusband led
a military expedition using unmapped
tracks over the Himalaya mountains
into Tibet. Reached the ‘forbidden’
city of Lhasa, the Tibetan capital.
During this campaign the massacre of
a group of poorly armed Tibetans took
place. The campaign eventually ended
after a long period of negotiation which
resulted in nominal control of Tibet by
the British as well as the opening up of
Tibet to western trade.
1904 A year in which Younghusband
was both awarded a knighthood and
officially reprimanded for actions in the
same campaign!
1906-10 Younghusband appointed
British representative in Kashmir, a
post he much enjoyed despite its many
ceremonial duties.
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1908 Promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel.
During his time in India Younghusband
not only surveyed the Brahmaputra
but also led three attempts to scale Mt
Everest.
1910
Returned to England and
became involved in the 1910 elections.
Met a number of philosophers as
he increasingly turned away from
conventional religion towards a more
mystical approach.
1911 Serious car accident which
nearly killed him and left him injured
for nine months. Used the experience
to write Within an heretical, mystical
exploration which alienated some
friends.
1915 Founded the ‘Fight for Right’
campaign which viewed WW1 as a
Holy War with a spiritual dimensions
and which inspired William Blake’s
Jerusalem to be set to music.
1919
President of the Royal
Geographical Society, a post he held
for some years. During his tenure he
instigated three Everest expeditions –
actively encouraging George Mallory
and others to attempt the first ascent.
1921-37 The Younghusbands live in
Westerham, Kent.
Younghusband
travelled a great deal, including a
lecture trip to the USA, but was not
accompanied by his wife. During his
lifetime Younghusband founded, or
helped to found, over ten societies of
which three currently exist. RADIUS
(1924) still uses theatre to promote
religion while The Royal Society
for Asian Affairs (1901) is a learned
body dedicated to the study of Asian
affairs. The third extant body – The
World Council
of Faiths (WCF) – has recently helped towards the cost of
renovating Younghusband’s gravestone, in the churchyard at
Lytchett Matravers.

awarded the title “Lion of Enterprise”
by the College of Pundits, which meant
a great deal to him. However on return
to England he suffered a serious
heart-attack. He survived another five
years during which he wrote his most
amusing book (Wedding); founded
his most enduring Society (WCF) and
engaged in a passionate and startling
love affair with Madeline Lady Lees.
1942
Younghusband died aged
seventy-nine, at the home of Lady
Lees in Dorset.
All his life Francis Younghusband was
influenced by his experiences in the
mountains of Northern India and this
developed into a mystical idealism
which was present at all times and led
him to crusade for world-wide religious
unity. He started as an Evangelical
Christian; went on to Tolstoyan
simplicity; experienced visions; toyed
with telepathy and eventually became
what the French call “a premature
hippy”. Bertrand Russell called his
beliefs a form of ‘religious atheism’.
All in all Younghusband wrote twentysix books and founded or belonged
to numerous Societies. However the
measure of the man surely lies not just
in his publications or his achievements
or his honours, but in his sense of duty
to Empire, his beliefs and his appetite
for risk and adventure. Here was truly
great individual who started his adult life
in what is now our Regiment and who
achieved considerable success in an
unusually wide range of activities. He
could endure hardship; keep going
when everyone else was flagging;
embrace causes with a passion and
throughout his life was willing to change
his views. A true light cavalryman.
AW
Photographs courtesy of Henry Aldridge and Son

1937 Sailed to India to represent the League of Nations. While
on this trip Younghusband became the first European to be
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First to Fall Remembered at
St Mary’s Church Bramshott
As part of the nationwide commemorations this week,
Bramshott’s St Mary’s Church held a special service of
commemoration for all fallen parishioners who made the ultimate
sacrifice during the First World War.

In the fighting that followed, no less than three Victoria Crosses,
one Distinguished Service Order and seven Mentioned in
Dispatches were awarded, confirming the ferociousness of the
fighting which took place in the misty fields of France that day.

Particular emphasis was given to the first soldier from the parish
to lose his life in this “war to end all wars.” He was Harry Frank
Richardson, who was involved in an action which took place
in the region of Néry, a few miles to the north east of Paris, on
September 1, 1914. Harry was serving with the 2nd Dragoon
Guards (Queen’s Bays) when they came under attack from the
advancing German army in the early hours, his full story is also
published in this Journal.

On Sunday, 10th August, a service of commemoration took
place at St Mary’s Church. Afterwards a wreath was laid by Lt
Col (Retd) JM Jack on behalf of the local British Legion branch
in honour of Harry Richardson, the first casualty from the village,
and of the many others who died between 1914 and 1918.
Parishioners were invited to attend the commemoration to
ensure the men’s memories would live on as a mark of respect
for all that they sacrificed – and for all that we hold dear today.
JMJ

Lt Col Jimmy Jack lays a Bays wreath to honour Bramshott’s WW1 fallen

Pte Harry Richardson of the Bays is remembered
at Bramshott’s St Mary’s Church

Private Harry Frank Richardson,
2nd Dragoon Guards (Queen’s Bays)
Although not originally a native of the parish of Bramshott, Harry
Frank Richardson has the notable distinction of being the first
man associated with the community to lose his life in First World
War.
To trace Harry’s heritage we have to travel to the town of St.
Neots in the historic county of Huntingdonshire. It is here that
his father was born around 1853 and where he would grow
up, eventually finding work in the nearby paper mill as a paper
maker. It was whilst he was here that James Richardson would
meet and marry the 19 year old Sarah Sawyer the daughter of
an agricultural labourer and whose mother was employed in the
delicate industry of Lace making, which was very fashionable
at the time. Sarah had been born in the nearby village of
Eynesbury and the couple were married in the summer of 1873.
Once married James and Sarah set up home in St. Neots where,
according to the 1881 census they were living at Huntingdon
Street and had started a family which consisted of two sons and
a daughter. They would go on to have two more sons before
eventually leaving the area.
By the time of the census on 1891 James had moved his family
from St. Neots to the village of Laverstoke in Hampshire. We
cannot presume why he left St. Neots but it may have been for
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promotion. He was still employed as a paper maker at the local
paper mill and they had found accommodation at 5 Micheldever
Road. This particular mill at Laverstoke had the privilege of
manufacturing the paper used by the Bank of England and it
did so well into the 20th Century. It was whilst the couple were
living here that they would have another child. This would be
another boy whom they named Harry Frank.
A further move was to follow at some point between 1893 and
1901, as by then we find the family living at an address by the
name of Freefolk Cottages in Whitchurch, Hampshire. James
was still working in the paper manufacturing industry but in
addition, we also know that his eldest son, again named James,
had also followed his father into this line of work. Whitchurch
was only four miles from Laverstoke so the two men would have
been still working at the same mill as before.
Harry was still at school during this period but his future would
not lie at the Mill but in the military. We do not have any record of
an exact date when Harry joined the army but we do know that
by 1911 he would have been aged 18 and was already a Private
in the 2nd Dragoon Guards. We also know by this time that
Harry’s family had moved once more and were now established
in Bramshott parish where they lived at East View, Passfield.
This was a detached cottage set back from the main road and
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overlooking the common towards Conford. This further move
had come about as a result of Harry’s father, James, gaining the
position of paper mill manager at the Passfield Paper Mill.
In 1911 Harry was based at “Wellington Lines” in Aldershot,
a major garrison town at the time which consisted of a large
number of Barracks or “Lines.” Wellington Lines were the first
permanent such barracks to be built in the town.
It was from here that Harry would first be mobilized for war when
on the 3rd August 1914 the Aldershot Command would receive
orders, two days ahead of the rest of the country, to prepare for
service overseas. This had not come as a surprise to the soldiers
stationed there as all leave had been stopped the previous week
and there had already been preparatory measures put in place.
The regiment was now under the command of Lieutenant
Colonel H.W. Wilberforce and they would be joined by the 5th
Dragoon Guards and the 11th Hussars in order to make up the
1st Cavalry Brigade, under the command of Brigadier General
C.J. Briggs. In turn this Brigade would form part of the larger
Cavalry Division commanded by General Allenby. The area that
was then the Aldershot Cavalry Barracks is now occupied by
the Tesco supermarket but the original gateway can still be seen
facing Farnborough Road.
The regular soldiers would soon be joined by reservists, who
had been recalled to the Colours in order to put the Regiment
on a war footing. This was completed over a period of 24 hours
and would make up 36% of the Regiment’s strength.
Amongst these men were experienced NCOs who had seen
active service in South Africa during the Boer War. These men
would provide a wealth of experience for the young Troopers
about to face the German Army. By 10 August full mobilisation
was complete and the men were paid a visit by King George V
and Queen Mary the following day in order to inspect them and
wish them good fortune in the month ahead.
On the evening of 14 August 1914 the men of The 2nd Dragoon
Guards rode through the same gates that still remain today
and made their way to Farnborough railway station in order
to entrain for Southampton. Here the men embarked on the
S.S. Minneapolis and left British shores on 16 August. They
would arrive in Le Havre later that evening but would remain
on board overnight waiting until the next morning before they
disembarked in the pouring rain. The soldiers left Le Havre by
train, accommodated in the infamous French “box wagons”.
Their journey would be something of a triumphal procession and
the men were welcomed with flag waving and gifts of chocolate,
tobacco and flowers, etc. Unbeknown to the troops at this
point, the triumph would be short lived. The Regiment would
eventually arrive in Maubeuge where they immediately went in to
local billets. At this point they were the most forward positioned
troops of the British Army.
On 21st August the men were ordered to move forward and by
the 23rd they had found themselves at Audregnies. Whilst here
the men cleaned their equipment and took advantage of gaining
a little rest. However the sound of heavy gunfire was none too
far away and resonated throughout the day. That evening the
Commander of the British Expeditionary Force (BEF), Sir John
French, learnt that the French army had begun to retreat. As
the Germans were in greater numbers than had originally been
thought and in light of the danger of his forces being outflanked,
French was left with no option but to give the order for the BEF
to conform with the French and fall back.
Orders were received at 10pm on the 23rd and the horses were
saddled up and ready to move out by 11pm. They were given
the task of holding a line along a railway running from Mons to
Valencienes. It would be after midnight when they arrived and
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were met by a host of civilians and miners employed in the task
of digging trenches for the troops to use.
With dawn, came the unwelcome sight of masses of German
soldiers advancing about a mile to the right of the Regiment’s
position. As the pressure on the cavalrymen increased they
were again given the order to withdrew despite having no direct
contact with the enemy. 24 August would see the men moving
here and there and although they would come under some heavy
shell fire no casualties were sustained. After a very unsettling
day of marching and counter marching, the men finally came to
rest for the night in a field near St. Waast. The following day was
spent providing a rear guard for retreating troops before they
would finally bed down for the night in bivouacs in a field just
south of Le Cateau at 1.30 in the morning. This rest, however,
would be short lived, as the men were woken again at 4 am
on the 26th and told to fall back once more in order to take up
positions around the village of Escaufort. Whilst here the men
again came under heavy shell fire and by 3 pm, the pressure
was such that a further retreat was ordered. This would carry on
throughout a particularly wet and dark night which would cause
some of the squadrons to become separated. However by the
morning of the 27th the majority of them had regrouped and
continued the march through St. Quentin towards Belancourt.
This movement would carry on for the rest of the month with the
Regiment helping to provide cover to the BEF’s flank.
What was to become known as the “retreat from Mons” was
now be in full flow. On 31 August the 2nd Dragoon Guards
finally crossed the river Aisne and took up position with the rest
of the 1st Cavalry Brigade on high ground near the village of
Venitte. Later that evening a decision was made by Brigadier
Briggs to concentrate his Brigade in the village of Néry on the
left bank of the River Oise. Along with “L” Battery of the Royal
Horse Artillery (RHA), the Bays were the last units to enter and
were billeted in the north end of the village with their horses out
in the open.
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The men awoke the next morning to a dense mist which would
delay them in moving off. As a result many of them stood down
and started to cook breakfast. Thirty minutes later at 5am, a
patrol of the 11th Hussars came galloping in to Néry in order
to report that they had been pursued by German Cavalry. The
action that would follow would ultimately see the awarding of
three Victoria Crosses, one Distinguished Service Order, seven
“Mentioned in Dispatches” and one Distinguished Conduct
Medal but also, more poignantly for the parish of Bramshott, it
would also result in the death of Harry Frank Robinson.
Almost immediately after the warning was given, shells began
to fall on the village. The Germans had concentrated their fire
on the horse lines of the Bays and on “L” Battery RHA. It was
targeted with deadly effect causing the surviving horses to
stampede in terror.
With cover from the mist, the Germans had brought their guns
to within 800 yards of Néry but the Bays had managed to
improvise a firing line and the Regiment’s machine gun officer,
Lieutenant Lamb, used the cover of a low wall to bring to bear
two machine guns. The men aimed their fire at the flashes from
the German guns which were still hidden in the mist. Utilising
this covering fire, “L” Battery was able to bring its three guns
into action and started to take on the eight German guns, as
well as a third battery which was shelling the village. Whilst
this was happening two squadrons of the 5th Dragoon Guards
moved out through the mist to the north end of the village in
order to attack the German left flank. Unfortunately they ran
straight into an overwhelming force of enemy cavalry from the
9th Uhlans. In the fighting that followed their Commanding
Officer was mortally wounded and the rest of the squadron was
forced to fall back, fighting all the way. However the mist that
had initially given cover to the Germans also hid the weakness
of the British forces that they were engaging and as a result the
German Cavalry halted.
The 1st Cavalry Brigade had been caught by surprise and at
close quarters by the whole of the German 4th Cavalry Division
who greatly outnumbered them. Fortunately for the British the
Germans were unsure of the strength of the force they were
fighting. This gave the British the chance to improvise further
firing lines and the RHA to bring their 13 pounder guns to bare.
To do this they had to carry ammunition from the gun limber
(which would normally have been beside the gun), across
twenty yards of open field under heavy fire. The Bays’ machine
guns kept on firing even though the cooling water which ran
through the jacket of the gun barrel was now starting to boil.
The guns of “L” Battery were still being pounded by heavy
shell fire and one by one they were knocked out until only a
single gun remained. This last gun was operated by Captain
Bradbury, Battery Sergeant Major Dorrell and Sergeant Nelson
would keep firing until all ammunition was expended. During this
time Captain Bradbury had both legs blown off and would later
die of his injuries.
By now the mist was starting to clear. The German guns were
falling quiet as the British could now clearly see when any German
approached them in order to try to operate them again or hook
them up to pull them away. Every time German soldiers tried
to reach them to bring them back into action, the British would
engage them with Vickers machine guns and every available
rifle in order to stop them in their tracks. Whilst this was going
on a small party of Bays had also managed to occupy a sugar
factory close by as a strong point in order to check the German
advance around that side of the village. They remained there
until all but three of the men were wounded.
At 8 am, after three hours of heavy fighting, help finally arrived in
the form of the 4th Cavalry Brigade. “I” Battery RHA was now
able to bring their guns into action and with the help of continuing
machine gun fire from the Bays the Germans were prevented
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The grave of Pte HF Richardson shared with his Bays
comrade Pte GH Parkhouse in Baron, France

from withdrawing their artillery. As a result of this Major Ing
and his men made their way forward and harnessing the eight
German guns, were able to retrieve them for themselves. These
would be the first guns taken by the BEF in the War.
By 9.45 am the Germans were seen to be withdrawing and the
fighting began to ease. However the cost to the 2nd Dragoon
Guards would be the loss of Lieutenant Champion de Cespigny
along with four other men, one of them being Harry Richardson.
Alongside these deaths, the regiment suffered eight officer
and thirty five men wounded as well as eighty horses being
killed with many of those that stampeded being temporarily or
permanently lost. Such was the ferocity of the fighting it was
recommended that the three men who remained with their gun
were awarded the Victoria Cross (VC). Lieutenant Lamb, the
machine gun officer of the 2nd Dragoons was awarded the
Distinguished Service Order (DSO) and was “Mentioned in
Dispatches” alongside the seven other men from the regiment
who served the machine guns. One of those men, Private
Ellicock also received the Distinguished Conduct Medal (DCM)
for his actions.
By 10 am on 1 September 1914 the action was over and the
British retreat recommenced an hour later. The battlefield had
been cleared and the damaged and captured guns removed.
Only one last task remained and that was to bury Harry alongside
his fallen comrades.
The 2nd Dragoons, alongside the rest of the 1st Cavalry Brigade
once more made their weary way back until they finally reached
the northern outskirts of Paris on the 5th September. The
retreat from Mons was now over and the following day the men
were given orders to advance. How different things were now
to just a short while before when the cavalry men had ridden
proudly out of their Aldershot barracks to the waving of flags
and cheering of crowds. Since arriving on the continent less
than a month previously the 2nd Dragoon Guards (The Queen’s
Bays) had lost seven officers killed or wounded and 23 NCOs
and men. From their initial strength of 527 horses, only 304
remained with only 48 of their 74 draught horses surviving.
Four more years of fighting would lie ahead. Harry Frank
Richardson had been the first casualty but very far from the last.
Harry Frank Richardson
Private 5438
2nd Dragoon Guards (Queen’s Bays)
Died 1 September 1914

AL
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The Regimental
Comrades’ Association
Regimental Home Headquarters
Secretary
Catherine
Angela
Kate
Mr Clive Morris
Mr Mark Evans
2014 has been a relatively quiet year despite the Regiment having
once again deployed on an operational tour of Helmand Province;
it is always a relief to those of us in the RCA when they all get
home safely, with a job well done in good QDG style. During the
tour Mark Ashley-Miller once again organised a Hamper Appeal
through our Virgin Money Giving page to pay for a “comfort
parcel” for each and every member of the Regiment; as is usual
the response from the RCA was outstanding. A big thank you
must go to Mark for such a wonderful effort in not only selecting
the contents of the parcels but enlisting his whole family, including
his Mum, to pack and dispatch them to Afghanistan.

Lt Col (Retd) WR Brace MBE BEM
Subscriptions/General Enquiries
Shop/General Enquiries
Lottery/General Enquiries
Museum Curator
Assistant Museum Curator
on his mobility scooter and has, along the way, been raising
funds for several charities, including the Regimental Benevolent
Fund. In 2009 Mark approached SSAFA for help in getting a
mobility scooter; this was by no means any ordinary mobility
scooter, as he had his eye on a Beamer Tramper, the 4x4 of
the mobility scooter world. SSAFA approached the Regimental

It was also very heartening to see the support that the Regiment
was given by those of us who have served and of course
the general public when they came back to the UK for their
homecoming parades in Wales and the Borders. The service
in Llandaff Cathedral was a particularly poignant reminder to
us all of those comrades we have lost over the ten years of
campaigning in both Iraq and Afghanistan. It says an awful
lot about our Regimental Family when the families of our lost
comrades have asked to become honorary members of the
RCA in order to remain in touch with their loved ones regiment.
A story that has been running throughout 2014 and seems set
to continue for some time to come is that of RCA member Mark
(Izzack) Newton who has been travelling the coast roads of Britain

A good QDG send off for Ted Patalano

Izzack Newton meets the members
of the Regiment at the Tank Museum
during his Bovington stopover from his
Around Britain Mobility Scooter Odyssey
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It has been an interesting year with plenty to keep us busy
at Home Headquarters. One of the highlights for me was to
be invited to the Regiment in November to watch the medals
parade and enjoy the company of my Regiment, one of the
perks of being Regimental Secretary. Next year will no doubt be
interesting with the RCA visit to the Regiment and the Waterloo
200 Dinner here in Cardiff.
WRB

Swiss Tony pulls off his best ever sale

Benevolent Fund which made a contribution towards the overall
cost. A few weeks after receiving his scooter Mark was stopped
by a gentleman who jokingly remarked that “you could go round
Britain on that”, at that point it seems a seed had been planted.
Since that fateful encounter Mark has been on the road and
along with his two cats has travelled over 8,000 miles at 6mph!
During his time on the road he has put over £6,500 into the
Regimental Benevolent Fund through the Virgin Money Giving
page, raising in excess of £8,000 when the Gift Aid is added, a
truly remarkable effort.
Home Headquarters has now become the proud owner of the
last ever CVR(T) Scimitar to be issued to the Regiment, it currently
resides at the side of our offices. To explain, it was gifted by
the MoD as a farewell present for Col Alan Richmond when he
left his last job and meant to go outside of Firing Line in Cardiff
Castle as a gate guardian to sign post the way to the museum.
Unfortunately the authorities had other ideas and said it did not
fit within the context of Cardiff Castle; this we found to be a little
perplexing as they already have two 25 Pounder Field Guns
and a mock up of a mediaeval trebuchet in the castle grounds!
Anyway, I suspect it will eventually find its way to Swanton Morley
and stand proudly outside the Regiment’s new home.

Mansel Snr sells a new B&Q kitchen to a well known address in London

Combined Cavalry Weekend 2014
Officers’ Regimental Dinner
The annual Officers’ Regimental Dinner was held as usual in
the Cavalry and Guards Club on Friday 9th May before the
Cavalry Memorial Parade on the 11th. We were a little low on
numbers this year due to the Regiments training prior to their
deployment on Op HERRICK 20, however, 62 officers both past
and serving sat down to an evening of outstanding food, good
wine and above all excellent company. Due to our low numbers
the Club gave us the newly refurbished Peninsula Room for
our dinner; the Regimental Secretary, who was understandably
nervous about the décor and new carpets, only had to leave
his chair twice to threaten subalterns who thought they were
still at boarding school and that a food fight was acceptable!
As is customary, the officers sent their loyal greetings to our
Colonel-in-Chief and his reply was read out by the Colonel of the
Regiment. Those who attended are listed below:
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A ANDREWS, J BANBURY, H W L BARCROFT, J BEATSONHIRD, C BOND, P BOND, M BOTSFORD, W R BRACE,
J CARROLL, R W CHAMBERS, I COLES, J P COWEN, J
DAW, N K DE COURCY-IRELAND, J De CANDOLE, J O
DUNNE, R FERGUSON, I FRAZER, H GATES, P GORDONFINLAYSON, D HOEY, A HOENICH, R J H JACKSON, SIR
MAURICE JOHNSTON, R KERNICK, O R C LARMINIE, J C F
LOUGH, P MARQUES, B MATTHEWS, SIR SIMON MAYALL,
K MCGINNITY, M A J MCKECHNIE, S J MILDINHALL,
J MONTGOMERY, J A
MORETON, G NICHOLSON,
C G PEACOCKE, H PILCHER, J I POCOCK, G N POWELL,
A S RICHMOND, C ROBERTS, C W ROBINSON, A ROE,
D ROSIER, A ROXBURGH, C RUGGLES-BRISE, W RUSSELL,
D A SHEEHAN, E STENHOUSE, J STENHOUSE, S STEWART,
M THOMPSON, J TYSON, D WARNER, R W WARD,
J M WHELAN, T R WILSON, R WINDSOR, P S WISHER, A S
WOOD
WRB
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When Harry met
Harry at the Field
of Remembrance
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Field of Remembrance Westminster Abbey
The Field of Remembrance at Westminster Abbey was opened
at 11 o’clock on Thursday 6th November by HRH Prince Harry.
After a short service conducted by the Dean of Westminster the
prince toured the different plots; as we are one of the last plots
to be visited there was a chance to have the usual suspects
photograph and catch up with friends we haven’t seen since
last year. It was good to see Gareth Davies and Chris Ions, both
QDG in a past life, who always gravitate back to their roots. I
have decided that our plot, which is now looked after by the
RBL, needs to be updated, and so next year’s it will include
the names of our fallen from both World Wars and conflicts
since displayed in a slightly different way; I hope it will meet with
everyone’s approval.
WRB

The Usual Suspects gather at Westminster Abbey. Left to Right: The Regimental
Secretary, David Rosier, Gareth Davies, Harry Crane, Ollie Larminie

Memorial Parade and Service
The Combined Cavalry Old Comrades’ annual parade was held
on Sunday 11 May, in Hyde Park. It was good to see a healthy
turnout, despite the Regiment being deployed on Salisbury
Plain and in Afghanistan at the time. The Regimental Secretary
was once again the most popular person on the Broad Walk
as he had the Enclosure tickets; a sign of the turnout was the
fact that he ran out of tickets quite quickly. The Household
Cavalry, who seem to make the whole mounted regiment turn
out, as usual squeezed us into quite a small area, which made
it a little difficult to get started but after a little bit of shuffling we
were able to get into some semblance of order before the first
turn. It is interesting to note that there were some eight bands
on parade at the 1993 Cavalry Memorial Parade; twenty years
later there were two! Thanks must, once again, go to the RSM
for arranging a mini bus to get those needing assistance to and

from the parade; it seems that over the last couple of years we
have also picked up a friend from the 15th/19th Hussars whom
we are very happy to help. After the parade getting out of Hyde
Park proved to be quite difficult, as most of the exits had been
closed off. Eventually we managed to extract ourselves via
an exit near Marble Arch and then had to fight the traffic back
to the Cavalry Club for a pre lunch drink. It was good to have
a serving SNCO to lay the wreath on behalf of the RCA, this
year by Sgt Cartwright. My thanks again this year, like the past
seven years must also go to Jeff Crane, the Chairman of the
Regimental Association, for carrying the Association banner,
and of course to Mr John Pragnell as the QDG member of the
CCOCA committee – three years and counting!
WRB

Cardiff Reunion Dinner
The 2014 Reunion Dinner was once again
held in the Holland House Hotel, Cardiff
on Saturday 4th October. This year the
dinner unfortunately had to run at a loss
due to the lack of old comrades wishing
to sit down for dinner, in total 64 attended.
In light of the falling attendance at the
dinner, although there were well over 150
people actually at the Reunion, it has been
decided by the RCA committee that we
should look at a different format, such as
a finger buffet and adopt this format for
future Reunions. The following Association
members attended the dinner:
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Mr J Sutherland, Mr D A Bishop, Mr Babb,
Mrs Babb, Mr C J Holmes, CJ Holmes
Guest, Maj Moreton MBE, Mrs Moreton ,
Brig GN Powell, Mrs Powell, Mr N Davies,
Mrs A Davies, Mr J Davies (RQMS), Maj
J de Candole, Mrs L de Candole, Lt Col
B Bell MBE, Mrs C Bell, Mr A I Harrison,
Mrs I Harrison, AI Harrison, Mr M Forde,
Mrs Forde, A S Wood, Lt Col C Ions
MBE, Mrs Ions, Lt Col RJ Thayer, Mrs
Thayer, Gen Sir Simon Mayall, J Carrol,
D J Duruty de Lloyd, Col A S Richmond
OBE, P C Smith, M T Fegan, Maj I GT
Clegg, Lt Col JK Smith, Mrs Smith,

Mr J Crane, Sir Maurice Johnston, A
Wildsmith, Maj AD Corfield, Mr A Seys,
Maj H Pilcher, T J Holmes, C Morris, K
Swallow, Capt C Ruggles-Brise, Capt P
Jones, Capt T Moore, Capt S Mildinhall,
Lt H Barcroft, WO2 R Jones, WO2 M
Bell, WO2 J Davies 119, WO2 P Jones,
WO2 M Watson, WO2 R Gallacher, Sgt D
Rouse, WO2 D Watson, Mr D Poulsom,
Mrs Poulsom, Mr J Beatson-Hird, J
Beatson-Hird Guest, Col EJK O’Brien,
Maj P Corfield
WRB
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QDG Heritage Trust
2014 has been an active year for the Heritage Trust with
changes of faces, a first class exhibition in Austria and a number
of exciting acquisitions.

collect artefacts from the Regiment and then on to Bad Ischl
where he built the exhibition from scratch ably supported by the
Bad Ischl curator, Maria Sams and Firing Line’s Christopher Dale.

After six sterling years as Chairman of the Museum and Heritage
Trust, Peter Wisher has retired. The late Major John Harris
persuaded him to take on the Museum Trust in 2008 on the basis
that there were only two meetings a year. Wee John failed to
mention that negotiations for a joint Museum were well under way
and that part of the brief was to be deputy Chairman of the Joint
Military Museum Committee (JMMC). Within a year, two meetings
a year became two meetings a month and the role evolved into
Chairman of JMMC as Lt Col Mike Snook of the Royal Welsh and
the previous incumbent escaped to Khartoum on a posting.

The opening on 2 May was an intimidatingly well attended
affair. Apart from local politicians, there was a strong military
presence, which included the Chief of Staff of the Austrian army,
representatives of five local regiments and the town’s military
brass band. In total, there must have been over 200 people
there. QDG representation was light, but in true cavalry style,
conspicuous. Infantry support was well received in the form
of the Defence Attaché, Andrew James from the Grenadier
Guards. The reception afterwards rapidly turned into an
Austrian version of a squadron smoker helped by the Gruner
Veltliner and schnapps.

Because funds were restricted, the grand plan was split into
two parts of which part one was completed and part two
postponed until additional funding could be found. Key to the
future success of the Museum, now named “Firing Line-The
Museum of the Welsh soldier” was Peter’s recruitment of the
management team, curators and education officer starting with
the appointment of Christopher Dale as CEO. In June 2010,
HRH Prince Charles kindly agreed to open the Museum. Along
with The Colonel in Chief, the opening was attended by Arch
Duke Markus Habsburg and the Arch Duchess Hildegarde
which rekindled the ancient relationship between the Regiment
and the Habsburgs. More later!
All Peter’s hard work has resulted in a cracking museum that
makes us all proud and its popularity is such that each year it
is attracting more and more visitors. This year the numbers are
projected to be up again to 58,000, an increase of 3.5% over
last year.
The Trust is also sad to see Clive Morris retire as Curator.
Clive has been on permanent display since 1987, when the
museum moved from Shrewsbury to Cardiff, going full time in
1994. Clive’s energy and enthusiasm can best be seen in the
new museum which he planned, organized and executed so
professionally. And what a success this is! Over the years, he
re-organised the archives, maintained the artefacts to a high
standard and divided the collection between the display and the
reserve collections. To prevent ending up in one of the display
cases himself, he is handing over to Mark Evans and completing
his full circle by going part time again to concentrate on ‘special
projects’. The first of these has taken three years and is a
collection of the records of all the KDG officers and men who
took part in the battle of Waterloo. A big thank you.

The highlight of the exhibition was the parade held on the 21st
June. The regiment provided a Quarter Guard and marching
party totalling 45 people strengthened by the band of the RAC.
The Austrians turned out in force and were delighted by the
‘dashing young lads.’ Even the marching wasn’t too bad! The
Beating the Retreat was held at the Kaiservilla and this must
have been the first time that an event like this, taken by a
Habsburg had occurred since 1916! So now a link is very much
established between the town and the Regiment and there
is already talk of another event towards the end of the WW1
commemorative period, not least of which is the anniversary of
the death of Emperor Franz Josef. If the next one is anything
like as good as this one was, I would recommend booking early!
The Trust has made a number of acquisitions this year. This
includes the Henry Perlee Parker painting “Securing a Deserter”
discussed in last year’s journal.
We made two small but significant purchases. The first is the
Waterloo medal of Private Richard Greenhaigh who served with
his brother (whose medal we already had) and despite being
severely wounded at Waterloo from multiple sabre slashes,
went on to serve for 23 years. We also acquired a very rare
example of black patent leather 1st King’s Dragoon Guards
NCO’s Undress Sabretache circa 1816-40.
The Trust is currently negotiating with an art gallery for the
acquisition of a painting by Robert Ker Porter of a KDG officer in
his helmet and coatee which are of a pattern adopted in 1830.
It is believed that the picture was painted in Afghanistan and
would therefore be a very timely acquisition.
PSW

We wish Mark every success
following in his predecessors
footsteps and whilst Clive is
almost gone, his contribution
will not be forgotten!!
One of Clive’s last acts was
to put on the display in Bad
Ischl, Austria to commemorate
the connection between the
Emperor Franz Joseph, and the
King’s Dragoon Guards, with a
view to showing that part of the
tragedy of WW1 was that we
were all friends at the outbreak.
Clive planned and organized
the exhibition. Richard Roberts
drove out armed with tools and
equipment via Sennelager to
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The Emperor Franz
Joseph (and horse)

The Bad Ischl Exhibition
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With membership starting at just £30 for
Young Officers, and excellent rates available for
all Serving Officers, there has never been a better
time to step inside London’s best located Club.

Situated two minutes walk from Piccadilly,
the Club has bedrooms from just £70, a sunny
courtyard, excellent gym facilities, squash court, a
blissful swimming pool, sauna, jacuzzi, friendly bars,
fine dining as well as a brasserie menu in ‘The Goat’.

No. 4 St James’s Square London SW1Y 4JU Tel: 020 7827 5757 www.theinandout.co.uk
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Obituaries
The Rt Hon Sir Robin Dunn MC
Robin Dunn was a Battery Commander
attached to the Bays during WW2. His
obituary is re-printed here by kind
permission of the Royal Regiment of
Artillery Association.
Sir Robin Dunn, the former Lord Justice
of Appeal, who has died aged 96, was
among the more engaging and colourful
members of the bench; he was also
awarded an MC in the Second World War.
Dunn’s often lengthy divorce cases made him a fierce critic of
their cost to the taxpayer. His bench also became a platform
for outspoken social commentary, including, most notoriously,
his 1974 remark about the differences between wives north and
south of the border. In the North, said Dunn, wives did not
mind their husbands beating them but drew the line at adultery;
in the South, the opposite was the case. He withdrew his
observations the next day, and apologised to the angry women
of the North.
But despite the odd maverick outburst, Dunn was widely liked
and respected, and was being tipped as a likely candidate to
take over as president of the Family Division shortly before his
promotion to the Court of Appeal in 1980.
Dunn was unusual in the ranks of the judiciary in having served
as a regular Army Officer for 10 years; in 1980 he was made
Honorary Colonel Commandant, the highest honour that the
Royal Artillery can bestow on a non-serving officer.
The son of a Royal Artillery brigadier, Robin Horace Walford
Dunn was born on 16 January 1918 and educated at Wellington
and the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, where he won the
Sword of Honour. He joined the RA in 1938, and fought during
the Second World War in France, Belgium and North Africa. He
was thrice wounded, mention in despatches and awarded a
Military Cross in 1944.
On 8 July of that year, Maj Dunn was a Battery Commander and
the Commanding Cfficer’s representative with 1 Bn the Royal
Norfolk Regiment during an attack on Lébisey Wood, near
Caen, accompanying the CO on foot with his signallers carrying
the wireless sets.
During the whole period of the attack he was under heavy shell
and mortar fire, but never failed to maintain communications
with the regiment. In the later stages of the assault he organised
a fresh fire plan to assist the infantry, who were being held down
by an enemy post in the south-west corner of the wood.
The citation for his MC stated: “It was largely due to his
efforts that the infantry were enabled to clear the wood with
comparatively few casualties. Towards the end of the action Maj
Dunn was wounded in the head, but refused to go for treatment
until ordered to do so by the CO of the Norfolks. During the
whole operation Maj Dunn, under heavy fire, exhibited a calm
and resolute bearing which was an example to both his own
party and the infantry.”

rich and famous. While still a junior, he represented Vivien Leigh
(in her successful divorce action against Laurence Olivier), and
the publisher George Weidenfeld, who was granted a divorce
after his wife’s adultery with the writer Cyril Connolly.
From 1959 to 1962, Dunn was Western Circuit junior counsel
to the Registrar of Restrictive Trading Practices. In 1961 he
represented the Attorney General at the election petition over
whether Viscount Stansgate (Tony Benn) should be allowed to
take his place in the Commons following his Bristol South-East
by-election victory.
Dunn took Silk in 1962, and as a QC his clients included the
former MP Patricia Fisher, injured when a bottle of Jewellery
cleaner she had bought at Harrods exploded in her hand; the
racehorse trainer Florence Nagle, to whom the Jockey Club
refused to issue a licence because she was a women; and the
‘spoilt’ wife of the Swiss film producer Robert Velaise, himself
described by Dunn as ‘a debonair international playboy, expert
skier and water-skier, the dashing Don Juan with women’.
One of the highlights of Dunn’s career was the Vassal Tribunal in
1968, at which he represented The Daily and Sunday Telegraph.
The inquiry concerned the activities of the homosexual Admiralty
spy in Moscow, John Vassal, but an important side issue was
whether journalists should disclose their sources.
Dunn was appointed a Judge of the High Court, Probate,
Divorce and Admiralty Division (later the Family Division) in 1969.
As presiding Judge on the Western Circuit from 1974 to 1978,
Dunn proved a tough sentence. In 1977 he jailed stately home
robber Denis Morley – who went in for fast cars, beautiful
women and gambling – to 15 years. The trial was the longest in
Exeter Crown Court’s history, involving 170 witnesses and more
than 700 exhibits.
Dunn was among the judges who ruled that a wife’s once-aweek sex ration was fair, and who turned down the Moonies’
request for a retrial following their failed libel action against the
Daily Mail.
He warned divorced parents not to try to take revenge on
their former husbands or wives by refusing them access to
their children. “These courts have said over and over again,
that although you can dissolve marriages, you cannot dissolve
parenthood,” Dunn Observed.
Dunn retired from the Court of Appeal in 1984. He was, variously,
treasurer of the Bar Council (1967 – 69); deputy chairman of
Somerset Quarter Sessions (1965 – 71); and a member of the
Lord Chancellor’s Committee on Legal Education (1968 – 69).
He was knighted in 1969 and sworn of the Privy Council in 1980.
In 1994 he published Sword and Wig: The Memoirs of a Lord
Justice. He later wrote a book about stag hunting on Exmoor,
one of his passions. Robin Dunn married, in 1941, Judith
Pilcher, who died in 1995; they had a son and two daughters,
and one daughter survives him with his second wife, Joan (née
Stafford-King-Harman), whom he married in 1997.
Sir Robin Dunn, born 16 January 1918, died 5 March 2014.

After the war, Dunn attended Staff College but left the Army as
an Honorary Major in 1948, the same year that he was called
to the Bar by Inner temple. He soon established himself as an
eloquent and persuasive advocate, frequently appearing for the
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Lieutenant Christopher Vaughan
Christopher Vaughan died in March 2014,
aged 75. Born in Cheshire, he was
educated at Shrewsbury and RMA
Sandhurst. Noteworthy whilst there was
his 5th place at the British Modern
Pentathlon Championships and possibly
uniquely, his appointment as a senior
under officer, followed by another term as
a Senior Cadet for a ‘misdemeanour!’.
Joining the Regiment in Wolfenbüttel
in 1961 as a troop leader in C Squadron, he represented the
Regiment at athletics, rugby and skiing – the one where partying

113

took precedence over training. He left the army in 1964 to make
his fortune, firstly in the family firm (Everton Mints) and then in
publishing. He also set up his own private air taxi company – Air
Europe. He was an accomplished pilot in a niche market but
the 70s air crisis forced him to move on once again. The his
entrepreneurial spirit took him to Canada and America, finally
settling in Stamford, Connecticut. He became an American
citizen and travelled the globe on business. He had other
homes in St. Lucia and Martha’s Vineyard and still after 35 years
in America retained an idiosyncratic style of Englishness.
Christopher was married twice, first to Krystyna and then to
Fern with whom he spent 28 years. He is survived by both
ladies and a daughter, Natalia, from his first marriage.
DJCT

Sadly the following deaths were notified to the
Regimental Secretary throughout 2014.
IN MEMORIAM
Name

Regiment

Served

Deceased

Age

G Hargrove

KDG

1951 – 1966

Jul 11

83

T Acres

KDG

1955 – 1958

2013

76

I Martin

BAYS

1954 – 1957

Oct 13

77

G Uridge

KDG

1946 – 1952

Jan 14

87

J Tucker

KDG

1945 – 1952

Jan 14

92

E R Harding

BAYS

1947 – 1950

Jan 14

84

GAE Mills

KDG

1953 – 1955

Feb 14

84

A Lincoln

KDG

1947 – 1953

Feb 14

84

R Roker (Nobby)

QDG

Feb 14

71

FG Barrett

KDG

Feb 14

95

D Bibey

QDG

1961 – 1983

Mar 14

70

I Wylie

KDG

1943 – 1947

Mar 14

88

NF Keen

BAYS/QDG

1947 – 1970

Mar 14

84

M Allen

KDG

1946

Mar 14

91

1938 – 1946

C Vaughan

QDG

1961 – 1964

Mar 14

75

BRM Collyer

BAYS

1953 – 1956

Mar 14

78

J Wassell

KDG

1947 – 1952

Mar 14

88

JD Cooper

BAYS

1942 – 1944

Apr 14

82

H Loxley

BAYS

1936 – 1946

May 14

95

E Patalano

QDG

1962 – 1984

Jun 14

75

NL Hutton

KDG

1943 – 1947

Jul 14

90

A Pritchard

QDG

1980s

Aug 14

53

GT Hawkins

BAYS/QDG

1956 – 1982

Dec 14

76
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Valetes
Lieutenant Colonel Charlie Waggett
Charlie Waggett joined the Regiment
in Sennelager in 1995 having served
time with the Cravens at Wellington
and then by way of numerous rugby
pitches in between. Charlie immediately
established himself as a fun-loving spirit
with leadership and sporting prowess
which shone through from the outset.
In fact, had it not been for an incident
at the Esso garage in Camberley and a
lack of sense of humour amongst the
Sandhurst directing staff, Charlie would
likely have commissioned with the Sword
of Honour!
Arriving at the Regiment, Charlie joined D
Squadron and fell in with Dom Roberts,
Paddy Whickham and Chris Craven to
add to Alistair Roxburgh’s woes. Charlie quickly established
himself in the squadron and took his troop through the rigours
of Northern Ireland training. It was this that prepared him for the
various public disorder episodes that he was to lead during his
Troop Leaders course. One particular training serial that Charlie
developed went as follows: it could only take place at the Bovvy
Hilton whilst the General Staff’s Annual Conference was taking
place; it commenced once the General Officers had gone up
to bed; a nominated individual would then pick up two metal
dustbin lids and bang loudly outside the Mess windows for two
minutes before handing over to the next offender for his two
minutes and so on; the winner was the individual who managed
to light up four windows in a row. Hence Charlie’s version of
Connect 4 became part of RAC folklore!
Charlie’s love of games (legal or otherwise) continued and meant
that he was always a strong contributor to the Regimental fund
by way of the Adjutant’s office. While he played hard, he also
worked hard, and on return to Regimental duty it became
clear that under the fun-loving bushel shone the light of a most
capable officer. Charlie deployed to Bosnia in 1996 with D
Squadron and had a thoroughly enjoyable and successful tour.
There then followed a full training year and a deployment to
BATUS.
Charlie’s rugby talent meant that he was always in demand for
both Regimental and Army matches. Thankfully this saved him
from the legendary 1997 Verbier season (it was also rumoured
that Swiss authorities had denied permission for Waggett,
Stewart and Seymour to be in the country at the same time…).
Charlie’s next ski adventure was to land him with a broken leg,
however, he still managed to deploy to Northern Ireland in early
1998 – despite the crutches!
After a thorough apprenticeship in all matters discipline, Charlie
then headed back to the UK as Adjutant of the Royal Yeomanry.
He completed the Army Junior Division before heading off
to Hereford for an interesting couple of years as the Training
Adjutant. As the Regiment prepared to deploy to Kuwait for
the invasion of Iraq in 2003, Charlie, never one to miss out on
a good party, managed to get himself deployed. As a measure
of his ingenuity and calibre he ended up in the Operations
Branch of the Divisional Headquarters, where he made himself
indispensable. So much so that he was pictured on the shoulder
of Donald Rumsfeld in Baghdad.
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Charlie then returned to Regimental duty
in 2004 to take command of C Squadron.
The Squadron under Charlie’s leadership
prepared initially for Northern Ireland
and then for operations in Iraq. Despite
trying to avoid the classroom in favour of
more soldiering, Charlie was selected to
attend Staff College in 2004. Charlie’s
performance and obvious talents made
his move to the Ministry of Defence
inevitable. Whilst in London he again
made the most of all opportunities and
it was during this time that he pulled of
his biggest coup to date by convincing
Harriet Latham to marry him.
Charlie then assumed command of A
Squadron in Osnabruck in 2007, just
before the Regimental arms plot to Sennelager and starting
the preparation in earnest for the Regiment’s first deployment
to Afghanistan. A Squadron, under Charlie’s leadership, was
selected as the Brigade Reconnaissance Squadron, a task he
fully prepared them for by the time they deployed in October
2008. A Squadron’s tour was demanding, dangerous and
highly rewarding and it was here that Charlie’s leadership shone
through. Always with the interests of his men at the top of his
priorities, Charlie was universally respected and admired by
those under his command, as well as in the wider Brigade. The
Squadron did exceptionally well, producing results in the most
demanding of circumstances. On his return and with the love of
rugby still in his heart, Charlie led the Regimental rugby club on a
very successful tour of Canada. This capped a hugely influential
contribution as a player, coach and driving force of Regimental
rugby, something which QDG RFC remain immensely proud of
and grateful for.
Charlie then took up a key post in the Land Warfare Centre,
where he was responsible for the training and preparation of
Brigades deploying to Afghanistan. In this role his efforts were
again significant. From Warminster Charlie moved to RMAS as a
Company Commander. The old gang of Charlie’s Sandhurst era
couldn’t quite believe the level of irony when the arch poacher
turned gamekeeper. However, again Charlie was to prove a big
hit. He ensured that the very best training was delivered and
that the Regiment received the stars of his intakes.
Never one to shy away from a challenge, Charlie was then
selected as the Chief of Operations for the military contribution
to the London 2012 Olympic Games. It was from this success
that he promoted to become Chief of Staff of the Army Manning
Combat Directorate. Unfortunately for the Regiment and wider
Army, during this time Charlie received an offer that he could not
refuse and chose to depart for the rewards of big business and
new challenges.
Charlie made a huge contribution to Regimental life and whether
on the sports pitch, in the Mess or in some inhospitable,
hazardous spot in the world, some common themes are
obvious: Charlie was always highly professional, masses of fun
and hugely respected. We wish him, Harrie, James, Poppy and
Sam every success for the future, safe in the knowledge that the
plethora of Waggett stories will endure for some time to come.
NT & SS
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Lieutenant Colonel Dominic Coombes
Dom Coombes was commissioned into
the Regiment in August 1998 and arrived
in Sennelager to help pack the mess prior
to the Regiment moving to Catterick. It
was our good fortune that whilst at
Sandhurst he had been in the same
platoon as Paddy Bond who persuaded
him to join the QDG rather than the RTR,
his father’s regiment. He then went to
Dorset and would be the last officer to
complete the armoured troop leader’s
course on Challenger 1.
Whilst at
Lulworth he engaged in the usual troop
leader’s mischief, which included using
the army coffee tables to toboggan down
the mess stairs for which he was invited
to make a not inconsiderable donation to
mess funds!
After a brief stint at regimental duty in Catterick, Dom was sent
to Australia for six months on Exercise Long Look. This was
essentially six weeks work crammed into a six month holiday!
Sadly for him the excitement got the better of him and he sent
a postcard to the Officers’ Mess he would live to regret. His final
sentence after saying how much fun he was having travelling up
the East coast of Australia was to ask if the Mess was enjoying
themselves during pre-deployment training for Kosovo. Dom’s
arrival with B Squadron at the Water factory in Kosovo in August
1999 coincided with a hostage training exercise for the Czech
company serving alongside the squadron. As a new arrival in
theatre he was able to play central parts in the exercise and at
the same time earn a place in regimental folklore. What followed
was a very successful tour as a Troop Leader (2nd Tp B Sqn).
Dom had some of the finest QDG soldiers in his Troop, including,
the then Sgt Tim Moore and Cpl Neil Greaney who ensured his
military knowledge and skills were honed to a razor edge. He was
renowned for his refusal to deliver troop orders unless the whole
troop wore the native Kosovar white hat and then had to agree
with all his ‘orders’ by chanting ‘Po, Po, Po’ (the Kosovan for yes).
Dom was kept busy on return to the UK, and along with the rest of
the Regiment converted to recce, helped with Foot and Mouth in
Devon, completed a six month stint in BATUS as safety staff and
as B Squadron 2ic deployed to Norway with the AMF(L). He even
had time take part in a brigade battlefield tour to Italy. However,
his failure to understand Italian no entry signs meant he almost
crashed the Brigade Commanders minibus with him in it! The
QDG officers then went onto Rimini where the local inhabitants
were very amused to see Dom walking around early one morning
wearing just a deck chair after his clothes had been stolen during
an early morning dip in the sea. As is Dom’s style and ability
he ensured he was in good order before paying his respects at
the Bay’s Memorial there. Amongst all this activity Dom was fully
involved in mess life in Catterick and it was during this time that he
bought his Roman centurion outfit, which remains his only form of
fancy dress and appears at every possibly occasion.
In 2002 Dom was posted for two very happy years to Lulworth
as the 30mm Gunnery Instructor. Whilst there he had an early
mid-life crisis and acquired a vintage sports car in British Racing
Green. He also developed and ran the Lulworth shoot. This
allowed him to become an expert shot – something Lt Stenhouse
would subsequently receive first-hand knowledge of. Having
been particularly annoying one night he was attacked at dawn
and peppered by BB pellets; Dom claimed multiple hits. He would
follow this up a few years later by completing his Jagdschein
(hunting license) in Germany. Although the real highlight would
come on the Officers Mess Boar Hunting expedition in the Loire
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valley in 2007. Not only did Dom shoot
one boar at considerable range be he
also finished off a second with a spear!
After Lulworth, Dom moved to 4th Division
as the SO3 O&D before returning to
regimental duty in 2006 as the Adjutant to
Spook Pittman. The Regiment deployed
to Iraq on Operation TELIC 8 as part of
Task Force Muthanna and subsequently as
the Rear Operations BG. Dom’s highlight
during the tour was when the Ops Officer,
Capt Stenhouse, was away on R&R and
he had to be the Adjutant and Ops Officer.
The Regiment was responsible for the
security of Shaiba logistics base (SLB)
which had been quiet until the Ops Officer
went away. The following two weeks saw
SLB coming under rocket attack most nights. Dom handled the
added pressure with utter ease and the total professionalism with
which we have now come to realise is his trademark.
On return from Iraq Dom not only promoted to Major but also
got married to Sophia. They spent their first year at Shrivenham
where Dom attended ICSC(L) and completed the Battlespace
Technology Course (BTC). Two years in London followed
where he filled Defence Intelligence’s capability assessment for
armoured vehicles until 2010 which included a lot of travel to
various arms shows around the world. His son Oliver was also
born whilst they were in London.
The great tragedy of having four officers who were all the same
age meant that not all of them could command a QDG Squadron.
Therefore our loss was the 9/12th Royal Lancers’ gain. Dom went
to command their B Squadron and deployed to Afghanistan with
1 Rifles Battle Group. His squadron was the Kandak Advisory
and Training Team (KATT) in Nar-e-Seraj South. Just before
he deployed his daughter, Poppy, was born. As was to be
expected for a summer tour the intensity ramped up rapidly and
his squadron soon found themselves in the midst of the fighting
season where they acquitted themselves magnificently. Dom
developed a close relationship with the Afghan Kandak (Battalion)
Commanding Officer and helped mould his Kandak into a very
good organisation. For his outstanding tour in Afghanistan Dom
was awarded a Joint Commander’s Commendation. On return
to Germany Dom re-formed B Squadron for the 9/12th into their
Brigade Reconnaissance Force (BRF) and prepared and trained
them for Op HERRICK 19.
Dom returned to the Regiment in 2012 as the Secondin-Command initially for Jasper de Quincey Adams and
subsequently for Will Davies. Dom went straight back into the
thick of it with Regimental exercises in Southern Germany and
BATUS before starting pre-deployment training for Afghanistan
again. This would be the final tour of Afghanistan. Dom
organised and conducted all the regimental training; no mean
feat for a wide range and continually shifting set of tasks.
Luckily he was able to reap some of the benefit of his work
and he deployed for half the tour prior to returning to the UK
as he had been selected for promotion to Lieutenant Colonel
and ACSC. Dom was selected to command the Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards (SCOTS DG), this huge privilege comes again
at the Regiment’s loss. We will miss his professionalism, drive
and great sense of humour and wish him every success. I have
no doubt that he will make a first class Commanding Officer
bringing all his great qualities to the SCOTS DG.
JGES
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Major Alex Boissard
Alex Boissard leaves the Regiment
after sixteen years’ service. His arrival
at Sandhurst in 1999 coincided with
tenure of Major General Arthur Denaro
as Commandant, with whom he shared
a passion for polo. With experience as
a horse trainer and polo professional
already under his belt he was deservedly
selected for the Combined Services Polo
Team, and toured with them in Malaysia
and Singapore. After a more glamorous
year than most at the Royal Military
Academy, Alex was brought down to
earth by having to deploy direct from the
aftermath of his Commissioning Ball to
join A Squadron for the Millennium Tour
in Kosovo. Despite earnest advice from
his immediate predecessors he did not
waste valuable baggage space on the flight out by packing his
Blues and Service Dress, and instead came well prepared for
the harsh winter.
On returning from Kosovo Alex went straight to Bovington
and was the first QDG officer to complete the Armoured
Reconnaissance Troop Leader course. He laid down the
gauntlet by winning the coveted Golden Binos as top student
on the tactics phase and joined the Regiment in Catterick, this
time with C Squadron under command of Spook Pittman where
he soon earned a reputation as a tough but honest troop leader.
The antics in that fantastic period of mess life are – largely –
best left to the archives of mess photograph albums. However
Alex was one of several to have his head shaved during a long
lunch that got a little out of hand, escaping censure since the
Adjutant, Dom Roberts, both wielded the clippers and was
himself unceremoniously shorn. It was here that Alex acquired
his “treasured” nickname. His troop began neighing whenever
he was around and, keen to bond with his team, Alex joined in.
It was not long before his fellow troop leaders cottoned on and
christened him Nosebag. Obviously this was a mark of respect
for his equine prowess, and not a commentary on his Shergarlike profile.
Alex deployed to the Balkans a second time for C Squadron’s
six-month tour with SFOR in Bosnia. Troop leaders enjoyed a
deal of independence based out of troop houses, in Alex’s case
the village of Laktasi. The impressive haul of proscribed weapons
and munitions found over the course of their tour was due in
no small part to Alex’s efforts, fuelled by healthy competition
between the troops. Alex was sufficiently trustworthy to be sent
off for a fortnight’s attachment to Gator Company of the US
Rangers, leaving the troop in the trusted hands of Sgt Giles
Powell. When relieved by A Squadron, the troop leaders were
flush with 6 months’ worth of savings and quickly decided on
a hedonistic trip to Southeast Asia. In Thailand Alex learnt the
hard way that beautiful Thai women should have their genders
positively confirmed before being invited to join one’s table.
Soon after Bosnia, C Squadron deployed on an AMF exercise
in Turkey. Alex skippered the QDG entry into the Cowes Week
Regatta; the most memorable result being that Alex’s crew was
the first from QDG for several years not to hit any part of the
Isle of Wight. Back to land, and Alex moved within C Squadron
to command Support Troop. Traditionally the more experienced
“rogues” of the squadron, they responded well to Alex’s
leadership and were rewarded with a win at the 2001 RAC
Support Troop Competition. Still with Support Troop, he then
deployed to BATUS in 2002 to participate in Exercise Iron Anvil.
Whilst there he played for the British Army against Canada in the
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opening game of the Canadian Polo (30
goal) Open. Far from being put off by the
wide open prairie Alex then embarked on
a marathon road trip from Suffield via Las
Vegas to Mexico and back; the hire car
company were a little surprised to see his
mileage of 9,600.
Operation TELIC 1 in 2003 saw Alex
and his Support Troop deploy with
C Squadron, commanded by Henry
Sugden, as part of 3 Commando Brigade
for the Second Gulf War. 3 Commando
Brigade were tasked to land on the Al
Faw Peninsula and clear north up to
and into Basra. C Squadron were in the
van, tasked amongst other objectives to
locate Iraqi chemical weapon-capable
artillery and provide the only mobile direct fire support available
to the Royal Marines of the Brigade Reconnaissance Force, 40
and 42 Commandos. Carrying a varied skill set in the back of
the troop’s CVR(T) Spartans, Alex deployed snipers, light antitank weapon (LAW) teams and demolitions teams to support
the Squadron – aided by the likes of SSgt Spider Smith who
appeared to do all three concurrently. Support Troop was in the
thick of the action, often at relatively close quarters and were
fortunate to take no casualties when a Spartan was hit by an
RPG a few days into the operation. As major combat operations
ceased, the Squadron was tasked to secure oil infrastructure
further NW and ended up based in a supply compound into
which a large population of rabid stray dogs had spilled. Seizing
the opportunity to keep his snipers’ skills in good shape, Alex
became the camp’s self-appointed dog eradicator and would
unleash his marksmen at dusk each evening. Whilst excellent
pest control, the periodic shots and a niggling fear of misidentification made nocturnal calls of nature pretty unsettling.
C Squadron was very well looked after by the Royal Marines,
and it was a source of great pride to be awarded the Brigade’s
coveted Commando Dagger flash along with the unofficial title
of “the Royal Marines Light Horse.”
Having survived a post-operational subalterns’ trip to run with
the bulls at Pamplona, Alex completed the Regimental Signals
Officer course in 2004. He then trained with C Squadron for
Northern Ireland Public Order duties before taking over from
Andy McDougall as Tim Wilson’s Adjutant, during the Regiment’s
next deployment to Iraq on Op Telic 5. He then left RD to work in
Air / Land Battlespace integration, often in the USA, with USAF
in Germany and latterly in the Combined Air Operations Centre
in Qatar coordinating air support to operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan. On promotion to major Alex bought a cottage in
Coleshill near Shrivenham where he lived with Justin Stenhouse,
who offset his rent by filling general housekeeping and cooking
duties; together they hosted some memorable dinner parties.
Alex met Louise in Burford while playing truant from staff college,
pursuing her at various point to points until a mutual Cirencester
friend vouched for his character and intentions; a relationship
quickly blossomed around a shared interest in hunting, horses
and land rovers and they married in August 2009.
Alex then posted to Defence Policy in London where he
worked on air surveillance projects for Defence and other
government departments before returning to RD to take
command of C Squadron. With the Regiment due to deploy in
2011 to Afghanistan, he began the development and training
of C Squadron to form the basis of 20 Armoured Brigade
Reconnaissance Force, at the same time making the most of
the German Jadg. After Squadron command Alex and family
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went to France to work in Lille with the Rapid Reaction Corps
and teach at the French Staff College in Paris. Alex’s final posting
was as Second in Command of the RAC Training Regiment.
Part of a strong QDG contingent in Bovington, he and Lou
quickly made friends amongst the Dorset hunting community.
Alex took on the Mastership of the Bovington Beagles, turning
around their management and hunting them to great acclaim
over country across which Lou was also riding with the South
Dorset.
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Alex had long intended to move to New Zealand where his
father, Mike, farms. The time was right to realize this plan, with
the added challenge of transporting two huge wolfhounds and
a lurcher. For Alex’s friendship and humour in the Mess and his
dedication whether at RD, on operations or the staff we are
extremely grateful. We wish Alex, Lou, Guy and Jack the very
best for the future.
PLCB

Captain Colin Neil Greaney
Where does one start when talking about Capt
Colin Neil Greaney? Known as Colin, Neil, Le
Vert ala Derriere! Neil joined the Military back in
January 1986 at the Junior Leaders Regiment
(JLR) in Bovington. Here he met JTpr Tyson
and out of the kindness of Neil’s heart he gave
him a spare QDG stable belt, which apparently
Jerome still owes him money for 29 years later!
Neil’s time at the JLR clearly secured a solid
foundation for his future military career.
He arrived in Carver Barracks, Wimbish in April
1987 and joined B Sqn having completed his
driving phase at Cambrai Barracks Catterick
under 14/20th King’s Hussars. His inauguration
into QDG life was to primarily stag on looking
after the Pads’ household items prior to them
being moved as the Regiment were in full flow
of an Arms Plot move to Northampton Barracks, Wolfenbuttel,
Germany. Neil was also on the last bus to Germany having
handed over the camp. The joys of being a Trooper back in the
80s.
Once he arrived in Germany, his first time in the country along
with many others of his generation, he remained in B Sqn and
became part of Sp Tp as a CVR(T) Spartan driver. Germany
brought many pros and cons as it felt like he, along with
everyone else were permanently on Exercise. We had to be at
the standard just in case the Russian 3rd Shock Army came
roaring across the border, as long as it wasn’t over a weekend
that is, which would have interfered with the B Sqn ‘Gel Boys’
(as they were known at the time) social activities. Neil also had
the privilege of spending his 18th birthday in an Observation
Post; god he was so lucky back in the day.
Northampton Barracks brought a variety of regimental jobs to
endure; his first stint was as a waiter in the Officers’ Mess which
he fully enjoyed…not! However the time spent in the mess
stood him in good stead some years later and the current mess
waiters are always poised for Capt Greaney’s top tips and quick
fixes on how to do this and that as an Officers’ Mess waiter. One
of my fond memories was having the privilege of shaving Neil’s
hair to a grade 2, much to his annoyance. As I have already
alluded to, Neil was part of the B Sqn ‘Gel-Boys Club’ and the
memoryof watching his strawberry blond locks fall to the ground
makes me chuckle even to this day. I still don’t think he has
forgiven me for this; although for the record I was ordered to
do it!
Over his career Neil spent time in various parts of the world from
Saudi Arabia in the First Gulf War with the 16/5L to Northern
Ireland with 1 RRF in Newtown Hamilton Police Station in South
Armagh; from it was safer to be out on the ground than in the
SF Base. He also spent time at North Howard Street Mill in
West Belfast. On return from Northern Ireland, he spent three
months in Norway as part of the ACE Mobile Force (Land) under
command of Lt Chris Cecil-Wright and Sgt Danny Mead, again
back in Sp Tp.
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Neil’s climb up the promotion ladder started in
March 1991 where he was promoted to LCpl
as the Regiment moved back to Tidworth.
He attended his Gnr Mech course in Lulworth
in Sep 91 which was to be the start of his
gunnery career. 1992 saw the Regiment re-role
to Challenger 1 MBT and subsequently move
back to Athlone Barracks in Germany as part of
options for change. During the six years spent at
Athlone Barracks, Neil completed four BATUS
exercises (93, 94, 97 and 98) and a further tour
of Northern Ireland in 1993 as PGF and Search
team 2iC, where he and its troop conducted
over 30 house, car, route and area searches in
the Lisburn and Belfast area. Promotion to Cpl
came in Feb 95. Neil having by this time met
Bridgett who he married in Apr 95.
Neil’s next operational tour was to Bosnia in 1996 Neil was based
in Baraci with D Sqn as Zero Delta’s Loader. He along with a few
others were “volunteered” to join an infantry Sgts’ cadre course
with the resident infantry battalion much to his joy. Although on
a positive note he did get his photograph onto the front cover
of Combat and Survival magazine, much to the dismay of his
infantry course-mates; one up for the cavalry as they say! Feb
96 also saw the arrival of his first daughter (Georgina).
Jan 97 found Neil attending his Gunnery Instructors course
in Lulworth. After which he moved to A Sqn SHQ. After this
was another Regimental Arms Plot move to Cambrai Barracks
in Catterick Garrison and Neil finally moving back to B Sqn
and attending the Crew Commanders’ Course in August 98.
After this he completed Pre-BATUS training with 3rd Tp B Sqn
under the skilful oversight of Sgt Tim Moore and Lt Dan Duff.
The Regiment spent over 30 days on the Prairie, one of the
longest periods an Armoured Battle Group had ever completed
in Canada. Neil stepped up on numerous occasions as a result
of the Tp Sgt’s frequent break-downs.
Another fond memory from this period was watching Neil, along
with the majority of 2nd Tp B Sqn, running to get on parade; Neil
giggling loudly as he watched his Tp Sgt trying to explain to the
SSM why the majority of his troop were not already on parade.
The Regiment were stood up to deploy to Kosovo on Op
AGRICOLA in August 99. Neil was part of the advance party
which flew into Greece and then subsequently moved the Land
Rover fleet to the Water Purification Plant just outside Podjevo
which involved a 16 hour convoy journey driving in single file
and only one driver in each vehicle. On this particular tour it is
also alleged Neil was involved with the planning with kidnapping
of his Tp Ldr (Lt Dom Coombes) by the Czech Special Forces.
Maybe Neil can clarify his alleged part this story over a drink or
two at one of the Regimental dinners or Reunion if you ask him
nicely?
Neil was promoted to Sgt in Aug 00 and became Sp Tp Sgt.
He attended and passed the Forward Air Controllers’ course,
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one of the first QDG soldiers to complete it. Neil and Bridgett
then had their second daughter, Leah, who was born the same
year. For the next two years being an FAC was Neil’s life, and
a hard life it was too off gallivanting around the world from
exercise to exercise. In his younger days, Neil was a member of
the Regimental Football team that won the Cavalry Cup Final in
2000, something that we have sadly not done since.
Neil deployed on Op TELIC was as the FAC in A Sqn Sp Tp. He
provided a display of controlling a jet onto a single tank target
in a Bde concentration area to the Sqn HQ element. He was
quickly told that there was no pressure but the Bde Comd was
observing with his entourage and that only a successful control
would ensure his career would continue to flourish! The target
was successfully “engaged” and the pilot was released from
task to make it back in time for tea and medals at his hotel,
ensuring that Neil’s future was secure.
The Regiment once again Arms Plotted to Osnabruck in Jul
03 and after many years Neil finally got to serve alongside his
cousin (Capt Carl Greaney) who he had seen no more than three
times during his military service thus far.
Neil’s career continued as he became A Sqn SQMS and earned
the nickname “Grabber Greaney” but in truth the squadron never
went without anything, either in camp or in the field. (Choc ices
while cleaning weapons after an exercise, top man ‘Grabber’
Greaney was!). Post Op TELIC Neil was promoted once again
into the new role of HQ SSM in Nov 04 for Ex SWABIAN EAGLE
which was conducted in Bavaria.
Neil next moved to A Sqn as SSM in Mar 05, prior to deployment
on Op TELIC 8 in Apr 06 as part of the REAR Ops BG attached
to the 1 GREN GDS with OC Maj Charlie Craven, his old Tp
Ldr from his time as a Tp Cpl. Guards drill was a new concept
to Neil and his soldiers and certain drill commands were often
not heard or miss-interpreted leading to the RSM telling Neil to
“just do your own thing” or even “Make your own way with your
squadron, I can’t be seen marching with Cav swagger”. The
squadron moved to the ‘Green Zone’ in Baghdad in Sep 06 as
the Protection Force for the Senior British Officer which further
cemented the reputation of the squadron and with it Neil, the
SSM. This involved numerous journeys up and down Route Irish
escorting either the current Colonel of the Regiment who at the
time was the US Corp Deputy Comd. One resounding memory
is that of one of Neil’s soldiers acting as top cover sentry in a
Snatch Land Rover had to pushing the SAS RSM’s head back
down into the Snatch as he tried to look out while in a contact.
Post tour Neil was on the move again, this time into the
appointment of RQMS(T) for a short stint before being selected
for his first posting away from the Regiment after 20 years as the
Garrison RQMS in Bovington under command of Lt Col Stewart
Burman in Oct 07. He then caught the selector’s eye once again
and was to be promoted to WO1 in December that year and
became RSM(I) of the CLM Wing which controls all aspects of
the RAC Command, Leadership and Management (CLM) and
the RAC Junior Commanders’ Course (JCC).
Neil then applied and was successful in commissioning in Apr
09. He subsequently returned to Dempsey Barracks as the

Training Officer and was tasked with ensuring that RAC courses
were brought back into focus after returning from Op HERRICK
9. Neil’s wealth of experience ensured he was selected as the
Cambrian Patrol manager for CP 2009, resulting in one team
achieving a very creditable bronze medal result. Neil’s drive
and passion also ensured the Regiment gleaned much from
the experience which has stood other teams in good stead for
future Cambrian Patrol competitions.
In the spring of 2010 he was moved to C Sqn as 2IC to oversee
the training part of conversion to the BRF role. He fully embraced
this, so much so that he stayed on and deployed to BATUS as
the squadron training officer. His most enjoyable role during the
exercise was as a rifleman in a section during the two week live
firing package taking the squadron from section to company
level attacks, only the second RAC Sqn to achieve this. On the
last company night attack Neil was nominated as a simulated
casualty to be moved back through the medical chain. However
in Neil’s true style he refused to go for fear of missing out on the
excitement. When “ordered” to move by the Infantry Safety Staff
Sergeant, Neil by now very red in the face turned his rank slide
around and informed him that “I am an LE officer.” The look
of astonishment on the Sergeant’s face was a picture, as Neil
went on “this is my last attack having completed the full firing
package and no one is removing me from it, now what next?”
at which he was told, very politely, “You’d better catch up with
your section then sir!”
As an officer, Neil has held the appointments of RCMO, ROG
Adjt during Op HERRICK 15. This brought many challenges with
the complexities of ROG life, from passports to the repatriation
of his brother officers and regimental soldiers.
Neil moved onto his final appointment as QM in Jul 12 and was
straight into a Board of Officers, followed swiftly by an LSI and
SHEF audit. He was informed by the CO that “should he fail he
was to find another job somewhere;” Neil rose to the challenge
laid down and produced a healthy report for the Regiment and
funnily enough stayed on as QM. He was also instrumental in
the transition of the regiment to the 1st Line Optimisation and
Integration G4 structure, integrating RLC staff into the QM’s
Dept, for which he must be commended.
Sadly, Neil decided to retire in Jan 14 after 28 years service as
both man and boy. He will be missed along with Bridgett (The
Sambuca Queen) who has supported Neil and the Regiment so
well, being a constant source of support and a shoulder to cry
on for many of the regimental wives. The parties are certainly
quieter without Bridgett who had a canny knack of ensuring
everyone tried a Sambuca, whether they wanted to or not.
On leaving the Regular Army, Neil has moved across to the
Army Reserves and is currently employed as Permanent Staff
Administration Officer for HQ Coy, 3 Royal Welsh in Maindy
Barracks Cardiff. On behalf of the Regiment, we wish Neil,
Bridgett, Georgina and Leah every success in their future and
we know that we will keep close ties with you, not least through
our frequent trips to Maindy Barracks.
TM

Captain Mike Groves
Mike Groves commissioned into the Regiment in December
2010, immediately attending the Troop Leaders course where
he took off to a promising start, finishing top of the course.
On joining the Regiment in Sennelager he was soon given the
sobriquet of “Grumpy Groves” for his relentlessly cynical sense
of humour and his rather worn-out, old man demeanour. But
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lurking beneath the veneer of receding hair and endless gloom,
lay a ruthlessly competent officer and a wit that would become
an essential feature of mess life.
Mike joined just in time to deploy as a spare officer with B Sqn
on Op HERRICK 15, but sadly he very soon found himself in
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command of 1st Tp, when their Tp Ldr, Dave
Boyce and his Operator LCpl Scanlon were
killed, just three weeks into the tour. With
enormous shoes to fill, Mike rose to the
challenge of taking on the troop and was quickly
afforded the loyalty and respect of his soldiers.
1st Tp spent much of its time staking out the
famous Route 611, on the way to Sangin, with a
relentless IED threat and a cut-off, independent
feel to their task. This suited Mike perfectly as
he was able to spend several weeks at a time
with his close-knit Troop, earning a reputation
as one of the best in the squadron. This served
to strengthen the bond within the troop and
was reflected by the esteem in which he was
held by his men.
Mike steered the troop for the remainder of
a successful tour and on returning to Germany he was the
Regiment’s last offering to Op OLYMPICS, arriving just in time
for a trip to Chessington and a swift return to Sennelager before
actually completing a single day’s work. Mike captained the
Alpine Ski Team in Verbier in the winter of 2012, taking a relaxed
approach to the racing but nevertheless delivering a respectable
result for the Regiment.
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In the Officers’ Mess, Mike’s remorseless
acerbic wit quickly made him one of the most
popular mess members, with an uncanny ability
to draw a laugh from even the most mundane
piece of speech. Probably considering himself
to be beyond the useful age on the sporting
field, Mike rarely ventured into the arena of
Regimental sports, but his heavyweight tactics
at the Waterloo Inter-Mess Rugby and his
cricket umpiring skills will be a loss to the Mess.
Posted to Bovington as a Tp Ldr at the RAC
Training Regiment, Mike really came in to his
own and was never happier than scowling
in front of a class of 40 quivering recruits,
teaching them the basics of soldiering. A
man of physical presence and a no-nonsense
attitude, Mike realised that teaching young men
was really rather easy, and perhaps he ought to try his hand at
this on the outside. And so, we wish Mike and Clemmie all the
best with their new life in Clapham, and fully expect to see a
slightly dishevelled and irritable old Mike at the helm of Eton or
Marlborough in years to come.
TCHM

Captain Jonathon Arthur
Capt Jon ‘Old Man’ or ‘King’ Arthur joined
the QDG during the Regimental deployment
to BATUS in 2010. Due to the timing of his
arrival Capt Arthur was unable to join the
exercising troops, but instead was sent to
Brecon. Much to his relief, he was not going
to be one of the first QDG Officers to attend the
Infantry Platoon Commanders’ Battle Course
but instead attended just the Live Fire Tactical
Training (LFTT) phase. This saw Capt Arthur
attending the six week course in the depths
of Wales, learning how to organise, plan and
run dismounted live fire ranges; a skill which
would be very useful in the forthcoming predeployment training.
Capt Arthur then attended the Troop Leaders’
Course in Bovington, before returning to
Dempsey Barracks to join A Squadron for their somewhat
diverse and unusual pre-deployment training for Op HERRICK
15. During this time he enjoyed life in the Officers’ Mess, with
a notable incident that left him aghast as he watched his socks
go up in flames in the fire, after being discovered “incorrectly
dressed” for dinner. Capt Arthur quickly adapted to Mess life
and after a drink or two was a particularly spirited protagonist
of Mess charades.
Capt Arthur deployed in early September 2011 as part of the
Brigade Advisory Group. Working closely with Sgt Wayne Jones,
Capt Arthur mentored a Tolay of 40 Afghan warriors working
throughout Helmand province and deploying on over 50 patrols
with them. The mentoring team supported by soldiers from 2
RIFLES worked well to develop this element of the ANSF and
left them in a considerably more organised and effective fighting
force than when they arrived. During his time on operations Capt
Arthur worked with his fellow officers numerous times either in
the Formation Reconnaissance Squadron or occasionally with
the Brigade Reconnaissance Force. Capt Arthur returned from
Afghanistan in April 2012 and enjoyed a few weeks leave prior
to being thrown into the midst of the planning and execution
of the London 2012 Olympics security operation. Capt Arthur,
much to his credit, was one of a few Officers who volunteered
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to give up his leave in order to support the
Olympics. Consequently he was in charge
of the security checks for spectators entering
events such as the Beach Volleyball and the
Equestrian Cross Country – a much envied role
amongst his peers!
After completing Op HERRICK 15 and Op
OLYMPICS, Capt Arthur deserved some time
away from the fast pace of regimental duty. He
spent a brief spell in the Middle East helping
to train the Jordanian army in armoured
reconnaissance tactics before being posted as
a Platoon Commander to the Army Foundation
College at Harrogate. Here he commanded a
Platoon of 45 new recruits from their first day in
the military, aged from as young as 16 to their
graduation as fully qualified soldiers ready to
attend phase two training and integrate into the Regular Army.
Throughout his army career, Capt Arthur’s ‘refined’ looks
meant that he was often mistaken for an older and more senior
officer. As a cadet at Sandhurst he was regularly saluted by
Captains and Majors and as a Lieutenant he was, on numerous
occasions, confused for a Lt Col. Capt Arthur’s highest ‘unofficial
promotion’ took place on Op HERRICK 15 when he was sat on
board a helicopter waiting for an internal routine move flight.
After a fleeting look, a US army Colonel erred on the side of
caution and saluted Capt Arthur, leading to his nickname as
‘The Brigadier.’ In the mess Capt Arthur was well known for his
love of his favourite position by the fire and it was a brave young
subaltern who would sit there ahead of ‘The Brigadier.’ For
ever more new subalterns and potential officers would spend
several terrified moments talking to Captain Arthur, having been
introduced to him as ‘The Brigadier,’ before he finally revealed to
them that he wasn’t really a General Staff Officer.
After four and a half years in the Army, in early 2014, Capt Arthur
decided to make the big leap and leave the Army. The Regiment
wishes Capt Arthur all the best with his future endeavours.
BW
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Regimental Gazette
As at December 2014

Regimental Headquarters
(deployed on Op HERRICK 20 as part of the BAT)

Commanding Officer
Second-in-Command
Adjutant
Operations Officer
Intelligence Officer
Regimental Sergeant Major

541259 Lt Col WHL Davies MBE
555433 Maj STB Farebrother MC
25165695 Capt CE Ruggles-Brise
30010953 Capt NS Garland
25215134 Capt RG Robinson
25041439 WO1 (RSM) RC Mansel

A Squadron (RCBS / C-CAT)
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
25232632
30080767
25127974
25125282
25150688
25130398
25134289
25049416
25122109

Lt
2Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl

Dumont
McKechnie
Cubitt
Hughes
Simpson
Thomas
Walker
Price
Davies

25216266
24867775
30019948
30089485
30068912
25232921
30066147
30063173
30154771

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr

555542 Maj ED O’Brien
25199224 Capt JCF Lough
25048119 WO2 J Davies
24827784 SSgt M Riley
Morgan
Gallagher
Taylor
Canning
Beacock
Pitt
Griffiths
Williams
Gilliam

30141356
30131143
30128004
30135821
30122572
30082982
30101957
30106631
30154936

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Hutchings
Evans
Guercio
Williams
Casey
Mole
Carew
King
Farmer

LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Rose
Warner
Burnett
Crowther
Dyce
Foster
Jamieson
Jennings
Johns
Jones
Lynch
Magill
Martin
Mather
Meager
Williams

B Squadron (BAT & KLT)
Squadron Leader (designate)
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
24773640
30077179
30128487
30040410
30166880
25068322
24877505
25055801
25068659
25121833
25071964
25182412
25155220
25189692
25229762
30030698

Capt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
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Jones
Dawes
McBride
Paine
Woolland
Annanins
Thomas
Worsley
Bell
Chant
Thurston
Kaikadavu
Davies
Hatton
Stokes
Trudgill

30092458
30107379
30065234
30099328
30064891
30033544
30096610
30168857
30089315
30065005
30103699
30086924
30047281
30043713
25221672
25233280

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl

558816 Maj DGO Staveley
30029759 Capt DM Wiggins
25037832 WO2 RM Gallacher
25061962 SSgt W Davies
Campos
Chater
Cripps
Curzon
Dallimore
Dickinson
Flower
Gondwe
Griffiths
Halpin
Hopkins
Lardner
Mokuoane
Moore
Morgan
Petre

30096091
30115713
30160193
30188878
30165609
30175315
30046784
30173607
30180304
30076424
30173606
30166190
30177627
30040371
30134307
30180488
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C Squadron (BRF)
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Operations Officer
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
30076971
30151029
30135211
30077434
25201293
25122106
25205333
25163774
25211676
25124342
25210097
30070842
30060880
25126363
25200584
25229945
25222934
25175089
30046839
30059603
25135755
30060034
25227362
30038768
30023680

Lt
Lt
Lt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl

Findlay
Knowles
McHale
Wilks
Beal
Davies 106
Hamilton
Ruddy
St Paul
Tucker
Bennett
Doolan
Evans
Fisher
Hill
Nottingham
Panks
Roberts
Speed
Sudlow
Veasey
Welfoot
Williams
Baker
Beal

30103886
30042712
30115819
25182393
30045851
30110282
30076753
25222729
30093419
30063085
30105927
30145120
30154667
30140660
30111229
30125984
30144509
30170980
30130459
P064941T
30134192
30149618
30125983
30153183
30140484

LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

557506 Maj HT Lloyd
25234992 Capt B Williams
565351 Capt DE Reed
25061701 WO2 D Brown
25065339 SSgt D O’Connor
Bojang
Casey
Day
Delana
Edwards
Graham
Humphreys
McKinnon
Mwamalima
Petre
Sterry
Walters
Anderton
Bernard
Blake
Brockehurst
Buchan
Bullock
Coles
Couch
Davies
Dewhurst
East
Eedy
French

30144277
30128570
30186471
30165705
30172813
30154029
30167071
30173199
30166188
30149349
30166037
30081265
30159661
30179677
30167884
30167426
30151180
30170462
30135773
30137272
30074892
30172739
30157810
30155499

Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Gale
Gemmell
Green
Grove
Hawkins
Hicks
Howells
Hugo
Jones
Kelly
Lond
Lonsdale
O’Toole
Pine
Platt
Porter
Powell
Pugh
Pusey
Somers
Stewart
Thomas
Ward
Williams

HQ Squadron (ROG)
Squadron Leader
Second-in-Command
Squadron Sergeant Major
Squadron Quarter Master Sergeant
563163
24862217
25197691
24829578
24773640
24795861
565420
24889984
30047172
30168453
30042635
25026559
24888830
25042527
24865578
25052458
25065365
24865914
25016271
24885799
25053406
25168077
25036729
25046614
25099895
24900047
25093678
25037651
25058411
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Maj Brown
Capt Dunne
Capt Hockley
Capt Jones
Capt Jones
Capt Moore
Capt A M Sudlow
Capt Thomas
Lt
McKellar
2Lt Barcroft
2Lt Cowan
WO1 (ASM) Lawrence
WO2 Bell
WO2 Davies
WO2 Jones
WO2 Jones
WO2 (AQMS) Kelleghan
WO2 Lockyer
WO2 Pulham
WO2 Sprouting
WO2 Watson
SSgt Berry
SSgt Costello
SSgt Froggatt
SSgt Hansen
SSgt Hughes
SSgt Johnson
SSgt Pye
SSgt Sacco

24877505
25125785
24892656
25042309
25083202
25049067
25076011
25133496
25068121
25133496
25172789
25078696
24759418
21170802
25017727
24893317
25180054
25007531
25185130
25197361
25129633
25189148
W1058893
30071201
25191158
25233787
25183065
25159244
25184799

SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

561800 Maj PL Morrissey
565420 Capt AM Sudlow
24865914 WO2 R Lockyer
25037651 SSgt S Pye
Thomas
Anderson
Bancroft
Cartwright
Cruickshanks
Davies
Dodd
Griffiths
Hart
Hartt
Hinton
Hughes
Keen
Krishna
Macken
Millner
Nthani
Armstrong
Barton
Birkett
Burgess
Cameron
Cannon
Chambers
Davies
Edge
Grills
Hannah
Hazelwood

25207210
30077421
25200347
25119865
25202470
30004333
25144671
25148487
25207336
25191863
25082214
Q1048896
25141533
25221888
25145389
30044585
25142833
25164524
25218954
24950870
30045775
30081940
25229320
25182394
30014071
30071201
25189878
30098544
25192183

Cpl Hyatt
Cpl Isherwood
Cpl Jenkins
Cpl Jones
Cpl Jones
Cpl Kew
Cpl Korovulavula
Cpl Laqere
LCoHMcGrath
Cpl McKinnon
Cpl Morris
Cpl Moulden
Cpl Nakailoma
Cpl Owen
Cpl Powell
Cpl Smith
Cpl Taylor
Cpl Wakerley
Cpl Whitehead
Cpl Wright
LCpl Androsuik
LCpl Baptiste-Isles
LCpl Berry
LCpl Bobo
LCpl Cannon
LCpl Chambers
LCpl Cope
LCpl Crofton
LCpl Davies
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W1045671
25182207
30067722
30068921
25225443
21169573
30064100
25200347
25196722
30029561
30113004
25004583
30098638
Q1053274
30011514
30022404
30121041
30092303
30059603
25186512
30038049
25227637
25221492
30179642
30184495
30185524
30173862
30199388
30180828
30145670
30105198
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LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Evans
Evans
Frost
Green
Grey
Gurung
Haggley
Jenkins
Limbu
Millard
Murray
Otterbech
Palmer
Pettinger
Quantock
Rees
Robinson
Smith
Sudlow
Thomas
Tukana
Wilkins
Williams
Barry
Bello
Biggs-Stocker
Bigmore
Bould
Bradley
Breeze
Brindley

30165605
30183018
30128869
30192176
30173863
30188557
30182082
30184852
30182992
30034215
30172739
30142043
30168431
30199799
30178041
30048520
30129435
30057294
30149426
30063645
30103278
30034190
30154231
30204765
30138875
30175815
30184504
30183192
30198128
30085627
30172135

Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Cfn

Brock
Cairney
Chatterton
Crichlow
Cromwell
Davidson
Davies
Davies
Dawson
Dhawol
Duthie-Thomas
Finlay
Fisher
Ford
Frost
Graham
Griffiths
Haines
Halsall
Harrison
Harry
Hicks
Holland
Horn
Houldey
Hutchings
Jones
Jones
Jones
Jones
Kennedy

30203828
30187142
30184515
30132771
30175251
30152662
30184489
30126414
30179678
30114791
30080811
30108018
30098638
30195771
30089895
30185855
30195630
30190303
30176523
30197669
30165696
30195701
30186501
30124013
30041632
30152352
30204764
30174149
30178066
30128587
30169687

Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Cfn
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Pte
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Kniverton
Kolvic
Lancaster
Mattison
May
Morgan
Morgan
Morris
Moss
Murphy
Newey
Ngubane
Palmer
Parry
Peel
Powell
Priestley
Rabbitts
Rees
Richards
Rowlands
Rugen
Seafield-Smiles
Seburn
Seheri
Stephens
Thomas
Vanesi
Wilmot
Winter
Zatac

OP HERRICK 20 Individual Augmentees
562038
25021310
30138985
24892656
25039561
25202211

Maj
Capt
Lt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl

Lee
Plant
Martel
Bancroft
Patchett
Watson

25199582
25113450
25145720
25233121
25202676
25123591

Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl

Rana
Jones
Stringer
Sanderson
Cooper
Hanbury

25187864
25202211
25218067
30070696
30067230
30087791

Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr

McQueen
Watson
Sarfo
Hyland
Symonds
Finn

20 Brigade UK Med Liaison Team
24869487
24900712

SSgt John
Sgt Rouse

25227714
30044998

Cpl Hanbury
LCpl Stiens

Officers at ERE
499545
519416
514200
519712
536624
527030
531920
546287
527120
516633
513363
556444
549626
548025
543703
561798
563651
564003
565344
562269
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Lt Gen
Col
Col
Col
Col
Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Lt Col
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj
Maj

Sir S V Mayall KBE CB
G H J Deacon OBE
D W H Norris OBE
A J Pittman
J J de Quincey Adams OBE
A S Richmond OBE
M W L W Botsford
D B Duff
N J Fenton
R J Parry
A M Roxburgh
J K Smith
J G E Stenhouse DSO
N Thomas
P L C Bond
P Corfield
B R Nicholas
B Parkyn
H J Pilcher
A A D Seys

DSAME
APC COS
Business Planner MOD
AD Plans HQ ARTD
Special Assistant to Chairman NATO Military Committee
AD Army Reserve Development Army HQ
CO RMLY
CO QDG (Des)
SO1 Individual Training (France)
Defence Attaché Macedonia, Albania & Kosovo
SO1 DS Ground Manoeuvre
DCOS ARMCEN
ACSC
ACSC
ICSC DS Defence Academy
SO2 Trg Ops ARTD
SO2 Armour Army HQ
MA to COS ARRC
ICSC
SO2 Eqpt Plans Army HQ
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565209
24656655
25198513
30011016
24805516
25185423
25234755
24656685
30038248
24710556
25231139
30166386
30040410

Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Capt
Lt
Lt

C W C Beaver
I Coles
D C M Hoey
R J H Jackson
S John
B C J Matthews
T C H Mossop
G M Powell
C W Roberts
J D J Tyson
J G H Woodhart
C E Carter
H D G Paine

123

Cultural Specialist DIS
QM RY
JCTATT
OC TACP 4 Regt RA
SO3 G7 Trg Resources RMAS
Adjt RWXY
Tp Ldr RACTR
OC Korea Company, AFC(H)
SO3 Lt Cav Tactics RATD
SO3 O&D HQ 143 (WM) Bde
ADC TO DSAME
Tp Ldr RACTR
TP COMD, COOKSON TP, 2ATR(P)

Soldiers at ERE
24901730
25002090
24835011
25008816
25040023
25036831
25002086
25025826
24872772
25080827
25110733
25161676
24885332
24844774
25133269
24879137
25169284
25141950
25151646
25015668
25130399
25144795
25137020
25051042
25136159
25066108
25059530
25183065
25227597
30076753
25216266
25108927
25139265
25210599
25100904
25114629
25105211
30098609
25194806
30037631
30019094
30049259
25216198
30056802
30156092
30044809
30073421
30030687
30106583
30103277
30084585
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WO1
WO1
WO1
WO1
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
WO2
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
SSgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Sgt
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
Cpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
LCpl
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr
Tpr

Davies
Hawtin
Jones
Wilcox
Burns
Kimsey
Pearman
Robinson
Williams
Brisco
Homer
Hopkins
Mcnamara
O’Connor
Blackburn
Bowden
Davies
Ewbank
Jones
Lambie
Lewis
Navunisaravi
Shortman
Speight
Comley
Davies
Davies
Grills
Humphrey
Humphreys
Morgan
O’Brien
Roberts
Sudlow
Thomas
Urch
Young
Clark
Cole
Hulley
Maunder
Savarin
Sudlow
Carney
Cooper
Ierston
Morris
Owen
Parker
Pasonage
Williams

RSMI CVS ATDU
JCTTAT
RY RHQ
RSMI LFG
Gp WO CIS School ARMCEN
RQMS ARMCEN
Gp WO CIS School ARMCEN
Range WO AFVGS
RQMS BMATT
D&MI
SSI AFVGS
RMAS
JAMES Team
SSI CIS School ARMCEN
OPTAG
PSI RMLY
SI AFVGS
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
PSI RMLY
AFC(H)
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
LFG Castlemartin
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Inst CBRN School
AFC(H)
BFG PRU
BFG PRU
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Provost LWC
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
JCC Inst ARMCEN
Trials ATDU
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
Waterloo Sqn ARMCEN
ARMCEN
Swansea AFCO
QM(T) BATUS
Bde Comd Dvr 145 Bde
BFG PRU
Driver DSAME
AFC Winchester
LLC
Harogate NCO
143 Bde PRU
Recruting
145 Bde PRU
42 Bde PRU
LD
44 Sqn RMAS
HCMR
ARTD
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Marriages and Civil Partnerships
Tpr Foster to Jessica
LCoH McGrath to Leandro
Tpr Morris to Catherine
Tpr Gilliam to Laura
Cpl Isherwood to Rebecca
Tpr Parry to Kayleigh
WO2 Pearman to Lisa

on 3 Jan 14
on 24 Jan 14
on 28 Mar 14
on 5 Apr 14
on 19 Apr 14
on 3 May 14
on 12 Jul 14

Births
LCpl and Mrs Flower
LCpl and Mrs Berry
Sgt and Mrs Nthani
Tpr and Mrs Haines
Cpl and Mrs Hazelwood
Maj and Mrs Parkyn
Capt and Mrs Ruggles-Brise
Tpr Winter and Miss Wysocki
Tpr Murphy and Miss Reade
Cpl and Mrs Chater
WO2 and Mrs Pulham
Capt and Mrs Hockley
Capt and Mrs Garland
Tpr Priestley and Miss Squire
Sgt Davies and Miss Owen
Sgt and Mrs Simpson
Tpr and Mrs Jones
Capt and Mrs Mathews
Cpl and Mrs Veasey
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a son
a daughter
a daughter
a daughter
a son
a son
a son
a son
a son
a son
a daughter
a daughter
a daughter
a daughter
a daughter
a daughter
a daughter
a son
a son

Rowan
Ada Elizabeth
Maria-Sasha
Kiera Grace
Maddox Rocco Philip
Ralph Willoughby
Benjamin Guy
Liam Anthony
Oliver Rhys
Jude Arthur
Evelyn Aria
Sophie Eva
Amelia Isla
Scarlett
Seren Medi
Mia Sophie
Layla Jackie
Edward Sandro
Bobby

4 Jan 14
20 Jan 14
8 Feb 14
30 Mar 14
23 Apr 14
8 May 14
6 Jun 14
20 Jul 14
23 Jul 14
17 Aug 14
26 Aug 14
7 Sep 14
14 Sep 14
15 Sep 14
19 Sep 14
22 Oct 14
15 Nov 14
5 Dec 14
11 Dec 14
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